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DR. E, B. REED,

Published overy day (Sundays excepted) by the
POBTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street. Portland. Me.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid In advanoe.
Bates of Advertising: One Inch of spaoe, the
length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil consti-

tutes

“square.”

a

$1.60 per square, dally first week; 75 cents per
week after; three Insertions or lets, $1.00, continuing every otner day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions
or less, $1.60.

j

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50 a
paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted m the “Mainb State
Press (which has a large circulation In every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion

year: if
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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
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Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all e: *es that are giv^n tip as incurable by
the aliopatliic and bomceo. athic physicians. I will
take their case to treat and cure them. I tiud aDout.
four fifths of the cases given up to die can be cared.
Examination at a distanco by letter, with their
full name and place of residence and one 2 cent
stamp and $/.<X), Examination second sight and
consultation free.
Office Eioh pH 9

to 9 p

n. in.
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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OF PORTLAND.
ok

Mayor

Aldermen,
May 4tti, 1885.

and

Block

City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order, for three weeks successively, in the Portland
Daily Press and Daily Eastern Argus, that it is the
that the

inteution of this Board to construct sewers in the
following streets: Wamut and Willis streets, and
Montreal street above Willis street; Oak street, between Prospect and Cumberland streets; York street
between Brackett and State streets; Charles street
between Ells worth and Congress streets. And this
Board will, on Monday, tbe iirst day of June, next,
at 7.30 o’clock p. m., at the Aldermen’s room, City
Building, hear all parlies interested therein, and
thereafter this Board will determine if the public
interests require that the said sewers be constructed
A true copy of the order.
Attest:
GEO. O. BURGESS, City Clerk.

CirY Clerk’s Office,
May 7th, 1885.
Notice is horeby given in accordance with the
terms of the above order which is made a part of
this notice.
GEO. G. BURGESS, City Clerk.
my7(J3w

SAVINGS BANK.

Anunal

Electing.

Island,. 30.28

Public
Committee
will receive
Annual Meeting of the Corporators of PortTHEsealed proposals for suchBuildiDgs
quantities of coal
Bank, will be held at the bankTHEland Savings
not
exceed
the
commit!
may direct,
eight hunof
WEDNESI) aY, the 27th
on

as

ing room,

Ma^,

day

on

at 10.30 o’clock a. m., tor the purposes specified in
the charter and required by the statutes of Maine.
ED WARD A. .NOYES, Sec;etary.

inay20dtd

May 19.1885.

Eclectic Medical Society.

Maine

annual meeting of the Maine Eclectic Medi
cal Society will be held at the Elmwood Home
in the city of Waterville, on Wednesday, May 27,
Per order,
1885, at 10 o’clock a. m.
F. BARRETT, M. D-, See.
my 13d2w

THE

MSauie Medical Association.
■
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broken, and two hundred and
size, 2240 pounds to the ton. of
Scliuvlkill hard, white ash coal, shipped from Philadelphia, to be free from slate, and delivered in
shipping order, put in and trimmed, in the
ins at such of the public buildings and school
houses, and at such times as the committee ma\ dtsignate. The egg size to be re-screened upon its ae
livery as above, and the name of the mine, or coal
proposed to bo furnished, to accompany the bid.
dred and fifty
fifty tons egg

tons

good

The committee reserves the right to reject any or
all bids. Address, “Proposals for Coal,” for one
J. W. DEERING,
week to
Chairman Com. on Public Buildings.

Portland, May 21st, 1885.
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A Medical Association will be held at City Building, Portland on Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday, June 9th. 10th and 11th.
mj9dlm ClIAS. D. SMITH, M. D., Secretary.
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Mass. 30.28

55

Kastport, Me. 30.29

44
46

Boston,

Washington.. 30.28
Portland, Me. 30.28
Mt.

60
55
57
72

Charleston.... 30.05
Jacksonville, Fla. 30.03
Savannah. Ga.30.63
Cincinnati. Ohio.. 29.97
Buffalo, N. Y.... 30.08
Alpena, Mich.

76

Chicago,
Duluth.

Ills. 30.00
Minn. 30.04

Marquette,Mich.. 30.02
Milwaukee, Wis.. 30.00

St. Louis
St. Paul,

29.92
Mo.
Minn.... 29.96
...

Bismarck, Dak... 29.84
St. Vincent, Minn 29.90
Omaha, Nebr. 29.96|
x

ders at

our

23 inch Foulard Silks, 45
cents; former price $1.00.

1,500 yards Batiste, 15
cents; reduced from 25
cents.

Short length Hamburgs, at
about half price; all others at reduced prices.

Hosiery, in odd lots, reduced from 75c, $1.00 and

1.25,

iios.

to 25 cents.

488 & 490 Congress St.
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591 Congress St.
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IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF STOCK.

AMERICA AHEAD ONCE MORE.
NEW ORLEANS WORLD’S EXPOSITION
The Willimantic Thread Company
awarded three medals of the first ciag*
at the New Orleans World’s Exposition,
for hest

quality of Six Cord Spool Cotton, for best quality and most comprehensive display of manufacturing Six
Cord Spool Cotton, and for best display
of manufactured Spool Cotton in
black,
white, and colors.

Gilca’ l.ioimciu Iodide Ammonia.
Kemoves all Unsightly Hunches, Cures Lameness in
Cattle, Spinal Meningitis, Founder, Weak Limbs,
Sprung Knees, Spavin, Kingbone, Quitter, Windgal Js.
No stable should be without it.
Railroad, mining and express companies all use Ciies’ Liniment,
and in the great racing stables of Belmont and Lor
illard it has achieved wonders. One trial will conviuce.

Write Dtt. GILES, Box 3483, N. Y. P. O. who
will, without charge, give advice on all diseases and
Sold by all
also on the management of cattle.
druggists at 50c. and $L 00 a bottle and in quarts
there
is
which
at $2.50. in
great saving. The Liniment in white wrappers is for family use;
that in
for
cattle.
mylSeodGmcw
yellow

FANCY NEW CROP

Barbados term
343 PCNCJIIEOKBjl

l'IEB€E$,
30 II 1BUEL9,
34

Carp Schooner
FOB

o

SALE
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dudfrey,
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At the New Orleans World’s Exposition, the ■Willimantic
Thread Co. of Hartford, Conn., a distinctively American Instit*
utlon, again carried off all the honors, and the only medals
awarded for spool cotton. The completeness of this latest
Willimantic victory can be better appreciated by reading the
following copy of the reports of the Judges:
“BEST QUALITY of SIX-CORD SPOOL COTTON in all
numbers for SEWING MACHINE and handwork.”
Awaud : Medal of the first class.
“Best quality and most comprehensive display of manufacturing six-cord Bpool cotton, from the bale of cotton
“to the finished thread on spool.”
Awakd : —Medal of the first class.
“Best display of manufactured Bpool cotton ready for use,

311,313 and 315 Commercial St.
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Fire in I.eavinlou.
Lewiston, May 21.—This evening a frame
building ou Lisbon street, owned by Jobn Y.
Scruton and occupied by Tash & Swain, clothing and furnishing* goods, took fire. The
builaiug was badly damaged. The stock was
partially saved, but wet down. Scruton has

81500 insurance, which will probably cover
tho Iobs. Tash & Swain’s stock was damaged
several thousand dollars; insured 81000 in the

Western, 81000

Springfield, 82000 in
the London aud Lancashire, and 81000 in the
Liverpool, London aud Globe.
in

the

The Wilton Assault Case.

b. ving been unable to obtain
in the Farmington jaii.

"in

Awaed

bail, still lodges

County Pension Sturgeons.
Farmington, May 21.—Dr. Parmenas Dyer
aud Frank H. Russell of Farmington have
Franhlin

qualified

and entered upon the discharge of
their duties Wednesday. Dr. George Z. H ggius (Republican) of Strong is retaiued upon
the board for the present.
AUBURN.

An Auburn man narrowly escaped fatal
blood poisoning and death by lockjaw
He
thinks me poison was communicated from
dental instruments on which some poison remained, from an ulcerated tooth, as the attack followed the extracting of teeth.
BANGOR.

Tuesday evening a couple of live deer were
the Maine Central depot to be taken to
Boston by the American Express.
The animals were
immediately seized by Game
Warden Thooias F Alien who objeoted to
their being sent out of Maine The gentleman
who was about to seud them was not acquainted with the laws regarding such shipments aud has since disposed of the deer within tlie State and settled the matter.
BATH.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)
The graduating class of the Bath High

School decided Thursday noon to hold their
gradoa’ing exercises in church instead of the
school ball.
The improvements at tho coiner of Oak aod
Front aireets are a stride in the right direction; so also is the new sidewalk. Many such
would be appreciated.
The exercises of the G. A. R. ou tho Sunday
before Memorial Day will occur at the Beacon
Street M. E. Chnrcb.
The reported accident to the Meteor while
cn her way to Boston is said to b ve been
of
little moment and in no way reflected on the

engineer.
Recently the number of fire engine horses
was decreased to four, one engine
being left
with uo horses. TheBe four city tquines are
at present out .ou the Bull bridge road with
the road engine, not less than two miles and a
from
their respective engine houses.
halt
Economy is wealth—wealth burnt up in case

of fire.
Work at the marine railway is brisk. The
Pioneer of Rockland came off Thursday with

coppered, and au old schooner, the David S.
Siuer, will go ou shortly, to recuperate from

damages received while ashote near Portland,
t his pretty craft has hammered *he rocks at
different places four times in the last four
years and still survives at the age of twenty.
FARMINGTON.

Twenty-five or thirty Farmington ladies
captured Grand Army Hall Wednesday night,
while the John F. Appleton Post, G. A. K.,
The Post
wer
mus'.eriug in a new recruit.
boys surrendered gracefully, and the ladies
with
an
eilk
them
elegant
flag and a
presented
handsome silk banner. Capt. E. I. Merrill,
Post Commander, in behalf cf the Post responded fittingly to the speech of presentation.
LYMAN.

—

djqck, wmtc,
Medal of the

ana colors."

first class.

To emphasize this report of the Jurors, the Committee on
Awards have made a SPECIAL report of which the following
Is a copy:
“In confirming this report, the Committee on Awards take
“occasion to express their appreciation of the superior and
“complete exhibit made by the Willimantic Thread Company, as well of the SUPERIORITY OF THEIR PRODUCT, as resulting from practical operations at the
“Exposition, and hereby grant the highest awards permissible under the ruleB.”
Signed, GUS. A. BREAUX,
Chairman of Committee on Awards.
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commissioned pension examining surgeons for Franklin county, in place of Dr.
John R. Eaton of Wilton, deceased, and Dr.
J. A. Richards of Farmington, removed. They

yet reached.

We respectfully ask tlie indulgence of our patrons for a few
days. After that time we shall be
fully settled and ready to give our
usual atteution to busiuess.
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assaulted last week with murderous intent by Warren Daggett, still continues very
1 >w and is far from being out of danger. He
1 ; in a stupor most of the time.
Daggett,

PUBLIC.
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Albany, N. Y. 30.26
New York, N. Y.. 30.27

Philadelphia.30.22
Washington,D.C. 30.19
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Wilton, May 21.—Lafayette Ranger, who
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INDICATIONS.

Washington, May 22.
indications for New England are
slightly warmer fair weather, southerly winds,
lower barometer.

« JTV OP PORTLAND.

PORTLAND

inser-

The

RULER.
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Account Boots?; Billed to Order.

In Board
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PAPER

Gas Bills
REDUCED

subsequent
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MORNING,

An Insignificant E’ire in a Cincinnati
Results

Printing Office

in the

Death of Fifteen

Persons
And Terrible

Injuries

dtf

Joshua Clark, the hermit, has found his
horse. The animal was found hitched in the
woods not far from his honse, showing that
boys prominently figured in the theft.
new SHARON.

John Young of New Sharon, ;a veteran river
driver, well kuown to all Dead River summer
tourists, while engaged on the Dead River
drives last week, was suddenly taken very ill.
Fast horses were immediately obtained aud he
was taken as far as
Farmington on his way to
his home, where a stop was made for a change
of horses, during which he died.
ROCKLAND.

the

lookout for
oe bought

experienced man is on
suitable steamer which can
put upon the route between Rockland,
T-le uu liaut, Swan’s Island, Deer Isle and
North Haven.
A bed of lime rock has been discovered at
Morse’s Corner, and a crew of men are at
work removing the earth from a portion of
land ou the farm of Frank Morse. Specimens
of the rock discovered have been burned and
yielded a tine quality of lump lime.
Au

some

ami

Many

to

Others.
Fearful Scenes Caused by

a

Burst-

ing Benzine Can.
Cincinnati, Slay 21.—This city has had its
share of shocking disasters, but never bas oue
happened where snob a pitiful loss of life occurred as that of today, and with so little oc-

account of the distruclion of paper of the U.
8. Notes and all other securities whether partly printed or complete in the boreau of engraving aud printing incident to the transfer
of the office of chief of the barean from Capt.
T. W. hurrill to E. O. Graves
The latter
gentleman will assist the committee in tbe
work. It is stated at the treasury department
that the office of assistant treasurer vacated by
Graves will be filled by promotion and according to this programme C. L. Whelpley the
present cashier will tie made assistant 'reasurer
and Mr. H A. Whitney, assistant cashier, be
made cashier. These changes will be made
the first proximo.

cabiou. In less than fifteen minates after the
fatal blunder began, 16 or 17 persons had pi r
isbed, every oue of whom could have besn
saved.
Shoit ns the time was
very easily
there were displays of heroism that saved two
lives, but one of the heroes lost his own life.
At half-past 1 this afternoon, J. A Greeu,
city editor of the Times-Star, npou going np
the stairway to his office, saw dense clonds of
Naval matter*.
smoke issuing from the rear windows of the
Commodore Schley has received a number
building, Nos. 19 aDd 21 ffe,t Sixth street, and ol
applications Irom enlisted men in the navy
immediately telephoned the fire department. who
are desirous of
eulering the proposed
The alarm brought the engines almost Instantnaval
training school. He bas been compelled
ly, and it was not fifteen miuuteB before the ; to
a number ol them on acconnt of the
reject
Enfire was so mnob under control that Chief
age ol applicants.
It is bis purpose to make
gineer Wittby was able to reach the fifth or top j 35
years tbe limit of age ol those who can sefloor, bat he was too late to rescue the gir's cure
admission.
to the present time about
Up
employed there, and to his horror be found ten
twenty men have been accepted.
The first
dead bodies lying with their hands to their
class
will
consist ol about forty members. The
faces, and thoir faces blackened and distorted
commodore
has
under
consideration
a
plan for
in death.
retiring the meu who serve in the navy. His
The Chief said, in speaking of it: "The
proposed retirement is to be an inducement
house is not burned out; in fact the fire was
for men to enter for
chiefly in the fifth story. In the smoke, I vice. At the next long and continnons sersession of Congress he will
counted ten girls lying upon benches, tables,
eudeavor to secure the enactment of legislaand other things, and some on the floor. Their
tion providing for retiring. His plan is to reclothing was not burned, but the skin on the
tire men ou tbree-fonrths pay after 30 years unbacks of their bands was scorched. It was a
interrupted service. He proposes to sell the
terrible Bight; the worst I ever saw in my exnaval asylum at Philadelphia which is not of
perience. The girls lay where they had fallen
great use bat which is valuable property worth
in their wild and helpless despair.”
nearly $3,000,000 and use of the interest of
The fire started from a can of benzine on the
this
sum for the pay of retired seamen.
second floor near the elevator shaft. A boy
Ex-Union .Soldiers.
on that floor, says he heard
a report, and inA delegation representing the Grand
stantly the fire leaped to the elevator shaft and
Army
of the Republic department of Pennsylvania,
-t'
the builaiug, and from the third story to the
and veterans from the Union army, called on
fifth floor it was encircled by a wooden stairthe President today and asked that the law
way, which was the only means of access to
giving preference in appointments to ex Union
these floors. The elovator shaft, to add to its
soldiers shall be enforced whereever removals
combustibility, was encased with a thin wood- are made and whenever reductions of the torce
en lattice work.
The second floor, where the
are made.
The President assured the delegafire started, was the nress room, the third the
tion that he desired to do all that can be done
for the old soldiers.
composing room, the fourth the storage and
That as President it is
waste room, and the fifth the folding room.
duty to see that all laws ol the Uuited States
As soon as the fire started John Sullivan, a
are enforced, and that lie recognizes the claims
of tho old ftoldifirs nnnn t.h« onwrnmfint
Hilt
young man and a cousin of the proprietor,
ran up the stairway to the fifth floor
to give
be said, it is impossible for him to
give attento
the
and
almost
he
tion
to
individual cases. The delegation then
warning
girls
instantly
found he was too late to get them down the
called on Secretary Manning ana Commissioner Black with satisfactory results.
stairway aud that his |owu retreat was cut off.
What he did for the frightened girls could
Minor matters.
only be told by glimpses that could be seen of
It has been decided by Mr. Roach and Sechim at a smoking window from which four of
rataiy Whitney that the Dolphin shall have
the girls had already leaped to the*r death. J.
another trial next week.
R. Kinsley’s son and his foreman had gone to
Secretary Whitney contemplates visiting the
the roof of their building, adjoining this on
Eastern navy yards next week.
the west, and knowing the girls were imprisSecretary Bayard issued an order today closoned on the floor below they procured a rope
ing the State Department in memory of exand lowered it to the window where Sullivan
Secretary Frelinghnysen on the day to be apwas, who instantly grasped it and fastening
pointed tor his funeral, and that it be draped
one of the girls to it, helped her cat
of the
in monruing for tea days.
window ana Kingsley and Scbiceder lowered
her safely to the sidewalk. The rope was then
brought np and Sullivan quickly fastened it to
ALABAMA CLAIMS.
another girl aud sent her down safely. The
rope came up the third time and as the other
ludguieuts Rendered
by the Court of
girls by this time were all suffooated or wtre
Commissioners.
afraid to venture Sullivan fastened the rope
to his own body and was being lowered, when
Washington, May 21.—In the Court of
Commissioners of Alabama Claims, today, the
as he was half-way down,
the flames shot out
'ollowing judgments were announced with
of the window and he fell headforemost to the
uterest at 4 per cent from dates named:
sidewalk in the presence of a horrified crowd
No. 2489, Jonas Strauss and Levi Strauss.'surwho had witnessed his heroism.
riving partners, *59.633, Feb. 7,1864.
When the girls were jumping from the winNo. 2644, Jacob S. Winslow, *111; Jacob S.
dow a large colored man heroioally tried to
Winslow, administrator, *66; Lincoln W. Tibbets
catch them and so break the force of their
[136; Edward A. Marwick, *45; Wm. Anderson,
fail and he nearly lost his own iife in the at[126; Benj. F. White, $62; Andrew Lacy, $97; Aired A Ginn, *142; Enoch R.
tempt.
Clark, *72; Lyman
Within ten miuntes after the fire began pai. Clark. *27, Sapt. 12, 1863.
trol wagons were called into use to carry away
°e<>rgs S. Hunt, *957, Wm. A. Whip,Nog„2,?4a’
tie, $38; Edward A. Marwick, $406; Thomas G
the wounded and killed. There were 50 occu■string, administrator, $107. Oct. 29, 1863.
pants of the building of whom 20 or 25 were
3213. Henry D. Brookman and John W. Brookgirls in the fifth story. Boys were on the secnan, $593; Amariah Lelaud $88; James H. Wittaond and 3rd floors, aud this accounts for their
ter executor, $69; Charles Fierce
$203; Isaac W.
loardmau administrator, $102; Davtd N. Bernev
scape. All agree that the spread of the flames
was almost instautaiieous.
There was an ave[88; Audiew Uickey $88; Jane 6, 1863.
nue of escape which the panic
3776, Oliver Frescott executor, $1757; Feb. 15,
stricken girls
Lo6o.
did not think of. It was an opening in the
FrenCl1’ 6arViflng partnerroof which they oouid easily have reached
from a bench standing beside the wail aud
James Brand surviving partner, *615;
5616,
ouce on the roof they could have reached other
Inly 2, loo4.
building with perfect ease. The lack of ready
122*, Wm. Reed $63; Oot. 10,1863.
access to this place cost all these lives.
tio09, Leavitt storer executor, $91; Sept. 10,
-oOo
The fire was almost insignificant and the
A- Brow“. enwmtrix,
wooden stairway around the elevator shaft is
,„18,66J>"na
$1249; March
{2, 1 y.64.
not so burned as to be useless or eveD unsafe,
4884, Henry H. Grant administrator, $460;
he
flames
seem
to
have pervaded all the
yet
["homas F. Cliflord $47; George W.
Harrington
floors and to have ruined all the paper aud
(1*30, C. S* Kendall $126. Nancy Berry administraother light combustible matter.
rix, $140; Alex St .pies administrator, $66, W. H.
Mr. Sullivan
ark
Jos.
Park
estimates his loss at 86,000.
$20;
administrator $139: Simon J.
The damage to
Hurphy surviving partner, $226; George A. Upton
the building is slight.
Klmiuistrator, $200; Feb. 2o, 1864.
The scenes at Habig’s undertaking estab
admiaistratrix, $7;
?°'™?'j8v* Hannah B. Ford,
liahinent, where the dead bodies were taken,
Jones» 3*17; Tbomas B. Jones, $142;
ru
and where friends and relatives came to idenl. bn JJ*
YV. Jones au-i Thomas D.
Jones, $1230: Gilfof
were
the
most
ordL.
tify them,
painful character,
Stokers, $118; Caroliie B. Blanchard, adlu one case a polioemau identified his sisters,
uinistratrix, *241, E.ixa F. Ilartson, admiuistrarix
J. B. Folger, $609; C. S
Lizzie aud Dolly Handel, twins; Mrs. Meiers
Randall, $206;
$4^.:
i. W. 8,aples, 4161; .John It.
found ihe body of her daughter, and bad to be
Macy, $225; Myra
1.
reach. a mintstratrix, *901: Harriet Ford, ad
led away from (he terrible sight. Mrs. Leaninistratrix. $253; Amoriab Leiand, $742; H. W.
ban had the awful experience of finding her
J atk. administrator, *
146; Jonathan C. Niokels,
three daughters among the dead.
j22; D. Nlekels, $177; Harris Stai kpole. $121;
The fatal list, as now made up, is:
lane
Hardy, administratrix. $225; Josiah F.
Killed—Adub Bell, ageii 48; Dolly and Lizlichborne, $254, Alien Noyes, $58, W. J. Treat,
[599r Eus ace C. Fitz, administrator, $12,009.
zie Handel, twin sisters, 20 years old; Fannie
Uav 3, 1804.
Jones, 22; Delia, Katie and Mary Leabou, sisNo. 40)1. Barnabas
Freeman, *128; Pltsbe J.
lere, aged 23, 14 and 16 respectively; Katie
Airing, executrx $149; Prentiss Loring, adminisLo-'r.y, 20; Lizzie Meirs, 16; Annie Mclutire,
raior, $87, Nicholas Grant, administrator, $50;
20; Fannie Norton, 34; Katie and Mary Put
itepbou A. Anderson, $ 19; M. L. Soule,$12;
nam, sisters, 22 and 19; John Sullivan, 22;
administrator, $107; Matthias
rnUryJE?SL<£i‘-st
Lellie Wyman, 20.
Ulea, $18, March 20, 1864.
Injured—Will Bishop, printer, 23 years;
will probably die;
Josie Hawkes, Emma
GEN. GRANT.
Pinchback, will probably die; Nannie Shepherd, bead badly cat.
Preparations are already in progress for the
Sew York, May 21.—Gen. Grant slept five
relief of the families of the victims, moat of
poors
last night, but this small amount of
whom were the support of dependent families.
sleep was not owing particularly to pain. This
morning ana today he has felt very bright, and
pas
dictate-i some matter for his book. At
CHICAGO ELECTION FRAUDS.
1.30 be went out for a drive.
The General’s drive did not improve him,
mackin aud Gallagher’s Gases to Go Besnd he spent a veiy restless and painful afterfore tlie IJ. S. staprenie Court.
noon.^ His throat felt so bad that he discontinped distation.
Chicago, May 21.—On the application for a
The General is nervous and
writ of error in the case of Joseph C. Mackin
restless, and not as well as for the last few
aud Wm. J. Gallagher which was argned belays.
fore Judge Gresham and Justice Harlow these
Saturday’s number of the Medical Record
two jurists disagree.
The effect of this is to
will contain tho following:
During tho past
send the case to the United States Supreme
week Gen. Grant has been :in a comparatively
Court. Mackin and Gallagher were convicted
pomlortable condition.
He obtains a full
of rifling a ballot box in the 3d precinct of the
amount of sleep, lakes nourishment without
18th ward at the recant national election and
iifficulty, and is quite free from pain. At a
:onsaltation May 17th, Drs. Sands, Shrady
substituting bogus ballots for those cast by the
electors. They were released on bail pending
and Douglass being present, it was found that
decision on a motion for a writ of error.
the swelling under the angle of the
The
jaw on the
prosecution of these two men has been long
right side, had increased in size, that the
aud expensive, and great interest centered in
were
Btill indurated ano deeply fixed,
glands
Anri alary that
tharu
the result owing to tbe prominency of Mackin
in local political affairs. If the supreme court
diffused it filtration into the adjoining tissues
should sustain Judge Gresham the prosecution
nf the upper and anterior portions ol the neck.
would have to be renewed. In the meantime
There was consequently some rigidity of the
nuu
-n-.uus
QlO
jaws, preventing a wide opening of the mouth,
this iu a measure, interfering with the examipending in the state conns.
nation of the throat. The ulceration on the
right side of the base of the tongue showed a
OUT-DOOR MEETINGS.
tendency to extend backward, was more excavated aDd had elevated and indurated the
Several Clergymen and Salvationist* Arborder. At the examination
Wednesday,made
l'aifiued and Fined in Bouton.
by Drs. Douglass and Shrady, the local condiBoston, May 21.—The test cases of the par- tions were found unchanged.
ties who were arrested yesterday lor preaching
or holding religions exerci.es on the
Common,
MET A BETTER MAN.
came up in the municipal coart today, and attracted an immense crowd.
The persouB arrested were Rev. Dr. A. J. Gordon, pastor of
What Onulan Stays of Bench, the Austhe Clarendon Btreet Baptist church, liev. M.
tralian Oarntnun.
R, DemiDg, general secretary of the Young
San Francisco, May 21 —Hanlan, the oarsMen’s Christian Association, Rev. W. F. Daarrived here to-day by steamer Zsalandic
vis, a missionary, and iormerly superintendent man,
from Sydney. On being questioned as to his
of the North Bud Mission, H. L. Hastings, a
defeat by Beach, he replied: “I simply met a
publisher on Cornhill, and editor of The Cliris- better man than I was at
the time. I was
tiau, an 1 Capt. Annie Shirley, Abijah Hall
beaten fairly and squarely, but I will return to
and about a doeen other members of the SalAustralia in 18 months and try him again.
vation Army, who were charged with violatBeach is the beet man I ever met, and I am
ing a city ordinance by preaching on the Comauthoiized by his backer to say that be is
mon last Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Hastings was arready to row any man in the world for from
raigned and pleaded not gnilty, but Judge
35,000 to 325,000 and allow traveling exAdams said that as the defendant had not got
penses.” Haulan will remain here ten days
a penult to preach he
should fine him as well
and then go to Toronto to train for his sumas
the others $10 without costs. The cases
mer rowing.
will all be appealed,
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Insurance,

HAS BEEN

be sure to look into System and Advantages of the Endowments ana lire
year distribution plan of the old

Mutual Life Insurance
OF NEW
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FORK.

ASSETS,

$104,000,000.

Premiums may be
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC FOB SIXTEEN YEABS,
And lias Proved by Test of 'I line
to be tlie

BEST PREPARED PAINT
ON

paid monthly if desired.

FIGURED

war-1

AVERILL PAINT

rror

d3m

THEJVIARKET.
Wifi

WALDOBORQ.

IN

D legists and l’aint Dealers, Portland,
MW&Flm

TQ MY FRIENDS AND PATRONS
From Exchange Street we have removed,
Our business, worktop all together,
If s »ti-factory we have proved.
In using s »les and upper leather,
We'll do our work as strong and neat,
On corner of Federal ana Hampshire Street.

JAilESSJIITlI.

The first camp fire of Charles Keizer Post,
G. A. R., recently organized at Waldoboro,
was lighted in Clark’s Hall, Tuesday evening.
The hall was well filled with citizens, members of the home post and representatives of
several others. Past Oommauder 8. L Miller
applied the torch and presided over the meet-

ing.

H. H. HAY & SON

mylli

The graduating exeicises of the senior class
of Thomaston High School will take place
Wednesday evening, May 27tb, at the Baptist
Church.
A Thomaston gentleman has in his possession a leek of Gen. Jackson’s hair, given him
by an ancle who resided in Indians, who was
a great admirer of “Old Hickory,” who gave
the aforesaid uncle, at bis request, a generous
lock, a part of which the Thomaston gentleIt is silver white with one brown
man has.
strand among the snowy hairs.

CUABAIVTeE

this Paint will prove satisfactory to the purchaser
We do not
when applied according to directions.
mean a guarantee of satisfaction oiihj when the
Paint is first applied
as any paint is satisfactory
when first applied, -but our guarantee embraces a
sufficient time to properly test its merits. Send for
sample cards and prices to our Agents,

iruyll

THOMASTON.

dlw

GENERAL.

Tbo Somerset Reporter says

that Mr. John
the time John
SimpsoD was killed ou the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad, is to bring a suit against
the r ad for damages. The suit will be for

Kirby, who

was

injured

at

820,000.
Drserlrd li i-

*V“

■••***«
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Family.

Lawreuc s and Portlands, Harry.Oxley, pitcher of
the latter clnb was arrested by a Lynn officer
ou a chargu of non-snpport of his family.
He
was taken to Lynn, where his wife resides.
gainti

ihis

afieruoon

between

the

—

._>

an

Alleged Good Author-

the fall of 1883 he went op into the Saskatchewan country, where he has been ever since.
There is no doubt whatever as to bis American

citizenship.
THE DOMINION.
Petitions

Pasunge
Against
Fruuehise Bill.
Ottawa, Mav 21.—Iu the Honse of Commons yesterday 36 petitions against the passage
of the franchise bill were presented.
Sir
John A. McDonald announced that several
concessions bad been made in the bill. Real
property qualification is redncad from $300 to
$200, and the franchise income is reduced
from $400 to $300.
Mr. Edgar moved au
amendment that the right to vote shonld only
be given to enfranchised Indians, and not to
those living on reserves and receiving annuities
from the crown. The government is not inclined to accept the amendment, and a long
fight is expected.
of

me

Postal Pirates.

NATIONAI, JR IV I! AM PM ENT.

ity that be 1* An American.
Ottawa, May 21,—The following statement
in regard to Riel’s citizenship, is made on the
best of authority: Riel took an active part
late in 1882 or early in 1883 in the Montana
territorial elections, having become an American clt zen there, and he created considerable
excitement in the elections referred to, beiDg
an active worker for the Republicans. After
these elections were over he was prosecnted on
a charge of having indnced several half breeds
to vote, although they had not the necessary
qualifications, but before the prosecution bad
got fairly underway he fled to his old home at
St. Vital, Mon., bat he subsequently returned
to Montana on a flying visit, and removed bis
family to St. Boniface, Manitoba. Then, in

the

MEXICO.
Bloody engagement nt Gnaymas—
Fifty seven Mexicans Killed.
Guaymas, Mexico, May 21 —Gen. Carto
had a bloody engagement with Yoquis yesterday. Fifty-seven Mexicans were killed and
many wounded, bat the stronghold of the
Yoquis was captured. Their loss 1b unknown.
A

Arrangements

the

Accommodating

for

Visitors.
D. L. Wears Post of East Sullivan want
camp quarters for 40 men.
Bornman Post of North Waldoboro want
camp quarters for 40 men.
J. W. Brown Post of South Waterboro
camp quarters.
Ruel Ames Post of

Easton

want

want

camp

quarters.

Secretary Sawyer

has made excellent ar-

rangements for supplying quarters to applicants, speedily and in snch a manner that
there will be
The
no misnoderstanding.
names of those people who have rooms to let,
the number and price of the apartments, and
other necessary information is entered in a
book kept fur the purpose. Cards have been

printed and upon the receipt of a letter requesting rooms, one of these cards is filled out,
stating location and price of room and sent to
the applicant. Another similar card is filled
out and sent to the party letting the rooms.
This card states who will occupy the rooms
and where they are from. The cards to both
parties specify the rate to be charged. The
committee can assign quarters to all who ask
and the system adopted prevents aDy trouble.
Owing to the non-arrival of Qen. Richards
Oov. Robie called no meeting yesternay to
consider the ordering oat of the militia.
The
meeting will probably be held to-day.
The train which will briDg Gen. Kountz,
Commander-In-Chief of the National Encampment to Portland, will leave Chicago Saturday, Jnne 20th, at 4.15 p. m. It will arrive in
Boston on, Monday morning, Jane 22d, and
leave that city via the Boston & Maine at 10
a. in,, that day, arriving in this city at 2 p. m.
The Commander and stall will be escorted
from Boeton by Dahlgren Post of that city.
*■»»■
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Michigan Central,

will have the party in
charge the entire distance.

THE OLD WORLD.
Retire

to

With

BASE

the

A Bank Teller

Decamps.
New York, May 21.—Receiving teller John
A. Van Gilden, of the Uniou National Bank
has absconded, and an examination of the
books discloses that he has appropriated $33,000 of the fnnds of the bank. As the actual
surplus of the bauk is $800,000, the $33,000
stolen by Van Gilden does not affect the institution. The amount
has been charged to
“profit and loss.” Van Gildeu’s wife and children are left destitute.
The President says
that the robberies could not have been accom*
plished if depositors had not been careless
about leaving their pass books at the bauk,
only looking them over when the monthly
balance was drawu up.

Outbreak

of

Cholera

Great

Creates

LAWRENCE, 9; PORTLANDS, 0—THE LATTER PLAY
SIX INNINGS, “KICK,” LEAVE THE FIELD AND
HISSED.

ARE

Alarm' at Marseilles.

Six hundred people witnessed the game in Lawrence

War Preparations Still Going On
in Russia and Afghanistan.
Jlr. Gladstone’* Retirement.

London, May
stone’s

21.—With

recently

words

regard

about

to

Mr.

Glad-

retiring, it

his

is

that Mr. Gladstone will, without doubt, re.
tire with the dissolution of Parliament, but this
will not prevent him from taking opportunities
stated

during

the

recess

speaking

of

a

numoer

of

limes

publiolj in deience of the policy of his administration.
Having thus helped the Liberals back to
power, he will quit public life forever; but if war
breaks out, it is believed he will resign at once,
leaving Lora Hartiugton, now Minister of War,
again Premier, to carry it on.
The Daily News says Mr. Gladstone cannot resign
until the Russian and Egyptian questions are
settled; that, the general elections to be held in
November will turn on his foreign and home policy.
The Liberals, the News says, cannot light the issues

without him.

taking up

of cholera

the question vigorously. The report
Durham is quite unfounded.
occurred at Marseilles yesterday.

at

Two deaths

The Anglo-Ru*sian Difficulty.
Helsingfors, May 21.—Russia is constructing
batteries at all strategic points along the Gulf of
Finland and large orders have been given out for
gun carriages.
Teheban, May 21.—The Persian Sarakhs has
granted the request of the Russian commander at
Merv to allow two battalions of Rusfian troops to
march through Persian territory on the left bank of
the Tijend river, the roads on the right side being

flooded.
London, May 21.—This afternoon the Marquis of
Hariington, in reply t o a question by Sir Stafford
Northcote, stated that it was not thought by the

government desirable to'give their reasons for detention of the Guards at Alexandria, it was stated
by the government some time ago, added Hartington, that it was desirable to concentrate the British
troops then in the Soudan for possible service elsewhere, and that operation is not yet suspended.

Sir Charles Dilke stated that rumors of the outbreak of cholera in Great Britain is totally unfounded.

Iu the House of Commons to-day Mr. Gladstone
said England had had communications with the
Porte in regard to the occupation of Suakim, but
none with any other power.
“Nothing is yet
settled," said Gladstone, "in regard to arbitration
between England and Russia, nor baa it been absolutely settled who shall be the arbitrator.”
The House of Lords has adjourned until June
5th.
The Adm ralty has telegraphed an order to Portsmouth to prepare ihe man-of-war Cormorant for sea
as rapidly as possible, and to expedite work on the
ironclads Sultan, Rupert, Devastation and Polyphemus preparatory to their joining the fleet.
A despatch from Cabul states that the Ameer of
Afghanistan is raising uew regiments and making
extensive preparations for war.
The Soudan Campaign.

Suakim, May 21.—Ten per cent, of the British
troops remaining here are ill. An armored train
patrols the Suakim Berber railway every night as
far as Otao.
marauders.

Hostile

The

Arabs

are

very

active

as

Hartholdi Statue.

Rouen, May 21.—Steamship Isere with Bartholdi’s statue of “Liberty Enlightening the
World" on board, started to-day for Hew York.
The departure of the vessel wiih its valuable cargo
was made the occasion tor quite a demonstration,
all the civil and military authorities of the city
assembling at the pier to witness the event.
Cable Notes.

Mrjor Sternberg of the United States army addressed the international sanitary conference at
Rome

yesterday.
to

pi tures in the London Royal Acadto have been accidentally caused by
visitors, owing to the absence of protective railings.
The royal assent will be given to-day to the vote
by the British Parliament of credit and the registration bills, which complete the legislation for the
The iujury
emy is believed

extension of the frauchLe.
It is repurted that Canton will be fortified, and
that three first class forires es will be erected on
the frontiers of Touquin by German engineers,
which will probably be officered by Ger:; aus.
The German admiralty have chartered three
merchant steamers, which have been sent to sea
under sealed orders. It is believed their destination
is the African coast.
The German authorities have forbidden the proposed performances of Mine. Bernhardt in Meta and
Strasburg in June.
A despatch from Rome to the Allgemeine Zeitung
asserts that another Dalian expedition to the Red
feea is being prepared.
It is believed that Russia claims Maruchak as
being in the Penjdeh district.
The Bospbore Egyptien has adopted the same
style and tone as beiore it was suppressed.
Emperor William has recovered.

afternoon between the Lawrences

fielding

The

of the

visitors

was

very poor. The leatures of the game were Vadeboncceur’s work behiud the bat, Conway’s base running and the fine fielding of the Lawrences. In
the last of the sixth inning two men were out,
Pope was on second and attempted to ran home bat
failed to touch third base and was declared out.
The Portlands kicked at this decision, ref used to
play the remainder of the game and left the field
amid the hisses of the audience.
The game was
declared in favor of Lawrence, 9 to 0.
The score:
LAWRENCE.
AB.

R.

IB.

MoAndiese. 83.3
brosnan, 2b.1
Jordan, cf.3
VanaebouccDur, c.3
Conway, p.3

1
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
2
2
0
0
12
0
0
1
1

PO. A.
0
0
0
0
4
0
6
2
O
O
0
0
10
9
1
1
9

Totals .25

6

6

17

Kiley.lt.3
burns, rf....3
Hassett, 3b.3

O’Connell,

Outbreak of Cholera at marseille*.
of cholera at
Marseilles creates much alarm. All the newspapers
are

yesterday

and Portlands.

London, May 21.—The outbreak

lb

3

TB.

7

E.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

16

5

A.
0
0
2
2
1
2
6
1

E.

PORTLANDS.
AB.
3
3
2
3
3
0
2
1
2

Annis.lf.
Munce. cf.
Pope. 2b.
Phillips, 3b.
Clara,ss.
Long, lb..
Oxley, p..
YVheelock, c.
Freligh, rf.

Totals.19

IB. TB. PO.
1110
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
5
0
1
0
0

R.

1

3

3

18

3
1
0

4
1
0

0
0
1
1

0

0

0
3
4
0

14

9

INNINGS.
1

2

Lawrence.O 1
Portland.1 0

5
3
0

6
0— 6
0—1

SUMHARY.

Earned runs—Portlands 1. Two base hits—Jordan 1. Wild pitches—Conway 1.
First base on
balls—by Oxley 3; Conway 4. First base on errors
—Lawrence 6; Portlands 3.
Struck out—by Conway?; Oxley 4. Umpire, J. Quinn of Cambridge,
Mass.

[In relation to above we are authorized to state
by Manager Winsbip that his instructions to Pope,
the captain, were never to leave the field, no matter
what decisions were made by the umpire. The
people pay to witness a game of ball, not the squabbles of a lot of boys.
Mr. Quinn is a good umpire
and

we

doubt very much if he

was

the wrong.

in

-Ed.]

Brocktons, 13; Haverhills, 6.
The Eastern New England League game in Brock
ton yesterday between the Brocktons and Haver,
hills was witnessed by about 600 people. The
Brocktons’ new pitcher (Sylvester) treated the
visitors to a complete list of goose eggs with the exception of the seventh inning when five hits were
made, inolnding a two and three bagger, which
netted six

The Brocktons batted Blaisdell

rnns.

hard, The score:

BROCKTONS.
AB.

McGunnigle cf, rf..5
Hawes, lb.3
Howard, If.5
Tuffling, 2b.5
Cuuworth, cf, rf.4
Bignell, c.3
Sylvester, p.4
Shaw, ss.4
Ruddefaan, 3b.4

IB. TB. PO.
A.
11110
0
0
1
0 16
6
1
0
3
3
4
2
2
2
7
1
2
4
7
0
0
0
4
0
0
2
14
12
1
0
0
2
3
0
1
2
2
2

A SHOCKING CRIME.
A ETIan

Terribly IHaugled and Found Dy
i"S in a Freight Car.
Joliet, 111., May 21.—A man terribly mangled aud in a dying condition was found in a
freight car near Item yesterday. He turned
out to be a
workingman who had worked in
the quarries, named Pezderkas, au Austrian.
His lips ana nose were cut off, anti also his
tongue, which was hanging by thin shreds of
flesh.

The skull was fractured. The man
was a horrible
sight, and was alive, though he
c mi ot I've mnclt longer.
It is supposed to be
t te work of strikers.

Nix'cen Store. Burned.
Pen acola, Fla., May 21— Sixteen stores,
hotel aud the telegraph ffioe at Milton were
destroyed by incendiary fice last night. Loss
a

850,000.

in

Another Pennsylvania Town
Terrible Effects.

With

Pittsburg, Pa., May 21.—A strange disease
baffling the skill of physicians broke out in

Paris Roads, a small station on the Pan
Handle road, 18 miles from Pittsburg, a few
days ago. Iu one family alone there have
been five deaths, and the mother is insane.
Eight persons have died and eight more are
sick. The local physicians have refused to
attend the patients, and S'enbenville physicians are there.
The disease is spreading
rapidly and all the oases prove fatal.
—

National Wool Growers’ Association.
St. Louis, Mo., May 21.—The arrangements
for holding the annual convention of the National Wool Growers’ Assr elation here next
weak are about completed.
The convention
will be held in the Cotton Exchange, which
will b« specially prepared for the occasion. A
very large number of delegates are expected to
be present, including several very prominent
gentlemen from different parts of the country.
Among the latter will be Col. N. J Coleman,
Commissioner of Agriculture, whe takes a
deep interest in the wool interests of the coun-

try.
Commercial Convention.
21—The Natioual Commercial Convention took up the silver question
this forenoon. A resolution offered by Mr.
Hankey of Colorado, that the interests of the
couutry require a continued coinage of silver
was defe ted
by an overwhelming vote.
Folly oue-balf of the Southern delegates voted
iu the negative. A noticeable vote was that
of Louisville against coinage.
National

Atlanta.JGa., May

say.

Several days ago a guileless school girl in
this city, anxious to do fancy work, send for
a c.rcular to a Boston post office box in reply to an advertisement of this kind. By
return mail she got the circular se’ting forth
iu glowing terms how from $7 to $10 a week”
could be earned “after a few days practice.”
The document was from a Boston “firm.”
“Should you wish to engage with us,” it
said, “we will send you complete instructions
with a stamped pattern on silk, plush or
velvet, together wi h a colored sample for
trial, with the same pattern as is stamped on
the silk, plush or velvet, for the sum of ,$1.
This sum we always require to defray expenses of publishing and correspondence,
and sending the material, and also as a
guarantee of honest intentions on yonr

part,”
rPK,*

__al_..t_1

Totals.37 13

14

22

27

0
0
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
6

16

HAVERHILLS.
AB.

Duvall, 3b.6
Abbott, o.5
Prince, lb.4
McGarr, l.f.4
Hawkes, 2b.3
Bell, 88 .4
Biaisdell, p.4
Bradley, rf.4
Titcomb, cf.4
Totals.37

IB. TB. PO.
A. E.
0
0
1
0
0
2
111114
0
O
0
0 11
0
0
1
1
2
2
0
2
O
1
0
O
3
1
1
1
1
2
7
6 10
1
2
2
O
0
O
3
6
0
1
0
1
O
3
0
0

R.

6

12

8

15

24

17

INNINGS.

Brocktons.3
UdYOlUllia.

1

<

M «

■

>

2

V

v

3

1

v

V

0

0

2

2
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w

u

u

u

V-
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SUMMARY.

runs—Brocktons 5, Haverhills
Cudwortb, McGarr,
Cud worth,
baae hits—Howard,
Bradley. Passed balls—Bignell 1, Abbott
Earned

base-hit—Howard,

3. TwoBradley.

Three

Toffiing,

3. Wild
Blaisdeil 5. First base on balls
brocktons 3. Haverhills 1. First base on errors—
Brocktons 5, Haverhills 4. Struck out—Brocktons
Double plays—Bell and Duvall.
2. Haverhills 1.
Umpire—F. G. Seelee of Lawrence. Time—1 hour
4 minutes.
THE COLLEGE LEAGUE.

pitches— Sylvester 1,
—

The following is the standing of the clubs in the
College League to date:
Played. Won. Lost.

Tlaonatrltaa

fram nninta

In

Clan

Colby

.Tnanltin vallov

California, state that the Hessian dy bus damaged
the wheat crop greatly, and that where 20 bushels
per acre were expected not more than seven will be
realized.

The will of Wm. Smith of Worcester, Mass., tiled
in the probate office Tuesday, gives bis whole estate
to tbe A. B. C. F. At., for the education of the
colored men in Africa.
Rev. J. R, Rasoner,
ohurch in Collinvitle,

pastor of the Presbyterian
111., committed svicide yesterday morning by shooting himself through the
temple.
Wm. Geies, a German ladjef Brooklyn, N. Y., 15
years old. committed suicide Wednesday night, because

of

disappointment

A number of

families

in love.
in

Meriden, Conn.,

The bronze statue of Gen. F. P. Blair in Forest
was unveiled yesterday in the presence of over 10,000 people.
nus'AJia

Park, St. Louis,

ON THE KOLLEKS.

0.

The Falmoutlis won the first game last night in
the local tournament, defeating the Congress rink
team in three straight goals. There was little
science displayed, but the vigor with which the
players fell down and threw their hockeys after the
ball gave the game considerable interest. The first
goal was won for the Falmouths after fifteen
minutes, considerable of the time being lost un
broken skates.
The second was won after ten
minutes rough and tumble work, and five minutes’
scrambling after the bail sent it for the third time
into tbe goal of the Congress team. During the
excitement, one of the players received a blow just
over the eye, necessitating his leaving the floor for

repairs.

NOTES.

There will be a ladies’ skate check complimentary
party at the Bijou to-night. A good sized party will
probably be present.
SIBIRBM NEWS.
Scarboro.

Waterhouse property in Scarboro was sold
Wednesday by the assignees for 31,905, subject to
all Incumbrances. Andrew Hawes of Deering, E.
C. Miilikin of Scarboro, and A. F. Moulton, Esq., of
Portland, were the purchasers.
Muccamppa.
Last Monday night, the office of Mr. Ritchie,
dealer in coal and wood on Stroudwater street, was
entered by burglars, tbe sate broken open, and
six or seven dollars in small ooia stolen. A large
iron punch and a red cotton handkerchief were left
The

in the office

by the

thieves.

The graduating exercises of the Westbrook High
School will take place on the evening of June l.Sth.
Glimmer's orchestra will furnish the music.
The Uuiversalist people are agitatiug the question of having a fair to procure funds for the Sabbath School library.
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“Do

send us your sample,” tbe
“unless it is nicely done,
and in order for you to know whether it Is
well done or not, compare it closely with
yonr colored sample. As it greatly depends
upon your sample whether you receive a
quantity of work from us to paiot or not. It
would be a great assistance to you if yon
bad a completely finished design, as it would
give you a belter idea of how the work apSome persons no
pears when finished.
doubt, would say, I know my sample is
not
but
J
perfect,
thought I would send
so
It
look at It.
This
you
may
will be ooly extra expense and trouble for
you to do so, for we waot only perfect work
as we have them to sell again for the benefit
of those who are doiug oar work, and to
push It more promptly'we will send you by
mail a completely finished design.” The
instructions concluded by explaining that
“a complete set of paints, pens and brushes”
would be sent for the work upon the receipt
of $2.
The young miss did not, however,
Bend the $2.
“This is one of the meanest kind of swindles,” said a post office official when shown
tbe articles to-day, “but you see how they
have covered up their tracks to prevent a
not

pamphlet added,

conviction.
By examining the words of
their circular you will see that you’ve bought
the book for 91, and accordigu to the ruling
of Judge Butter in the case of a similar Institution, conviction cannot be had as long

something was sent for the money, no
matter if the thing sent is worth In money
only half a cent. Thousands of young girls
all over the country send them their savings
and set up nights painting tbe trifles odI; to
receive word that the work has been rejected on account of imperfeciions.
You don’t
suppose for a moment that there is any market for sale of thousands and thousands of
little scraps of dry goods with common figures painted npon them at the price they
propose to pay—from 25 cents to 93 s piece?
Then they really do bay some few for tbe
twofold purpose of gettiog them for samples
to sena oat and to prove that they really are
as

doiug business.”

A reporter of the Evening Call sent In the
of a young lady to a Boston post office
box for a circular, and received a document
inviting the writer to send a dollar for a
book ot instructions and a sample. Among
other promising statements the pamphlst
said: “We have large orders for oar paintings on all styles and sizes of plaques, tiles,
panels, etc., and we must have a large number of ladies warking for us, that we may be
able to fill these orders promptly.”

name
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OTHER GAMES.
At Pittsburg—Pittsburgs 8, Athletics 3.1
At Cincinnati-Baltimores 11; Cincinnaiis 10.
At St. Louis—St. Louis 1L, Metropolitan 9.
FIRST ON BALLS.
The Portland High School nine accept the chalthe Cape Elizabeth High School nine to
play at the Cape Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The work of fitting up the new base b»ll grounds
at Belfast was commenced Monday. H. McKeen

lenge of

has contracted to do the gradiug, Chas. Walker to
build the fence and Hall & Cooper to furnish lumber for the same.
The Young Elms challenge the Young Daisies to
play a game of ball Saturday at 9 a. m. An answer
in the Press is requested.
The Champions challenge to play a game of ball
any club under 15 years of age.
Manager Winship arrived home last night accompanied by Weidel, the newly engaged pitcher.
Holland has been released from the Portlands.
Lynch and Fowler arrived last night.
M unce played with the Portlands at Lawrence

yesterday.

Secretary Wiggin of the Eastern New England
League writes the Boston Journal that the game at
Haverhill, May 15th.between Haverhill and Brockton should not be counted as a championship game,
as the game was a postponed one, and the rules ot
the association specify that the secretary must be
notified of the change in the schedule, and that he
notice on the other club. No notice has
been received by the secretary, neither has any
been forwarded.
A correspondent suggests that the Bostons withdraw from the league and join the Eastern New
England Association, where the chances for success
ought be more equal.—New York Sporting World.
They would be
company for the Portlands.
A base ball team In Bath will soon owe its existence to the efforts of Mr. Ernie Kelly. It is too
soon yet to give the members names although it is
understood Houghton McLellan, Charles Lincoln
and John Preston have consented to play.
must serve

score

gojd

Railroad Jliaor Notes.

It is reported that the directors of the Boston &
Maine Railroad Company contemplate, and are
negotiating with the Fitchburg Railroad for the redepot from Hay market square to
Petitions opposing the
Boston.
proposed ebaugo will be distributed for signatures
at the various points on the Maine Railroad.
moval of the

Causeway street,

A general strike on the eastern division of the
Canadian Pacific Railwav has beeu fixed for Monday next. Unpaid wagt s is the cause.
it is understood that the Canadian government
has bought out all the interest of the Grand Trunk
railway in the North Shore road, which will be
made a part of the Canadian Pacific system. Quebec
will thus become a summer terminus.

District

tsige.

The quarterly session of Cumberland District lodge was held with Royal Lodge of
Yarmouth, Wednesday, the 20th. The meetwas called to older in dne form by District
Councillor O. M, Nash. Later in the session
District Templar Hawkes arrived and assumed
tbe chair.
Tbe committee on credentials made a partial

ing

report.

District Templar Hawkes made his qnar.
terly report, which showed tbs order in the
county to be, all things considered, in a very
flourishing condition. Some good work has
been accomplished.
The union meetings have
been a partial success, and the way has been
paved lor successful results in the future.
The report of Mrs. E. M. Knight, Secretary,
went to show that her position has been a busy
one, and prompt attention to doty has brought
good results.
The Treasurer’s report places the lodge oat
of debt, with a balance on band.
A splendid dinner was tarnished by Royal
Lodge.
The afternoon session opened with prayer,
Tbs roll of lodges was called as to standing,
and the responses were very encouraging.
A committee was appointed to act in connection with the Superintendent of Juvenile
Temples in that work in the county.
The final report et the committee on credentials showed nine lodges represented by sixty

delegates.

The committee on resolutions reported a
strong list, which were well received and
adopted, including a resolution of thanks to
Royal Lodge for its “royal” entertainment.
Remarks for the good of the order were made
by many of the delegatee and visitors.
It was voted to accept the invitation of Maple
Lodge, Deering, to bold the August session
with them.
8.
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In several days she repiece of tbe commonest

of cotton velvet, about four inches
square, with a miserably designed figure
stamped upon it. This valuable piece of
material wa9 between the leaves of an eight
page pamphlet, which was printed on the
meanest of paper, and it did not coat more
than a few cents. Upon the cover of the
pamphlet were the words: “Instructions in
the Art of Kensington Fancy Work. Frlce,
One Dollar.” The book contained “instructions” how to paint different varieties of
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were

poisoned yesterday by eating cream cakes.
The grand jury of Hampden county. Mass., found
two indictments yesterday against the Boston & Albany Railroad Company for running trains on
Sunday.
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lar for “an outfit.”

E.

B.

Bowdoin.....4

GENERAL NEWS.

A STRANGE DISEASE
Kaging

(.Pbiladulpbia Call.)
The artful schemes carried on through the
United States mails in snch a manner as to
be beyond the reach of the postal officials
have become so extensive dnrtng the last
year that it is highly probable that the attention of Congress will be called to the
matter during the next session.
Thousands
of people, especially young girls and poor
women, anxious to turn an honest penny,
bat ignorant of the tricks of the world, are
deprived of their pittances every week, and
ingenious men grow rich off their savings.
Under the exirting laws much of the nefarious business cannot be reached, so well do
the scamps cover up their tracks with legal
technicalities. The mode of their operations
is to insert high ly colored advertise ments In
daily and weekly journals describing how
ladies with a few boars’ spare time each
day can, by the advertiser’s new scheme,
earn from $8 to $20 a week in
doing nice,
clean, agreeable work of art, ‘"No money
at
first.
Send
for
an
required
explanatory
circular,” the advertisements frequently

quality

Miserable Exhibition.

A

Dissolution of Parliament.
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Clever Mchemera Who Warka Through ike
mails.

ceived

Gladstone
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Lawrence, May 21.—At the close of the

bail

Statement Made

■

""

PRICE THREE CENTS.

SESSSAMSSffit
RIEL’S CITIZENSHIP.

Appointment* by Ibe President.
Washington, May 21.—The President appointed the following board of visitors to the
naval academy today: Rear Admiral 0. R. P.
Rodgers, U, 8. X.; Lieut. Ool. Orlando M. Poe,
U. 8. A.; Prof. Wm. G Sumner of New Haven, Conn.; John N. A. Griswold, Newport and
New York; Wm. Read of Baltimore, Hon.
James 8. Grinnell of Greenfield, Mass., Hon.
A. M. Craig of Alton, Illinois.
The Treasury Department.
The Secretary of the Treasury today appointed H. A. Whitney, assistant cashier, T. L. Deland of the secretary’s office, C. F. Lewis of
the internal revenue barean, N. M. Ogden of
the office of comptroller of the currency, and
W. C. Joy of the bureau of engraving and
printing, a committee to examine and to take

8T0NEHAM.

The Sons of Veterans are to muster in a
new camp at East Stoneham, Oxford county,
very soon.

MAY 22, 1885
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Wharf Ciranted.

The Harbor Commissioners, yesterday aftergave the following decision in regard to
the Cape Elizabeth Ferry landing:
In relation to the petition of the Portland and
Cape Elizabeth Ferry Company, hied May 12.

noon,

The

duty

of this Hoard

seems

perfectly

clear

la

deciding that any wharf built from the water front
lying between Spear’s aud the Railway Wharf,
should run parallal with these wharves and at right
angles to the Harbor Commissioners' line; and also
that the wharf should be placed seventy-fire feet

from any other stractnre. To recommend the location of a wharf extending from the Butler lot, In
any other plaoe, or at any other angle, would in our
opiniou be detrimental to the public Interest. The

petition is granted.

Jacob MoLellak,
Harbor
Charles Merrill, [ Commissloners.
Cyrus H. Farley, )
Mr. Spear entered a protest against the decision of the commissioners, though he acknowledged the force of the reasons which led
them to this decision.

Slate Congreaalioaal Conference.
Qen. J. L. Chamberlain is expected to preside at the meeting of the State Congregational Conference at Lewiston, June 16, and Rev.
J. K. Mason will preach the conlerence serOn Tuesday evening there will be a
mon.
discussion, opened by ex-Oov. Dmgley, on
"The Relation of the Church to the Masses;”
by Rev. O. H. Daniels on “The Oospel in Our
Citie3;” and oue by Prof. L F Stearns
on
“The Future of our Country Chnrches ”
On
Wednesday, Secretary A. E. Dunning will
lead In an addrsss on Sunday School matters,
and Drs. Allen and Powell will speak, respectively. 1” behalf of the American Board and
the A. M. A.
Beal Estate Traanfern.
The following transfers of real estate in thle
county have been recorded at the Registry ot
Deeds:
Portland—Alvin Deering to J. P. Manning, land.
*600.
Westbrook—Daniel Quimbv to J. W. and Mary A.
Bryant, land and bnil ings. $900.
Deering James P. Baxter to F. P. Freeman and
Wm. L. Turner, laud. *1 and other considerations
Harpswtdl—Harriet N. Orr to Roventa C. Robinson, land. *050.
Windham—J. C. Larry to William A. Larry, land
and buildings. *300.
Durham—Susan S. Conant to Samuel McLellan.
land and buildings. *2600.
Samuel Garland to Samuel £. McLellan, land

*88.60.
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THE

PRESS.

FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 22.
We do not read

anonymous letters and

commnn-

catlous, Th© name and address of the writer are in
all oases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faitb.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that

or
protest ‘‘gratuitous”
“impertinent.”
On the other hand it promptly heeded it
and Keiley was sent elsewhere. Why is not
a request
for the retention of a man entitled to as much consideration as a request
for the exclusion of a man? Is it because
there will be one icss office for hungry Dem-

The Postmaster General with the aid of
Democratic congressmen is said to be “departisanizing” the fourth class post offices at
the rate of about one hundred a day.

FLATTENED OUT AS IT WERE.

Bangor Whig.
The Illinois Democrats are now about
horizontal as Mr. Morrison’s tariff bill.

Chief Poundmaker and his Saskatchewan
Indians are likely to prove much harder subjects to deal with than Riel and his halfbreeds.
The Dominion’s trouble with its
Indian tribes is just beginning.

Waterbary American.
Young Pillsbnry may be just the man for
deputy collector, but his father’s indecent
haste in appointing him on the very day of
his entrance upon office, will not diminish
an uusavory reputation.

The Boston Record says “the bottom definition of an ‘offensive partisan’, if honestly
given, would be ‘a fellow who votes the other ticket’ ”
There is a growing tendency to

SI1E TALKED TOO MUCH.

Connecticut has reasou to be proud of the
fact that the State has just sold its full issue
of twenty-five year bonds bearing only three
per cent. Interest at a
ene per cent.

premium

of seven-

eights of

The Hartford Courant claims on the strength oi this that the
credit of Connecticut is the highest in the

world.
_

Public feeling in Englaud still continues
panicky, notwithstanding the pacific assurances that come from the ministry. The stopping of the Guards at Alexandria was construed iu the House of Commons to mean
that there is a serious hitch in the negotiations with Russia and the public share this
feeling. It is pretty safe, however, to predict
that there will be no war.
The men who aided Odlnm in his fatal
leap from Brooklyn bridge, Paul Boyton
among them, merit severe punishment, but it
is very doubtful if the New York law, which
provides for the punishment of any person
who abets an attempt at BUicide, can be construed so as to cover the case, because Odium, though his leap resulted in death, did
not contemplate snicide, but on the other
hand undoubtedly supposed that he would
escape unharmed.
The Hon. Samuel J.
what

Randall has

some-

tardily expressed approval of the ad-

ministration’s coarse. The New York Sun
intimates that Randall has been on the fence
for some time deliberating as to which side
he should get down on.
The Postmaster
General’s circular convinced him that he
had better get down on the administration
side. Mr. Randall has a keen scent for
bread and butter and is not likely to make
a mistake.
No

who is dumb can ever hope to become a successful base ball player. It makes
no difference how well he can catch a ball or
strike a ball or pitch a ball, if he cannot talk
he is no good. The prime essential of a base
ball player is ability to talk incessantly.
What he talks about or how incoherently is
of no particular consequence, provided he
talks. The louder he can talk the better,
and If he is able to talk so as to make himself obnoxious to everybody within the sound
of his voice he is certain to become distinguished. Boys who aspire to become members of professional base ball clubs either as
players or managers should bear this in
mind aad assiduously cultivate their lungs
and vocal organs. The less they cultivate
their manners the better.
man

The Massachusetts legislature has before
It a bill to exempt soldiers and sailors from
the operation of the civil service law. A
similar bill was recently defeated by the
New York legislature. In neither case does
there seem to have been any demand for
such a measure on the part of its beneficiaries. On the contrary the general sentiment
among the soldiers and sailors seems to be one
of opposition. The fact is that the self-respecting men among the soldiers and sailors,
who constitute the great majority, resent the
imputation which underlies measures of
this kind that they are Inferior in ability or
acquirements to others. The men that originate them are not soldiers but politicians
and their sole purpose is to catch the soldiers’
votes. But the soldiers are generally too
sensible to be caught with any such chaff.
What the soldiers demand they ask in the
name of justice, not charity.
The Maine Democratic colony in Washington have about exhausted themselves on
the subject of MortoD, and are now turning

their attention to the United States district attorney and marshal. They are charging that these officers have put parties arrested to unnecessary expense by bringing
them from Bangor to Portland.
We presume that the case they are
relying on is the
same that the Bangor Commercial made so
much
ado about, namely, that of a
young girl who was arrested at Bangor on
charge of tampering with a letter and
brought to Portland instead of being taken
before a commissioner in Bangor, as the
Commercial said she ought to have been.
The facts in the case were that the girl was
arrested cn an indictment found by the
Grand Jury, and of necessity had to be
brought to Portland where the court was in
session. Neither the attorney nor the United States marshal had any discretion in the
matter. It was a case a United States commissioner had no jurisdiction over whatever.
The Prmss published the facts in the caee
at the time, but the Commercial took good
care not to give them the benefit of its cir-

YOUNG

Dee

as

PILLSBUBY.

with subscribers.

A BUSIN ESS

TBOPOSITION.
Brooklyn Eagle.
It is time to say a good word for the Democratic managers of the senatorial-contest in
the Illinois legislature. We have no doubt
that in a gravel quarry they could earn as
much as a dollar and a quarter a day each, if
they were properly divided up ana worked
in separate gangs.
THE DOMINION

ELEPHANT.
N. Y. World.

can do is to let
round sum to help the
half-breeds at once and see that they are
justly treated in the future. As to Gen.
Middleton, vote him a new chapeau and a
set of parliamentary resolutions which will
make him believe himself really a great general.

somebody’s

WHAT THEY KEEP

that somehow she has received a great favor.
DOES INDECENCY PAY?

Personal and Peculiar.
Ex-President Arthur is said to frown upon the suggestion that he shall
accept the
Republican nomination for the governorship
of New York, but to look amiably upon the
connection of his name with the Presidency
of Union college.
With the death, a fortnight ago, at Bamberg, Bavaria, of the Baron Maximilian von
Paulus, the famous Paulus family become
extinct, and its coat of arms was solemnly
broken and cast into his open grave upon his
coffin lid.
Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett, who has
returned to Washington from Boston, is a
convert to the “mind cure.” Mrs. Burnett
has recovered her health, after a
long attack of nervous prostration, and has resumed work.

Mrs. Margaret E. Crocker, of Sacramento
Cal., the fortunate possessor of many millions, has been the recipient of an extraordinary floral testimonial, toward which the
entire city contributed to testify the geueral
appreciation of Mrs. Crocker’s manv acts of

benevolence.

“Major

Ben

Perley Poore,” says Crawford in the World, “was one of the gentlemen presented to the President
Tuesday
morning. Major Poore remarked that this
was

he

the seventeenth President with whom
had shaken hands. He has met them

all except four.
He met Monroe when a
small boy in New York, and later, when the

major came to Washington, he very trequently saw John Quincy Adams. He remembers Adams especially well, because be
once attended the laying of a corner sione of
a public building.
The day was hot and the
President removed his coat.
Young Poore
had the pleasure of holdine this coat. President Cleveland expressed great pleasure in
meeting the veteran correspondent.”

Bfiuarktbb) Bargains in Ibb Bepartmeot.

J. B. Brown & Sons>,

Is offered for saie

^

Boys’ Flannel Blonses, Snirts, Sailor Suits, Spring Overcoats, Shirt
Waists, &c., &c.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

'W. O.
may20

proval.
Thin goods of every description,—Dnsters. Alpacas, Mohairs, Seersuckers, Linens, areoffered at prices not to be approached.
The entire stock of Summer goods of the above descriptiou, including skeleton
suits in flannels, and extra size skeleton and linen Hants, formerly owned by Messrs Knowles & I .eland, will he shown bv ns.
S^This stock has been held back,
waiting for the first hot weather, and it is now offered for the first time at prices
to tempt the most economical.
Our BOYS’ SUITS, as illustrative in cut, are the wonders of Boston.—The only
suit for strong, heaitliy, growing boys is the guaranteed indestructible and imper-

ishable one, which we sell so many of to Boston lads. It is 'I HE BEST suit made.
Yon can often save your fares to Boston on the purchase of a single snit, or lightweight overcoat.
Cabs, Hcrdics, and Hansoms, which you will find at the Depots, will bring you to
their store withont charge.
If you have not seen their new Catalogues of G. A. K. Goods, Polo, Base Ball, Foot
BaU, and Bicycle, send your address. They will mail either one yon desire. Address

6. W. SHINS k CO,, 32 Id 44 Mb street Boston.
my20
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ATKINSON

& CO.,

The Great Nassau Halt

FURNITURE

KNIGHTONIA!

RHEUMATISM.
This Medicine is NOT

MADE
my20

Boys’
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BALSAM,

a-ncl TAKE NO OTIIKR. For rapidity in relieving and certainty in curing It Is iuconiparably
Superior to any other remedy.
Sold by all Dealers. Price, 35 Cents.
SnJia.W. Drown
Co.* Portland. Maine*
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In order to enrich
hlood, and thus
km CTimpart freeli vigor to
81 ELAn
enfeebled system,

^^stimulate flagging

digestion

with
the
national
invigorant,
Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, which, by infusing energy into
the operations of the

stomach,

B^

STOMACH
E
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I Jlggll**

reliable preventive of

promotes,

thorough digestion and
assimilation, and
consequent nutrition. A gain to appetite, vigor and
flesh, is invariably
follow a
found
to
course of this deservodly, popular tonic
which is, moreover,
malarial fevers. For sale
nsy.

.an

of 4 lines of
mous

NEURALGIA!
DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore. Md., has discovered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the

Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Fills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures

Kick Headache, Nerroun Headache, Neuralgia, Nm-u*uinK, KirepleHMneu, Pa*
rnlyniM, Nt. Vitua’ Hu nee,
troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous syBteni as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter.
They are invaluable to all nervous
people, and Dr. Benson’s reputation as a specialist
in the treatment of nervous diseases at once gives
them a high standard. Sold by ail Druggists, or
sent to any address on receipt of price—60c. a box,
Office 154 N. Howard St.,
or 6 boxes for §2.60.
and all

nervous

Baltimore.

goods pnrchased this week at an
sacrifice, will be offered to-day at

mayl3d6mnrmcw

Hale’s Honey the great Cough euro,25c.,50b.& $1
Glenn’sSulphur Soap hcal3 & beautifies, 25c.
CermantornRcmover kills Corns & Bunions
Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye—Black and Brown, 60c.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure In 1 Minute,25o
-ter’"’* Rheumatic Pills; are a sure cure, 00c.
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“t» Terms very liberal.
The Henry Bill Pub. Co.,
Norwich, Conn,

no.

“MAY FIELD, of Vinal Haven; capa
city 200 passengers; length 80 feet, draft 6
feet; has spacious cabins both forward and aft; also
cook room; large passenger deck; runs very economically ; speed 9 miles an hour steady; boiler in perfect
condition, having been rebuilt the past year; the hull
was improved in 1884, at an expense of $2000, including new shaft, wheel, &c.; new suit of sails; well
equipped, and is an exception from steamers usually
offered for sale, being in first class condition every
way; is a favorite boat wherever known, and offered
for sale from the fact that the present business of
the route is not sufficient to require two boats. For
further information inquire of E. P. WALKER, Vi
nal Haven.
my20dlm
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413 Pore Strert.
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BAND CONCERT

which are received subject to check
payable at specilied dates.

O’CLOCK
(ltd

SAIiZj,

Evening, May 26

TO

Ira
at

demand,

on

or

First class investment securities, suitable for Savings Banks and Trust Funds,
constantly on baud.
eodtf
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Stoekbridge,

which the following Artists will appear:

MISS JESSIE

C0UTH0UI,

the Celebrated Western Header and Impersonator.
MISS HOSE STEWART, Soprano:
MR. W. H. FESSENDEN. Tenor.
MR. LEOPOLD LIGHTEN HERO, Violin Virtuoso.

Fliilouiela Ladies' Quartette.

Miss Louise N. Baldwin, 1st Soprano; Miss Clara A.
Hunt, 2d Soprano; Miss Shi ah H. Peaks, 1st
Alto; Mrs. Annie L. Mitchell, 2d Alto.

Temple Quartette.

DEPOSITS

LEGAL 1 BUS i S ACGtPTEO AND EX CUUB.

BONDS.
Bockland.Cs & 4s.
No. Pacific Gold.6s
4s
Anson.......

FiS"8 TO 9

18_

Bath.6s&4s
Maine Central. .7s (b 6s
P.&O.E.K.6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

NO. 194 niODMi STREET, Portland.
January X. 1884.
lautrttf

W. K. Bateman, 1st Tenor; E. R. Webber, 2d Tenor;
H. A. Cook, Baritone; A. C. Ryder, Basso.

Germania Quartette.
E. M. Bagley, 1st Cornet, B. Bowron, 2d Cornet; E.
Strasser, Clarinet; G. W. Stewart, Baritoue.
and Mr. Harvey Hurray,
Accompanists.

Jlr. lioon Reach

GBIMMER M OBCHE8TRA.
Tickets, Including reserved seats, 60 and 76 cts.
according to location. Now on sale at Stockbridge's
Music Store.
Doors open at 7, Concert at 7.46 o'clock.
B alf faie on the M. O., P. & O., and G. T. R. R.
Late train on G.
my21d5t
T._

PORTLANJDTHEATRE.
lUouduy A Tuesday, May 25 A 26.
Engagement of the

Universal

Favorite,

LIZZIE MAY

ULMER,
who will appear

Monday Evening, in the New
England Domestic Comedy Drama, entitled

DAD’SCIRL.
TUESDAY EVENING,
ever written,

The most interesting play
* 4

SOAP

49

Never varies, does not contain
one particle of the adulterations used to reduce the cost of

cally recommended by other
manufacturers in imitating it.

stamped

deceived, howthe word WELCOME

Clasped Hands
on

Storer Bros.’

eou6

HEEEY, JOHSSOU & LOED,

Sale of seats commay20dtd

SKATING

SSBk

RINK

Block, middle

EVERY

St.

EVENING.

ADMISSION

SSflSiS:

SKATE CHECKS!, IO CENTS.
P. S. The management reserve the right to refuse all objectionable parties.
dec31dtf
C. H. KNOWLTON, Manager.

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR,

Federal Street, opp. the Park.
Open every Afternoon and Evening. Music Every Evening, Wednesday and Saturday Afternoon".

AtToat?r ADMISSION
The management reserve the right to refuse admission or skates to objectionable parties,
marlt’dtf
BERT C. WHITTIER. Manager.

FALMOUTH SKATING RINK,
(lor.

are

every bar.

mar 21

PORTLAND
OPEN

But DOES possess the FULL
VALUE of every Legitimate
Washing Quality, which gives

ever, as
and the

Prices. 76, 60 and 35 cents.
Friday, May 22.

mences

’ »

.

may and Ouuforlli tib.

Open Every Atternoon

and

Evening.

The best of music always in attendance.
Admission: Afternoons, Gents 10
cts., Ladies
10 cents, skates free.
Evenings, Gents 16 cis, Ladies 10 cts. Skate Checks 10 cts. The
management
reserves the right of admission to all
objectionable

may7dtf

f.

IV. DeWOLFE, Manager,

ORDER AT ONCE
DR. BOOTH'S
Mheumatism, Neuralgia
Cramps, Sprains, Backache M
Sciatica, Burns and ScrrWsJ

GREAT REDUCTION
for

a

Cabinets

short

Bruises, Frosted Feet A

time only in the price of

and Panel

and all other Fains and

Bars2

AchesX

A safe, sure. and effectual
remedy for Galls,
Scratches, Sores, Ac., on Horses!

Photographs.

To meet the demands of the times, we have determined, for a short season, to give the public
the advantage of obtaining Strictly First Class
Photographs at Popular prices, and therefore

One trial will prove Us merits.
are instantaneous .3
Price 25c. and 50c. Sold

Its effects

quote

FINELY FINISHED CABINETS
Now at $4.50 per doz., former price $7 per doz.

everywhere.!

dec20

Worm

Mothers, Buy Dr. Booth’s Worm

&oowly

SOLAR TIP

Now at $5 per doz., former price $9 perjjdoz.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
—

MON EY

OR

—

SHOES

REFUNDED.

$5 to $10 per day made by live agents
us.
Apply at Studio.

have made a specialty of this
excellent .s|U»l5 for HOYS’
W K A It for years.
We make
nothing else, and produce perfection oi fit, comfort, good
style, and the best wearing
boot that is made. Costnomore
than is generally charged fc ,r ordinary shoes, and will save 50
per cent, in wear. No corns, no
bunions. Any dealer content with a fair profit will
confirm what we say. Give them a trial, and you '.. ill
he a permanent triend of Till’ SOI, Alt Til*
Beware of I mitn Hon» called by names so marly
like solar Tinas tod e he. Trademark anil "John
'-1' »s on sole of
Mundeui, A Co.. I*
each tala

(We

can-

vassing for

—

HE IS HEBEBV GIVEN, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Executor
the Will of

NOl

of

JACOB L. MORGAN, late of Peering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, ami
taken upon himself that truBt bygtving bonds as
law directs. All persons having demands upon
estate of said deceased, aro required to exhibit
same; and all persons indebted to said estate
called upon tc make payment to
CHARLES L.
Executor.

has
the
tho
the
are

BACHELDEK,

Peering. May Bill, 1885

without the use of the
WILLIAM READ M. D.,
Harvard, 1842) and ROBERT M.
READ (.Vt. D Harvard, 1876) ( vine.
House, 175 Tremom ait.. ||0s<on,

NOTII'E

MlCured
•

nn

,\\|l
rtt

I

I

r*

l1 !

I
I

treat H'lll 1
HII.Es, AND
lAi.i,
oneAaBM
or
mii
l t -If
iff'
without
detention from
rt
Il|bu8ines8. References given. Send for
AI pamphlet. Office Hours, 11 a. m. to 4

LLUjp.

fot>12

in.

(except Sundays).

eodly

myHdlawlSwF*

IB HEBEBV
GIVEN, shat the
subscriber has been duly aepointed Executor of the Will or
CATHERINE P. WENTWORTH, late of

knife.

Freeport,

The “Philadelphia” is the best
M«*ver manufactured.
Prices reduced for this

Lawn

season.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
may4

eod3w

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons haying demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate aie
called upon to make payment to
SAMUEL A. HOLBROOK, Executor.

Freeport, May 5,1886.

Remedy!

Aud recommend If to your customers as
a pleasant, safe,
re'iable and prompt
remedy for the removal or stomach aud
seat or pin worms from child or adult.
It is easy to take, never fails, absoluteharmless aud requires no after physic.
ly
Your customers will be well pleased and
you will have the satisfaction of knowing that you are recommending the Best
Worm Kemcdy ou earth.

Remedy.

PANELS,

d2m

8??OS.9

music BY CHANDLER.

ONE DOZEN

spring!

KtUNDJLE'jfcT
! Pmriel*n.

MONDAY EVENING, MAY 25.

eodtf

ALLOWED ON

INTEREST

—

From Your Wholesale Druggist,

brated ‘‘COBB’’ Lime.

WATEJL~

—

HALL,

—

dt£

5

DIRIUO MINERAL

at

CITY

FOE SALE BY

Burlington, ft., Proprietors of

PHOTOGRAPHER3
514 CONGRESSES!., PORTLAND.
mar28

Iced water mins
digestion; Dirigo Water improve*
it; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful
Delivered dail \, cool and refreshing from the
Our improved cans will keep the water cool from
36 to 48 hours; use of cans tree; water per gallon
10 cents.

THE

COlPLIlUM CON

T>

First National Bank Building.

TURNER"BROS.,

—

iwiriil

V

TRUST COMP 4 M,

the stock.

comm nisei al. vviiakf
PORTLAND, ME.
B3?“The only plaoe in Portland to buy the OhIh

STEAMER

BY

-GRAND-

it every advantage over Soaps
of doubtful character; practi-

Plastering Hair, & Drain Pipe,

Steamer lor Sale.

—

T uesday

PURE GO CDS

dtf

my2_elOff

DRILL and BALL

CITY

PORTLAND

$5 OOO.OO.

M/f ViL Ho I OAT. / W chance for agents to make
WW money. Send $1.00 for outMr

ifl8wMg*a^g»ggggg'

Portland Base Ball Grounds.
Game called at 3 p. m.
Admission 25 ole.

Ticltots 50 Cents.

None should be

invited to

com-

mylSdBt

SATURDAY, WAY 23,
at

ISO Middle St., Cortland, Me.

over

The

Sale of goats

20.

EASURN NLW ENGLAND LEAGUE G^ML

hand for

on

jan!9_

the entire amount offered of

on

and never

IN

75, BO ami 35 cent*.

$500

$300,

Swan & Barrett

enor-

1T10RME& CO.,
1LEE

IVodil Itniowiinl t'hnrI¥ew Mongo, Ounce*,

Wednesday. May

ments

eod3m

Pnnlli/.

CHASE.

WHOLESALE DE

$200,

$100,

Casco National Bank Stock.
Cumberland National Bank Stock.
Maine Central It. It. Stock.
Portland City 6 per cent Bonds.
Ohio County and City Bonds.

my21dtf

CHAS. S

with her

InipereonationM,

myjll^___d3t

First National Bank Stock.
Merchants National Bank Stock.
Traders National Bank Stock.

history of Dry Goods.

regular prices

CO.

TEN.

1-2 and Old

$£¥77777777 „,Blbles
XwffhJO / r / Testaments at less than
A 1-3 the prices of the EngSm/r ** ^
editions, mid equal
cfffr\
—»/./7lishthe
English in type,
ff DfD/ r/i# paper,
and aceuSff/LJfLD L L./Jffracy* printing
agent sent out
SM/r> nTT-rty
iff*reports an order
at every
%Mfffi\L VIOL D LJiff
for two weeks. Rare
at

SHARES.

Desirable Securities

ATKINSON, Manager.

I I1.1,

»»ct«r
Ac.

Investment of April Dividends.

Ai REDUCTION

of the Great Nassau Hail Furniture & Carpet Store, Boston.
ISAAC C.

JoH«r,"

BONDS. Montgomer) Guards,

Prices Never before Reached
in the

&

1000

mar2

pci jaiit*

ATKINSON

TO

Full information sent free.

importer’s Stock

NEW BRANCH STORE, COR. PEARL k MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND
A.

expressly for Mis* Swain by the popular
author, Fred U. M&eder.
KB^Oakbi e Swain as “Chirp,” the ‘‘Mule

The Most

A very handsome assortment.
Prices $6.50, 8.00,
10.00, 12.50 ,15.00 and Upwards.
LIBR ARY TABLES, beauties for $6.37,6.4 0, 9.65, 10.25.
TOILET SETS, complete beautiful patterns. A perfect beauty of a set,
blue and white, gold bands, handsome as can be made, for 7,75,
sold every where for 10,00. Don’t forget to look at this line. It
will pay you.
PILLAR EXTENSION TABLES, in walnut and cherry. Extension
Tables in ash.
DINING ROOM CHAIRS, in ash, walnut and walnut finish.
CHEAP !
CHEAP ! Don’t buy until you see them.
WOYEN WIRE SPRING BEDS, SLAT SPRING BEDS, all prices and
kinds.
MANTLE BEDS, 10.00 and upwards.
The celebrated GOOD LUCK
Mantle ed, always on hand.
BABY CARRIAGES, 9.00, 9.50,10.00, and upwards. Make the baby
healthy. Make the baby happy.
REMNANTS! REMNANTS ! 2 more bales to come in, in the morning.
8
RUGS! RUGS ! Nice line.
ICE CHESTS and REFRIGERATORS, away down below any thing in
the market. Hot weather will soon he here. Provide against it.
RATTAN CHAIRS, REED CHAIRS, CAMP ROCKERS and CAMP
SI OOL^.
BED LOUNGES, 10.00.
COT BEOS of every description, and a full line of all kinds of goods
for household nse.
REMEMBER THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY, and don’t
put
off. Come right along and secure these genuine bargains while
they last. Everybody is satisfied with the goods and prices at the

B.

NEW YORK.

Can be Invested now in some of the active stocks,
with every assurance of very profitable results.

dtf

insures

by all Druggists and Dealers generally,
FMW&wlmnrm
mayl

The Little Joker!
written

The present low prices permit purchases
on moderate margins, and

Shirt Waists.

BUTLDft,Io',247Middle St.

HAT-TREES,

COUCH

dtf

We offer this week a very large variety of Boys’ Shirt Waists. These
have had manufactured especially for us, from styles and material of our own selection. We have them laundriedand unlaundrird,
in sizes to fit boys 3 to 13 years old.
The prices on these waists have
been fixed at a small advance above cost so as to insure a rapid sale
of them.
We also otter a superior line of Gent’s Night Shirts, in sizes 14 1-3,
15, 15 1>3, 16, 16 1-3, 17, 17 1-3 and IS. These arc completely made
of Wamsuttu Cotton, and full in length and breadth. Ftice only 90
cents each.
Full lines Gent’s and Boys’ Unlaundried Shirts at 50c, 75c and $1.00
each. The best fitting shirt in the market,
Special values in Bed spreads.
Full line Shetland shawls very cheap.
Complete assoitment of l adies’ and Misses’ Jerseys,
The best value in Ladies’, Gents’ and Children’s Hose at 35 cents a
pair, to be found any where.

Tapestry

x_

Remember this and bear in mind it Is Not a Quack
Medicine but a reliable family remedy. Ask for

KNIGHT, M. D.

$1.00, $3.30 AID $5.1)0.

PRICES

CARPETS, CARPETS.
mu tcuto

IO

a

SILAS C.

BY

the

as

supported by a strong and efficient company, under
the management of Fred O. Makdeb, in her latest
and most successful play, entitled

(Members consolidated Slock and Petroleum Exand sell on the
Exchange all active
Railroad and other Stocas in lots of

—

in Hair Cloth, Silk Flush, Mohair Plush, Spun Silk, Silk
Plush Trimmed. A handsome Mohair Plush Parlor Suite tor 50.00.
Come and see the line.

uuuui

known

change; buy

Liniment nor CURE-ALL’; is composed of
Roots, Barbs, Herbs, Guius and Balsams and will cure ALL
cases of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Back Ache, Gout and Rheumatic
Gout. Discovered in the winter of 1SSO-81, it lies ever since been used
in a large private practice in the State of New fork without a single
failure, and is now given to the public through all druggists and medicine dealers under a guarantee of satisfaction iu every case.

Upholstered

fancy,

well

my

EVER MARE IN MAINE.

Brussels 47 1-2 cents, Body Brussels 95 cents, Heavy
Handsome Velvets 95 cents, Cott»n Carpets 17 1-2 cents, Cotton and
Wool 35 cent!, AH Wool Prime 55 cents.
Dont delay if yon want
some of these Bargains.

BROADWAY,

STOCKS ANO BONOS.

ANOTHER GREAT SLAUGHTER.

AH

No. 55

£& Exchange Street;.

Important Sale of
DRESS
GOODS

in Parlor Suits,

THE CHARM I Ml SttUBRETTE,

Pi ices

BANKERS & BROKERS

-FOR-

BOSTON, MASS.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

Bargains

ROBERTSON,

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

STORE, AUOTldN PBICESICLSPSEDI

Biggest Bargains ever offerred in Chamber Sets in Walnut, Chamber Sets in Cherry, Chamber Sets in Ash, Chamber Sets in Imitation
for the next three days the lowest prices ever reached
rherry positively
any Furniture House in this city or any other city in this Country.
jj'y

Night Only,—Friday, May 22,

—

my5

CARPET

BELTON &

dtf

we

COR. PEARL AiD RIDDLE STS.,
—

Investment securities bought and sold.
Jan 31_
eodtf

TB ATTFI

Imported Serge Suit.

Portland

ble rates.

$50,

Clothing Co.,

Street.

Travel!i g and commercial letters of
credis issued, av liable in all the
principal cities of Europe.

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

Boston & Portland

PORTLANOJTHEATRE

“Sang B rd if the Dramatic Stage,”

Sterling and Continental
ilxcbacg
bought and sold a1 most favota-

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

for Gentlemen’s wear, carefully made for our
best trade, hothing neater, nicer, corner can
be bought. Three successive seasons we have
had great runs on this line of suitings.
This
season the popular color will he Brown, Bines
and Blacks can also be seen in stock.
Send for rule for seif measure and sample of
the material. We will forward a suit on ap-

a.riuiu u

RODERICKS

counters.

Boys’School and Play Knee Paul Snifs $1.50, 2 00, $2.50, 3.00
and 3.50. Better grades at 4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00, 6.50, 7.00, 7.50
and 8.(50.
Boys’ Dress Suits at $8.00, $9.00, $10.00 and $12.00.
Extra Pants with all snifs if desired.
See our ALPINE YEST NIJITS for Boys 11 to 14 years, Knee Pants.
School Suits for Buys, 11 to 17 years, long Pants, $5.00, 6.00, 6.50,
7.00, 8 00, 9.00 and 10.00.

$3.87
An

ou our

SCHOOL,

Ve.try, Congrr.. Square,

Adper and splendid entertainment* each evening.
mission: Afternoon free; Evening only 10 cent*.
Le all come.
my20ddt

BANKERS,
Mitldie

—

FIRST UMIVfRSALISI SUNDAY

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings Banks and Trust Funds,
constantly on baud.
jail 2 3
eodtf

218

BY

—

Oue

UNSURPASSED,

NOTHING BUT SERVICEABLE MATERIAL

gjqxjuxx-o.

STRAW MATTINGS, 17 1-2 cents to 30 cents.
_j_i_a +•_x_

This was so absurd a suggestion
supposed it would excite nothing
hat derision. As, however, some of the

The Major and one hundred prominent
citizens of Halifax have respectfully asked
the President that the Hon. Wakefield G.
Frye, at present consul at that port be retained. The New Age, whose editor is in
Washington lecturing the President daily
on the Angusta
post office and attempting to
dictate whom the President shall appoint,
considers the lequest of the Halifax people
“gratuitous, not to say impertinent.” The
retention of Mr. Frye would be precisely in
line
of policy laid
the
down in Mr#
Cleveland’s letter,
for his
iB
office
that requires its incumbent
not one
to be in
political sympathy with the
administration, and; Mr. Frye has never
been an offensive
partisan. Wby then
should he not be retained, and wby is it
“gratuitous” or “Inpertinent for the people of Halitax to ask his retention? When
tbs Italian government protested against
tha lending of Keiley to represent the United
States at Ming Humbert’s court the administration apparently did. not consider the

Cor. Middle and Exchange St,

—

Hartford Courant.
A notion has gained ground that it is commercially profitable for a newspaper to cater
to low tastes, and that it invariably increases
its circulation by gathering and publishing
all the details of revolting social scandals.
It seems to be the opinion of the Sun that
this notion has demoralized the country
press which has copied the city press in this
reprehensible practice. As it now, on such
good testimony as the Sun, turns out that
the ways ot uncleanness in journalism are
unprofitable, and that the scrupulously
decent newspaper
is, in the long run,
the most
profitable, a most desirable
change may be looked for all along
the line. It cannot have escaped the observation of newspaper conductors that there
has been for some years a general complaint
among men who have families that it is difficult to find a paper with the news in it
which is decent enough to be admitted into
the house.
The reply has been that the
public demanded the depraved sort of news
and was willing to pay for it,.and would always by preference buy the" journals that
furnished it. We are glad to be authoritively informed that this is a commercial mistake. One theory of the newspaper is that
it is very much what the public want it and
make if, and we believe that as a rale the
tone of a newspaper is higher than that of a
majority of its readers.

that we

Vinton has been persecuted
certainly
not been persecuted by Republicans.

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S
CLOTHING!

We can wiili all conlidcnce commend oar stock of Roys’ and Children’* Clothing no tlie public knowing full w< |i it will till every dei he wants of our trade s.re taken
sire needed,
carefully into consideration aud onr patrons will iind on examination

Company,

«

HIGGINS FOR.

Higgins seems to be a gay and frisky
Our Washington correspondyoung thing.
ent is authority for the statement that he
can be just too sweet for
anything when he
tries, and female clerks find it a real pleasure to be dismissed by him.
He can give a
young woman her walking papers so grace,
fully that she departs UDder the impression

138,000.

he has

&

Minneapolis Tribane.

—*D~

Democratic papers have swallowed it it may
be well to call their attention to the fact
that the man who swore out the warrant
against Mr. Vinton is a Democrat who hates
the Republican party as bitterly as Mr. Vinton, and that the trial justice who committed
him to jail is the man who ran for sheriff oi
Cumberland connty on the Vinton ticket in
1882; while the county attorney who had
charge of the grand jury which conferred
freedom upon him is a Republican. If Mr.

Allen

loss

martyr to the cause of independence in politics out of the Hon. Warren H. Vinton of Gray, who was arrested
in which liquor was sold. The grand jury
failed to find an indictment against him and
he was discharged. Naturally he was elated
at being a free man again and wanted to let
his Iriends know how good he felt. He accordingly wrote a letter to the Argus in
which after congratulating himself at his escape he suggested that his prosecution was
probably due to the fact that some years ago
he ran as an Independent candidate for governor, receiving 269 votes out of a total of

BANKERS,

SUPERIOR STYLES,
PERFECT FITTING GARMENTS.

good

is somebody’s gain.
X. Y. Times,
A disappearance of the mania for roller
skating would not make the judicious grieve
and if the failure ol the match at Madison
Square Garden is a sign that rink skating is
soon to
become unpopular it will, as we
have said, cause many good people to rejoice. It may be added moreover, that if
the rinks become unprofitable the theatre
men will shed no tears.

ORAND FAIR

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, MAY 21 & 22
Many interesting departments. Antiquarian Sup-

SPECIAL VALUES IN

VARIETY

display invited.

The best thing Canada

a

—

Our present exhibition in our large
Clothing Window is made up of
Young Men’s Stylish Four Button
Cutaway Suits in Fancy Checks,
Brown Whipcord Diagonals, etc.
Young Men’s Sack Suits in modest
Checks and striking Plaids. Of these
goods purchased in the New York
market during the past thirty days,
to meet the requirements of the Fine
Clothing trade we pronounce the
cloth fine in quality, the garments
elegant in fit, and the workmanship
most thorough. An inspection is solicited, and a glance at our window

Moines Leader.

We observe a disposition on the part of
some of our esteemed Democratic contem-

--ZB-

BOSTIBI 4 MTLMD O.OTBIVG «. Woodbnry & Moulton

loimg Men’s Stylish Spring nuits.

pended by Manager Mead, the reason assigned bei' g that her exuberance of verbiage
led her to unnecessarily prolong conversation

Riel go, vote a

JENTERTAl N1V1 Kft T*l.

HNAmiAL.

in Theit

One of the ladies employed on the day
force at the telephone office has been sus-

culation.

poraries to make

OPENING
OF

Current Comment.

honestly give it.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ocrats?

not used.

are

miSCELLANEOVS.

uiySdlawFUxr*

Price 25 Cents.

myt4__

jtf

Mrs.ABPOOLE,
OF

GARDINER,

Has taken

rooms

191 Em

at

NO. 58 BROWN STREET,
PORTLAND,
Where she will

see

patients every other week,

Commencing
*

OFFICE HOURS
7

*®

» **• A*.

October 13th.
13 M., 3 to
<on.ulli.tiou FREE.
from » to

0011_eodtf
OKESSilAKEKS,

And those who wish to do their own
cutting should
examine Mrs. U. A. Krowu’a Scientific Method for
cutting dresses and outside garments, perfected by
ner from a practical
knowledge of titling different
forms. Silver medal was awarded in Mechanics'
fair or 1884,
by competent judges who thoroughly
lnvestigUed its merits. Bostou’i* best dressmakers
can be referred to who have used
many systems of
cutting, aud acknowledge, after taking my instructions. nothing has been so perfect as they can now
try garmeuts on without making a change. Parties
visiting Boston cau call at AI7 Tn iuoul
aud see ihe business 1 have established with
my
rules for culling. To-day, dress
cutting is a great
art, and every (lersou must have a thorough knowledge id the business to fill good positions. Each
scholar must cut. baste and try on varments
before
leaving. It is by special request l shall be in Portland alter May 18th, aud be pleased lor all
to investigate my rules for cutting.
MRS. H. A. BROWN

niajUMlw

501 Congteea St.

FRIDAY MORNING. MAY 22.

deal

The Tontine plan rewards those
who keep their contracts rather than those
who break them and pats the profit of the
business where it belongs.

tine

Holders of Policies Upon the Tonystcin in the giqtiitable I.ife Assur-

ance

Society

To the

practiced by the principal companies of the United States.
The annual new business of the Connecticut
company has ran down from §46,000,000 in
1866 to about §7,000,000 a year, and so large
surance as

have been its forfeitures and surrenders that
its amount at risk is now §33,000,000 less than
it was ten years ago.
Its surplus is about onethird as much as it was fifteen years ago; its
income is about two and one-half millions less
than it was eleven years ago.
These results have so embittered this officer
that he makes an attack upon the Tontine
system of life assurance, which has been in
successful operation for seventeen years,
pretext to injure the business and reputation
as

a

successful companies.
H's partisan statements have beeD seized
upon by a few members of the New York
Legislature, and used as a pretence to obta in a
committee to investigate this system of assurmore

ance

The action of the Connecticut President was
not the work of a philanthropist but the soph

istry of a disappointed manager directed
against more prosperous competitors with the
intent to injure. The action of the Legists-,
tare w.is but the hasty step of a large body of
men, urged by a few, and arrested by the body
itself almost as soon as taken. As an attempt
has been made to befog tbs public mind on a
very Bimple subject, a word of explanation
wifi be opportune.
WHAT IS TONTINE

STATE-

A'SUEANCE—PLAIN

MENT ON THE SUBJECT.

Tho

Equitable

issues two kinds of Tontiae
assurance policies. Tontine Saving Funds and
Semi-Ton tine.
WHAT ABE

TONTINE SAVINGS FUND

POLICIES?

They are the some in all respects as ordinary policies except that all prom: urns rccoiv d and interest on the same, minus only
death losses on members dying in the meantime and the average expense of the company,
are accumulated, and divided
exclusively
among the e policy holders who survive and
continue to pay their premiums until the end
of the Toutine period, at which time the surplus is ascertained and awarded. This with
the reserve on the policy is paid to tbs assured
he may eicot.
The plan is very simple, can be easily understood and carried oat, and there is no mystery
in it whatever, and the accounts aro kept so
as

distinctly
policies

that the relative results
easy of demonstration.

these

on

are

POLICIES?
They are ihe same as the above except that
they have a surrender value afier three years.
WHAT ABE BEMI-TONTINi

THE PUBLIC HAVE THEIR CHOICE

OF

DEATH

POLICYHOLDERS

Tbs President of a Connecticut company
has recently by advertisements made violent
attacks upon the Tontine system of life as-

of

DIMINIHED

of the (;nited States.

NUMER-

OUS KINDS OP ASSURANCE.

RATE
MAKES

AMONG
THE

PROFITS

LARGER.

dowment, Ordinary Life, Toutino, Semi-Tontine and others. It is a matter of indifference
to the managers which of those are chosen.
Tho fact that the varieties of Tontine policies

Sugars not quite so firm ana were Vfec
day at 7 Vsc for granulated and 6%o for

human is absolutely free from evil.
The object of the life assurance manager
should be to pursue that course which will to
the greatest extent correct existing faults iu
the business and extend the ultimate benefits
of life assurance to the greatest number. In-

telligent underwriters wili, I think, agree with
me that 0118 of the greatest evils at preioi t existing iu life assurance is the lack of persiston the part of tho policy holders in
paying their p’emmms and the resulting forfeiture of policies.
Many a wife who has antici-

ence

pated the receipt of

competency in case the
hearth-s:ouo should be desolated by tho dbath
of tho husband, has seen herself bggareti.aud
her children penniless through the surrender
of the policy by the husband, oftau without
the wife’s knowledge, and perhaps for 6otue
a

trifling reason, the sale of the policy being
readiest way of raising money.
OW

DOE I

EVIL OF

SURRENDER?

The Tontine

System,
by the
Equitable Life, has in a measure corrected the
evil, as will be shown by the following facts.
IT

IS

introduced

SHOWN THAT TONTINE POLICY HOLDERS ARE
MORE PER-I8TENT IN PAYING THEIR

Premiums than any others.
To show the tenacity of Tontine policies, we
submit the experience of the Equity bio Life
Assurance Society in regard to terminations of

policies, Tontine and Nou-Toutiae, taken in
The experience of policies issued iu
1875.
other year shows aim lar results; but the
issues of this year are selected for illustration
because at tlio end of 1881, no Tontine term
had yet matured.
The terminations previous
to December 31,1877, are omitted iu both cases
because during tho first two years no policy,
whether Tontine or Non-Tontine, has existed

every

long enough to acquire a surreuder-value. The
following figures, ttierofore, are a fair illnstia
tion of the comparative persistence of ToutiLe
and Non-Tontine policyholders, during a periwbon the latter are entitled to a burrendervalue, and aro deprived of the large prospective value offered to the former as a motive to
continue.
TOTAL 1SSCE8 OF 1875.
Ordinary. Tontine.
Of the policies iu each class issued iu 1875, there were iu
force December 31, 1877....
12G4
1414
Hi)
1082
Remaining iu force in 1884....
od

OF

A

POLICYHOLDER

THE

IN

EQUITABLE AND CONNECTICUT MUTUAL.
As an illustration of the superior advantages
of the Equitable, the actual results are here
submitted on two policies issued at the same
age and for the same amount, one in the Connec.icut Mutual and the other in tho Equitable.
Connecticut Mutual.
Premiums paid on an ordinary life policy of
85,000 issued at age of forty-one, by the Connecticut Mutual.
Pnrtinn rtf nrominmo

nnirl ?r» nan!,

given for the balance of the premiums which
will be deducted from the policy at death.
1868 .Cash
1869
1870
1871

645

332

terminations..

43.1

23.5

Percentage

of

THE GREAT BENEFITS OF TONTINES PROVED BY
BE ULT3.

Premium Paid.
•'

§83.00

87i98

92.90
98.44

....••••

1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

111.08
110.68
109.33

121.43
119.33
134.93
134.23
133.83
133.48

■«

Total.§1,914.32

pay

paid

np

nothing in cash,
policy of §1,958.
Equitable.

J2Z*.

give

162.35
162.35

J?Z£.

162.35

.:

1|78
«8'.J.

102.35

.102

1883

greater jjeiaiatoiiu.- among

its policy hold era. As shown above only about
half as many persons have discontinued their
Tontine policies in the seven years, as compared with those who discontinued on .he ordinary plan. In judging between ihe two systems
of life assurance, we ask to which are attached
the greatest benefits? Is it not better that the

policyholders who may choose to discontinue
their policies, wbiie still able to support their
families, should incur as a penalty therefor the
loss of a part of a tew prmn urns paid in (the
other part being absorbed in carrying the risk)
than that nearly double the number of widows
and orphans a ho ho i depended ou the life assurance of their husbands and fathers for their
only support i.r the ovent of lug death, should
be obliged to bear the combined shock of bereavement ami poverty through the too east
surrender of the policies?

EQUITABLE AND CON-

a

Equitable

and Connecticut Mutual. These
terminations include policies terminated by

death, maturity, expiry, change, surrender
and lapse—in fact are tbu total terminations
with the exception of ‘‘not taken” policies,
which are included neither in policies issued
nor terminated, fer the reason that such policies were never really in force. The percentage of the Equitable is aboat one-half that of
thb Connecticut Mutual.
Katio of
Kamo of

Company.

Terminations to

lor 14 years.
Equitable... 67.80 per cent.
do
Coi neciicut Mutual.117.68

It wiii

thus be

issues

that any plan which
legitimately serves to reduce the proportion of
terminations is a beneficent and humane pluD.
seen

REWARD FOR PERSISTENCE.

The Tontine dividend system of life assurance more than any other Bjstum which has
been devised, rewards those who continue the
paymeutof their premiums. These piliciesin
their cash settlements have proved in're profitable to those assured than any other ,-ystem
dow

practised.

No

one

questiou*

tue enormous

profit! lo families of those who die early.
Laying aside the refinements of calculation
given to us by the Actuaries, which we are
not disposed to dispute, there is another view
in which it seems preposterous to pa; dividends

10® 13
@12% Valencia.6%@10%

feugar.

Oraacw.
60@7 00
00®7.6U
50®5 00
6<J@4 00
L’ge Shore...3 25@3 50 jPalermo..3 25@3 75
Sjemtmt*.
L’geBanknow2 60@3 00 {
small.2 26®2 75 !
lua.3 50&4 CO
.3 60S4 00
English Cod, 4 60®5 00 Palermo
PollOCK.1 75@2 75
Api»l«»
J 76®22 6 ,Green, p bbl 2 60®3 CO
Haddock...
Hae
75@2 25! Evaporated & th
8®11
Dried Apples. 3%@4%
Herring,
**
Seal
fc>box
14@18 Sliced
4%®6
Granulated # ft
7 % Valencia
6
Extra 0......6 % M Ex large c*7
tFLsb.
Florida.4
Uo&. per quM
Messina...3

...

elects and draw

in cash

§2,7G5.35,

or

take

a

paid up policy of §5,130.

~

....

...

•...

Equitable.
value. .§2,766.36. Paid up value. .$5,130.00
The name 6f policyholder and number of policy cau be given if this statement is challenged.
THE ABSURDITY OF THE GAMBLING CHARGE.
I do not sappose the public so ignorant as to
need refutation of the disingenuous charge
that Tontine assurance is gambling. There is
•f course not one particle of truth in the as
iirtion. The appeals to the emotions and the
nphistical reasoning upon false premises used
•gainst the New York companies by the Connecticut President on the gambling issus, may
ha employed with greater effect against his

Company,

but I shall not descend to rheno such
devices to

Facts need

torical tricks.

EQUITABLE’S

REMARKABLE

PROSPERITY.

Th Equitable Life Assurance Society has
been prosperous in a remarkable degree.
Its
asseis are now about §00,000,000; surplus
§14,100.000, which is greater than that bold by any
other life assurance company. Its business in
force is §325,000,000; new business in 1884, §85written before by the
more than
§20,000,000 in excess of the largest amount ever written by any
other life assurance company in a single year.
Its business thus fat in 1885 largely exceeds
that'of 1884.
Oar policies are absolutely indisputable after
than ever

three years from date of issue, and are payable
immediately upon receipt and proofs of death
in full without the usual delay of sixty or niueI, has been proved by the facts anu figures
given that this kind of policy which is cow
issued by the principal life companies iu this
country, has in the past and will in the future
and

produce

a

great evil which now exists
greater and greater public

a

H, B. HYDE, President.

New York, May 14,1885.

Wit and Wisdom.
In the cemetery in the town of Duxbary is
this inscription on a headstone erected by a
loving sou in honor of his mother: "The chisel
can’t help her any.”
"See The mighty Host Advancing.”
What

chills: weak and
schieg backs; painful joints; tortured muscles;
,1 opless nights; crnel sweats: dizziness; lack of
appetite. This disagreeable precession may all
bo prevented by the use of Brown's Iron Bitters
Brown’s Iron Bitters is the sworn enea

@6%

9%
@12%
@12%
9%

Devoe Brill’t.
Pratt* Astral,

Ligonia.
Silver White

9

Cen&euial.

9%

Kailroasl ftccups^
Portland, May 21.
«3 >i?od by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
OVD miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
iCRdB, 96 oars miscellaneous merchandise.
Alidce aud TkIIow.
he f ollowing are Portland quotations

crowd!

Fevers:

Dr. M. M.
my of malaria and all its troop.
□room, of Dardanelles, Ark., says "It is the
best medicine in the world, and is effecting
miraculous cures.”

A school-committee-maD examining school:
‘Where is the North Pole?” “I don't know!
sir.” “Don’t know where the North Pole is,
Are you not ashamed?”
"Why, sir, if Sir
John Franklin and Dr. Kane and Captain Deshould I know
find
bow
it,
Loug couldn’t
where it is?”
M. L. Blair, Alderman 5th Ward, Scranton,
Pa., stated Nov. 0. ’83: He had used I>r.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil for sprains, burns, cuts,
bruises and rheumatism.

<By Telegraph.)
York. May 21
Flour market—receipts
15,002 bids; export 10,492 bbls. dull and heavy,
but prices are without important change; sales 10,700 bbls.
flour. No 2 at 2 20®3 50; Sup. Western, and State
at 3 25 a 3 70; common to good extra Western and
State 3 45,a4 20; good to choice do (at 4 26&6 a5
common to choice White. Wheat Western extra at
5 00@5 25; fancy do 6 30@5 86, common to good
extra Ohio at 3 60®5 85; wmtuo to choice extr*
St. Louie at 3 46 a 5 75; Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime 6 25(o>5 60; choio to double extra
jAo at 6 60®5 86, including 1200 bbls City Mill
extra at 6 00a5 10; 601) bbls tine 2 20@3 60; 400
bbls Superfine at 3 25®3 70; 1100 bbls extra No 2
ax 3 45®4 20 29(V» bbis Winter Wheat extra 3 60
@6 85; 6500 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 45 a 6 85.
Southern flour is weak, common to fair extra at
3 90®4 76; good to choice do 4 80®5 80. Rye flour
is quiet. Wheui-reeeipts 37,27 > bush; export
8161 bush; shade stronger but quiet; exporters do
ing little; sales 327,0<o bush spot; No 2 Spring at
9ttyac, No 2 Red at at 1 04Vi@l 06 in elev; No 1
Rea State at 1 2Va; No 1 White at 1 02y*. Rye i
quiet. Barley dull, t era firm and quiet; speculation moderately active receipis 63,400 busli;exports
121,568 bush; sales 150,0 O bush spot; No 2 at 56
@66140 in elev; White Southern 63c. Oats Vii&Vk
hig.ier but very quiet; receipts 43,450 bush; sales
79,0u0 bush spot; No 3 at 3 c; do White at 42Vfec,
No 2, 39@39V4c;do White 43^1 (®43y2c No 1 nominal; Mixed Western 39Vfe@41c; Whne do43^47c-,
White State at 44@47c. Coffee stronger at
Sugar is firm; refined quiet C at oys(a;53/8C; Extra
at C at 5w@5%c; White do at 5%c. Yellow 4%
(®4%c; off A 5% ftOc; Mould A 6%@63Ac; standard A 6 3 16@6y4C; Oontectioners A 6 9 16@6%c.
powdered 6%@7c; granulated 6%c; Cubes at 7V4C;
cut loaf and crushed at 7y8@714c. Fetroieuiu—
united at 79ys(&80e
I'uhou steady at 6 11-16@
5%c. Fork is generally steady; mess spot 12 Ou
@12 12ya. Beet is quiet, l/nni without quotable
change and dull contract grade spot quoted 6 95,
refined at 7 15 for continent; S. A. at 7 46^7 50.
Butter easier; Western at 10a22c; State at 9@2uc.
quiet,. new oyasgtovgc.
Freights to Liverpool steady;Wheat p steam 2Vad
Chicago, May 21 —Flour steady; Winter Wheat
4 80@5 25 for Southern. 4 20,ot6 oo for Wisconsin
and 4 25:3)5 (JO for Michigan soft Spring Wheat at
3 oOt£4 26 Minn Bakers 3 50^.4 60 Patents 4 76
@6 75; low grades 2 00@3 00. Rye Hour at 3 80@
4 00. Wheat is higher; May at 89.3)89%c; No 2
Spring at 8tf@89%o; No 3 Spring at 78@79c; No 2
Red at 96@9<c; No 3 at 86(j£87c. Corn higher at
49jz?49%c. Oats quiet at 34%c. Rye is slow; No 2
at 72%c. Pork is higher at iL 12%@1 1 16. Lard
firm at 6 75@6 77%. Boxed Meats quiet; shouldeis 4 3534 40; short rib at 5 66@5 67%; short
clear 6 10^6 15.
Receipt*—Flour 17,000 bbiB wheat 58,000 bu,
corn 68.000 bush, oats 134 000 bush, rye 9,000 bo,
barley 15,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 30,000 bbis, wheat 97.000 bu,
xww

Ox and Steer Hides 90 tbs weight and over 6%o pft
Ox aud Steer Hides under 90 its.6
ft
Cow Hides, all weights.... 6
ft
Bull and Stag Hides, all wights. 4
ft
Oalf Skins..... 10 c£> ft
Sheep Skins... 7Ge@ each
Lamb Skins..,.
50c each
Light and Deacon Skins...26 to 35c each
Antlered Tallow..
6%c & ft
Rough do
3@3%c

c#
c^
c|>

Mtock iharbsi.
<

be

following quotations of stocks

(By Telegraph.)

..

following

closing quotations Stocks:
Oh .’ago Si Alton
.135
Chicago & Alton pr6f... 165
Chicago, Burr & Quincy,.....123
Erie.
9%
Erie pref...
20
Illinois Central... ....
...I26
Lake Shore....... 61%
^iobigan Central...
47%
are

Cured every time.

New Jersey,Central.35%
Northwestern.
94%
Northwestern pref.127 %
New York Central.3__
83%
Rock Island.
114
8l.Paui.
69%
St. Paul pref.
105
Union Pacific Stock..
54
wes tern Union Tel
i 9%
Adams Ex. Co.133
American Ex. Co...
96
Alton & Terre Haute
17
do preferred.
Boston Air Line.
90
Bur. & Cedar Rapids.............
oo
..

..

..

..

...

anaaaiSoutnorn. 27%
Centra) Pacific. ..
31%
79
Del.& Hudson Canal Co.
Del. & Lackawanna.
103%
...

...

A K.G...
E. Tonn., Vir. & Ga....
E. Tcnn., Va., & Ga. pref.
Kansas &: Texas.
Houston & Texas..
Hannibal & St. J®.
do preferred.
Hartford & Erie 7s.
Lake Erie & West...
Louis & Nash...
Missouri racilic.....
Morris & Essex.
Mobile & Ohio

6

Denver

...

3%
6%
18%
15
38
88

...

Pullman Car.
n «
Richmond & Danville. 48

New York mining Stocks.
York, May 21.—The following are
ing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

the clos-

Coal.
Homestake.

Colorado

9.76

13.00

Ontario.24.00
Quicksilver. 4 50
dopret.22.Q0

Cost. Cal. & Va.
2 15
Horn Silver. 1.90
Plymouth.
16.62
Savage.. .
Eureka. 6 87
Standard.
120
Navajo.
1 80
Sierra Navada.1 05

Silver King. 3.60

Mexican.1

25

llaiifornfin mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
gAN Francisco, May 21.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Chollar.
2%
Hale & Norcross. 7Y8

Savage...
Navajo

4

114
Point. ls/8
Ophir —.J 1%
Mexican. l»/8
Bodie....
1^
Eureka..
7Yt
veHow .racket.
2%
...

Crown

,,

"Was Chester a plumber, that the poet
should twice tell him to charge in one line?”
a-ks a subscriber. "O, no; a plumber does not
require to be told to charge. Chester was probably interested in the ice business.”

Variety j« the Spice of I,iff.
There is variety in the letters received by
Mrs. LydiaE, Pinkham, testifying to the cures
jffecled by her Vegetable Compound aud the
treat relief afforded to thousands of women in
all sections. Mrs. C-of Toronto, says: “I
have taken three bottles with very gratifying
results.”

Mrs. Stephen B-of Shefiington, Quebec, says; “I am now using the
[onrth bottle and have derived groat benefit
already.” Sarah C-of Eugene City, Oregon, says: "It is the best medicine for the female sex I have ever found.” Mrs. C-of
Santa Fe, says: "Your Compouud has done
me a great deal
iod.” Mrs. H. S. Dof Portland,
"It has done for me
*11 it claimed to ,”d I cheerfull. recommend
it to all suffering as I have done.” Mrs. D.

ojl

Me^i-ays:

U. E-of Lexington, Va., says: "I have
,aken one bottle and I assure you I feel a great

Union

Con.iy2

Utah. 1 %
Gould & Curry. 2%
ft«MS»n market.

May 21.—Tne follow mg 5were to-days
quotations of Batter, Cheese, Eggs, do:
Pork—Long cuts, 14 25®14 50; short cuts 14 60
@16 00. backs $15 00et l6 50; light backs 14 00@
$1 4 50; lean ends 14 U0@$14 50 prime mees 15 00
@$16 60; extra prime 11 50@12 00; mess. $13 25
@13 50; pork tongues at 14 00@16 00; Western
prime mes pork $12 60@13 00.
Lard at 71/4®7a/ic D1 lb tor tierces; 8@8Y4C for
10-lb pails;
for 5-tt> pails; 8J4@8%o
for A fb pails.
D Boston,

Fresh Beef—Fair steers 8J4@8Y*c|*lb;llight steers
at 8@8*4c; choice at 8%@9c; choice heavy hinds
11 Ys@12c; good do at ll@llYac; light 10Ya@l lc;
good heavy tores at 6@6Vfcc;8econd quality|at t>Y»@
6c rattles at 5@5Yao; ribs 7@7 Yac; rumps at 13
@14c; rounds 8Ya^9Yac; rump loins 11@14Yi loins
at 10® 16c.
~>«aus—choice large hand picked pea at 1 60@
1 66 t> busn; choice New York small hand-picked
do ail 60®1 65; fancy 1 70;small hand-picked pea.
Vermont., it 1 70til 76; common to good at 1 40
@1 45; moice screened do 1 40; haud-pickdd medium! 66@ a.1 60,and choice screened dol 30@1 40;
common <io_l 10@1 20,choice
at 2 00® @—; old-fashioned

improved jeilow-eyes
yeiiow-oyee at 1 90®

96; red kidneys 1 95@2 00.
apples—We quote Baldwins at 3 00@3 60; Russets 3 00@3 60. Evaporated Apples at 6V4@7%c
lb.
1

Congress

”

yeast

”

Sun seta

7.08

Mott,

92.5

Has

the Government in favor of the

scientific

“

Royal

in HARD OR SOFT, HOT DR GOLD WATER.
SAVES EABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
NTo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
arell designed to mislead. PEA KLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
il ways bear8 tho above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYEE. NEW YORK.

$7,892,511

71

Endowments paid,

3,140,251 96

Surrendered policies,

5,592,112 84

ANCHOR

Lives pool and

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

tuality, is the most liberal
lealings with its policyholders.

g-'gjg

[TS finite in all itsCONTRACT
terms, and
POLITY

no

Seh Oscar C Schmidt, Bacon,
Gas Co.
Sch Moses Webster, Rhodes,
Randall & McAllister.

plain

Bell iia pps.

and de-

As

general beverage and necessary
sorrectfve of water rendered impure by
regetable decomposition or other causes,
is Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Lromatic Schnapps is superior to every
ither preparation for these purposes. A
tublie trial of over 80 years duration in
ivery section of our country of Udolpho
iVolfe’a Schnapps, its unsolicited en>
lorsement by the medical faculty and a
ale nnequaled by any other distillation
lave insured for it the reputation of salnirity claimed for it. Far sale by all
iruggists and Gtrocers.

POLICIES ARE
[TS
IN CO NTESTABLE
Lfter three
cause

except fraud.

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are comilete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60. 90,

fT
L

John, NB,

r

Cummings

Baltimore—coal to

ISSUES POLICIES
plans, and Its

on

all

approved

PREMIUM PLAN and
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
features
of
this company and issued by
special

re
one
»

Sch Harry Mathers, (Br) Smith, BarriDgton, NS-

(Boothbay)—

days.

A DJUSTED

Baltimore-coal to

Sch Sarah Glass, (Br) Maloney, St Andrews, NBmaster.
Sch Annie W, Wood, Moncton, NB-R R ties.
Sch Maud & Bessie, (Br) Jones, Moncton, NB—
*
master.
Sen Louisa Frances, Thornkike, Rockland—lime
to C S Chase.
Sch Susan Frances, Smith, Lamoine for Boston.
Sch Cocheco, Harris, Pittston.
Sch Waterfall, Orchard, southern trip, with 280
bbls mackerel.
Cleared.
Sch Emma, Littlejohn, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—Chase. Littlejohn & Co.
Sch Lulu. Leighton, Millbridge-N Blake.
Sch Brilliant, H upper. Port Clyde—N Blake.
Sch O B Kimball, Kimball, Trevitt,

any number of

fT
L

T

m as ter.

FROM

is

chance for mis-

onoeption.

Arrived.

Herrick, Chase, Baltimore -coal G

company in its

I

1

f its

18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW YORK.

planB.

JAMES

for Maine

arise from

PORTLAND, HIE.

mar4

[JNITED STATES HOTEL.

Clytie, Laughton,

13th, barque Endeavor, Whitter. New York;

brig Ernestine. Norton, do; 13th, barque Joe Reed,
prev to

Treat, Newcastle, NSW.

May 1G, ship Iceberg.

MEMORANDA
Sch D D Haskell, of Deer Isle, from Porto Rico
for Boston, put iuto Vineyard-Haven 21st aud reports, 14th iust. experienced a heavy revolving
gale, lasting forty-eight hours, during which loBt
part of deckload molasses and broke foreboom.
Soh Dora M French, French, at New York from
Arecibo, reports, May 13, abont twenty-five miles
east from Chincotengue, in a heavy sea. pitched
oft jibboom aud foretopmast, with everything
attached.
Sch T W Allen, from Dennysville for New York,
Will repair and proput into Eastport 20th leady,
ceed.
Sch Sylph, brick loaded, from Bangor for a coast
port, put into Searsport 17th leaky in top.

Ar at New York 20th, sch Augusta E Herrick,
from New Haven, bound out, seiniug.
Ar at Newport 20th, sch Francis Loring, of Port-

laud, seining.
Sid fm Vineyard-Haven 19tli, sehs Waterfall, Orchard, and Idella Small, Robbins, with mackerel

i

OR.W,WILSON’S
\ Jhparallelec] success in the cure of upwards of Six
'housand of the most difficult complicated c.ises
^ dthin the last four yoars is the best evidence

0( his Skill that needs only a Trial.
] lis Ladies’
Periodical
Regulating Magnet is
Yorkiug Wonders W bout Medicine.
Ladies’ suffer no longer, call and in*
1
estlgate, no questions asked but your
very ailmeut, ache or paiu is faithfully

my20

d&wly

leseribed.

{

(^“Consultation and Examination Free from 9
m. to8p.ni.
ai»r30dtf

HiURED without the use of knife 01 ligature by
Dr. C. T. FiBk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn,
rJ reats all diseases of the Rectum successfully. withc ut detention from business.
Seven years experi€ nce and hundred® of oases cured in different parts
C f the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those ref ared to, which will convince the most skeptical:

|

™

Portland, Dec. 1,1884.
We. the undersigned, having been successfully
reated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
t tie confidence of the public. His method is simple,
„ lmost painlebs, and requires no detention from
»
usiness.
FRED H. THOMPSON. 36 Union St.,
RICH’D K. GATLEY, j9 & 61 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GERTS, 455 Cunberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL,30Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, * Ttmple Place, Portl’d.
N. W. MORSE, 191 Moral St., Portland.

I am an old man. For 28 years 1 suffered with
leers on my right leg as the aesult of t\phoid fever.
imputation was suggested as the only means of
reserving life. The doctors con id do nothing for

—

} ie, and thought

For three
has

i must die.

shoe on. Swift’s Specitic
J1 ermanent cure
and added ten years to my
ever

had

a

Wm. R.

jj

years 1

made

a

life.

Reed, Hall Co., Ga.

I have taken Swift’s Specitic for blood poison contacted at a medical college at a dissection, while I
'as a medical student.
I am grateful to say that it
ave me a speedy and thorough cure after my paruts had spent hundreds of dollars for treatment.
Augustus Wejjdel, M. D., Newark, N. J.

My wife from early girlhood has been suffering
f tom
rheumatism. She has tried many remedies,
Z
nd 1 must frankly say has derived more benefit
f tom
Swift’s Specitic than from all the others, after
>ng and faithful trial.
Rev. Jas. L. Pierce, Oxford, Ga*

Names of many ladies tr«ated in Portland will be
^ iven at the Dr’s. Room.
Ladies inquire at No. 31&Cumberland street.

Swift’s Specitic is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
1 flood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta
* [a., or 159 W. ^3d St., N. Y.
janld&wlynrm

IT U. S. HOTEL, ROOM

\
•*

3very Saturday, Trom 9 a.
4 |> in.
marll

IN
VEIN,
I
STOTH'i;
subscriber has been duly appointed and
HEREBY

e

BY

mail steamers between America and Europe.
First cabin $60 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; intermediate $35 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $25. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply to
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.
Jel9dtf

1.15 p. m.
AT I OO P. M.—Express

Boston 5.00 p.

For UTew York.
East

Lowell and

pon himself
state of

that the
taken

BYRON D. VERRILL. Adm’r.
Portland, May 5th, 1885.
may8dlaw3wF*

Or-

m.

Boston, arriving

Boston,

at

Train; for Rennebnnk*
Rennebunkport, and all intermediate stations.

River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag»t.
4p.m
dtf

TRAIN* LEAVE BOSTON FOR PORT!
LAND

9.00

a. m., 12.30 and 3.30 p. m.
trains leave Rennebnnk for Portland
7.25 a. m. and
for Portland S.OO
*’ “*

Morning

SUNDAY TRAINS
Leave Portland for Boston and Way Sta-

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 2.00 A. Ml.t Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Biddeford, Rltlery, Portsmoalb,
Newburyport, Salem, |Lynn and Booton, arriviug at 6.30 ft. m.
AT *.45 A. M.: For Uape Elizabeth, Searboro. Saco, Biddeford,
Rennebnnk,

Elegant New Steamei

JOHJi BROOKS and
TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.. and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the exwill

Wells, North and South Berwick, Conway Junction. (connecting for all stations

penso and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night. Through Tickets to New
York, via the
various Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken as usual.
J. U. ( PVLi: Jr.,

Bep8dtl

on

rAtmu JiAiJL

TO

s. S.

at

Zealand

UU

principal

NCNDAYNAT 3.00 P. M.:
ton and principal W ay
Boston at 6.30 p. m.

and

AT

18,
in.

to

eodtf

lists and further
the General East-

E. A. ADAMS* & CO.,
113 State Street, Cor. Broad Ml., lioaten,

Pullman

dtf

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St. John, N.
B., Halifax, N. S. Ac.

Life

or Endowment
or other relia-

bolding piid up
PERSONS
Policies with tht ild Mutual Life
wish to
who

*

mty
dispose of same or
companies
egotiate loans thered, may do soon application t

W.
aprl

L>.

Commencing, May IS, 1SN3.

3 TRIPS

31 KltUAMiE ST.

dtl

car

7.00 p.

PER

WEEK

Commencing Monday,
Leayee Portland N.33

sor

L0.60

AKKIYALS IN PORTLAND.
>.60
all
through
r. HAMILTON, Supt.
CHAS.
Oct. 11, 1884.

Slrand Trunk

My Creight received np to 4 p.

m. and any in*
be had at the
Agent, Railroad Wharf.
Excursion Routes, Tickets.
further information apply at
National Bank
*
same

may

c,w"lar8'
71?*
Rooms and

mr°,!KiaofflO0h
Middle and £lr8t

Exchange

Sts.

J. B COYLE, JK., Gen. Manager.

AlfD

l

«4"2Upb“r"
For
age, l.ou

Ten

For freight
Sldtf

or

Dollars.
Round Trip BIN.
Room included.
passage apply to
E. R. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Cong Wharf. Boston

ran as

follow”'

""d

L*W,*‘”*

p.

c.

m.

ISM.

m.

716 *■

1*

4.00 p. m. mixed.
Quebec and Chi.

xnd

ABRITALNi

i.tefK-r

-d

3%6 ™m<h,

M,",r***

a.m. xnd

]

“"’

8.80p.m. mixed.

»od tfurbec,
Pullman Palace
Cars on night trau. .«■»
Sleeping
Oars on day train between Portland and Mon-

i Trior
1
>

ticket offices

^

Exchange

Street, and

Depot

Foot of India Street.
1 1CKETS
SOLD AT K ED ICED RATES
—TO—

lanada.

Drirslt, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Mt. I.snis, Omnka, Masi.
nnw, Mt.

Paul,Mall Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco
and all points in the

mission.

Passage

of Canada

TIME,

MONDAY, Sept. Nth

Uorhaus, 7.36

PHILADELPHIA

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
-<5%
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf
f^R
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting linos, forwarded free of com-

A G. T.
oelStf

DEPARTIKEM:

—

Every Wednesday and Saturday
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.

H. FOYK,

Railway

Train, will

Boston
—

In nnd after

ata-

Nwantsi,

CHANGK^OF
,

Bulling,

™y1B___dtf

Oct. 13, 1884.

a.

a. m. from Barilett and intermediate
ona.
p. m. from Burlington and
stations or
fine,

lMned and Ba«*a«® cheeked te

formation regarding the
office of the Freight

comer

dally.

m., for all stations on
through line as far as Burlington and Swsnton.
connecting at Wing Road for Littleton.Wells Ri*.
er, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all points on Passumpsic R. R.
[jearee Portland «‘i.OO p. m., frr all stations
far as Bartlett.

Pembroke, Boulton, Woodstock, firand Menan
Campohello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Wind’
Halifax, Monoton, Newcastle, Amherst, Pieton.
llalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort
KjSfi*?!
Fairfield, Grand Falls and other
stations on the
New Brunswick and
Canada, Inter-colonial, WindWeatern Counties, Kail Roads,
f’

State

m.

WINTER AKKANGEMENT.

STEAMERS OP THIS
i-ine will
leave
railroad wharf,
foot of State Street,
every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 5 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
mmneotlons for Calais,
Robbinstou, St. Andrews,

Meals and

LITTLE,

sleoping

Arrangement, Portland & Ogdensdnrg H. R.

Summer

d«Unatlomrlaketa

13.30 and 7.00 p. as.,

Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Portland depot ticket offices, and at I nisn Tick*
rt Office, 40 Exchange Mt., Portland.
JAS. T. FUKBEK, Uen’i Manager,
deoiy
Jtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP fiO.

irK

* le

a. m.,

days, and 7.00 p. s>. Sundays.
PAKLOK ANU PCI 1.71AN MLEEPINO
CAB MERVIl'K
WESTERN IHV.: Parlor car on 1.00 p. m
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. m., Boston to
Portland.
EASTERN DIV,; Portland to Boston. Pullman
sleeping car, (through car from the East,) 3.00 a.
m. daily.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
m.: Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.
and 12.30 p. m. week days. 7.00 p. m. daily.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
SteamerB Bail from San Francisco regularly oi
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.

feb8

7.30,9.00

week

ports.

For Freight, Passage,
sailing
information, apply to or address
Agents.

Express for osStations, arriving in

TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON FOR POUT*
LAND

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
1st, loth, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
the

ern

m.

AT l.tiO P. H For Maco, Biddeford. Ken*
nebunk, Conway Junction, K lurry,
Portsmouth,
Ncwburypori,
Malm,
Cyan and Boston, arriving at 6.00 p. nr.
AT 6.110 P. M.t (Express) for
Boston
and
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

CALIFORNIA,

Islands, New
Australia,

pori.nairm, taioncralrr, H*tkChelsea and Beaton, arrtv-

L,vun,
Esrl,
1.16 p.
g

JAPAN, CHINA,
Nandwich

Conway Division), Ritiery, Porn*mouth.

nrwonr]

Manager.

From BOSTON

NEGOTIATED:

the trust of Administrator of the

WILLIAM A. WINSH1P, late of Portland,
i the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
t onds as the law directs. All
persons havingdelauds upon the estate of said deceased, are requir
e 1 to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to
s lid estate are called upon to make
payment to

Old

dljO P. UK—Way

AT

at

sep21

for

AT 3.30 P, M.—Way Train for Saco, Biddeford, Rennebnnk, Rennebunkport,
Dover, Great Falls, Rochester, Alton
Bay, Manchester and Concord, (via. New
Market
Junction,) Exeter, Lawrence,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday,
and Saturdays at 0 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 38

days

Train

chard, Saco, Biddeford, Reanebnak,
Rennebunkport, Hover, Great Falla,
Rochester, Alton Bay, Exeter, LawLowell and Boston, arriving at
rence,

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Direct Steamship Line.

{

t

Maco,

.«».

for Portland.
Sid fm Bucksport 20th, sehs Princess, Davis, and
Wm Tell. Gilley, Grand Banks.
Sid fm Ellsworth lt>tb. sehs Ella Rose, Dunbar,
Grand Banks; lath, Eastern Queen, Dunbar, do.

DOMESTIC) PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO
Cld 13th, ship Occidental,
Dunphy, Liverpool.
Sid 13th, ship Samaria. Snow, Quoenstown.
Cld 20th, .ships Wm J Kotcb. Bray, for Liverpool;
Hagarstown, Basford, Queenstown.
Chartered—ship John A Briggs, to load coal at
Nanaimo for San Francisco.
SAVANNAH—ar 20th, sch E H Cornell, Crocker
Bath.
WILMINGTON, NC -Ar 20tb, sch Hattie Turner
Keene. Kennebec.
BALTIMORE Old lBtli, brig Ellen Maria, Lintobi u (j Keering, Rogers, Boston;
neli, Belfast,
H N Squire, Megatblin, Gardiner.
Ar 2uth, sch. Katie J
Ireland, Steelman, Portland; (J i) Witherell, Garfield, Bath, Tbos W Hyde,
Sbeiman, do.
Cld 20th, eeh Carrie A
Norton, Hodgdon, Boston,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, sch Sarah E Ward,
Brixon, Kennebec.
Cld 19th, sch Jas Roth well, Lombord, Boston.
Ar 20th, sch Jas T Morse. Wilde. Bath.
Cld 20th, sch P M
Hooper, Harknes*, Boston.
Below 20tb, barque Jessie
Macgregor, McFadden,
from Matanzas.
Newcastle—Passed down, brigs Mary C Mariner,
and Castalia.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, sens Lexington, Priest,
Apple Biver. NS; E G Sawyer, Rogers, Two Rivers,
NS; Allstou, Barbour, do; Quoddy, Mabouey, Hillsboro, NB; Nettie B Dobbin, Rumery, St John. Nli;
Beuj Carver, Lowell, do,
Izetta, Armstrong, aud
Brunette, West, Bangor; Mattie Holmes, Jordan,
amd E A Stevens, Kendall, do;
Lucy A Biossom, Clat.do; Francis Coffin, Bellatty. Ellsworth;
H B Metcalf. Fo-seit, Gardiner; Nellie F Huutley,
Macbias; Ivy Bell, Loud, Round Pond; Ringleader,
I’homas, Thomaston; Helen, Thompson, Stevens,
L'homaston; Wigwam, Drisko, Cherrytield; Annie
L Palmer, Hoimes, Eastport.

as

giddiness, sick headache, irregular bowels. The liver secretes the bile and acts like a
filter or sieve, to cleanse impurities of the blood. By irregularity in its action or suspensions of its functions, the bile
is liable to overflow into the
blood, causing j aundice, sallow
complexion, yellow eyes, bilious diarrhoea, a languid,
weary feeling and many other
distressingsymptoms. Biliousness may he properly termed
an affection of the liver, and
can be thoroughly cured by the
grand regulator of the liver
and biliary organs, BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. It acts upon the
stomach, > bowels and liver,
making healthy bile and pure
blood, and opens the culverts
and sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold everywhere
and guaranteed to cure. r

Richmond.
Sid 14tb, brig Hattie M Bain, Collins, Delaware
Breakwater.
Ar at Cardenas 13th, sch Jennie Hall, Hall, from

kong Kong

indigestion, such

fuiredtongue.vomitingofbile,

eodtf

phia.

Arat

dly

Bilious symptoms invariably

Ar at Havana 16th, barque Edw
Cushing, Bickrnore, Baltimore;
brig Akbar, Holmes, Philadel-

SJd

*'.45 A. M.—Way Trains for Old Orchard.
Biddeford, Kennehnnk, Krone
bnnkport, Dover, Great Falls, Rochp
ester, Alton Bay, Exeter, Lawresct,
Manchester and Concord, (via. Laurence.)
I.owell and Boston, arriviag at Hoe tour

AT

Eastern Division.

DILIUUOUCOdi

Agencies,

LFROSl MERCHANTS* EXCfIANOE.1

sch

and 0.10 p.m.

Rates:

The Favorite Steamer

n» maiAiiPAci

SINKINSON

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

May 14th,

2.16, 4.30

tions at 1.00 p. m. Leave Bouton for
Portland at 0.00 p. m. Leave Portlaad
for Dover and Way Stations 1.00 and
3.00 p. m.

ROCKPORT. May 20—Ar, sch David W Hunt.
Hall, Bath; Addie snow, Pillshurv, Rockland.
May 20—Sid, sch Charlotte T^Sibioy, Bartlett, for
Jacksonville.

Ar at Matanzas

Western Division.

rHE

Manager
1

m., and

m.

TRAIN* LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 0.15 A. M.—Way Trains for Old
rchard, Saco, Biddeford,
Heunebunk,
Heunebunkpori, Groat Fall*, Dovoa
Exeter, Maacheater and Concoid, (v
Newmarket Junction,) Lawrence, Lowe
and Boston, arriving at Boston 10.45

on

other.

ADVANTAGES of thiM Company are
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL
( CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE
> nd ATTRACTIVE
PLANS, and conservative
1
lanagement.
Call or send to any Agency Office for a circular
<■

a

m.

PASSENGER SERVICE
In Effect Monday, December 15, 1885

STEAMBOATlu

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger and

mu-

and o.40 p.

BOSTOf Qim

d3m

Leave Portland at 9 and 10.30 a. m. and 2 and
3.30 p. m.
B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
ap21dtf

WOIjFE’B

m.

_

.Sunday Time Table.

HAW THEREFORE A WIIHPI.UW of
$406,006 OO according to the Massachustandard, and of $725 200 OO by the New
ferk standard.

rH

Queenstown Service,

Steamer “CU V OF ROME.”
Sails WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3, JULY 1,
And every fourth Wednesday thereafter,
Cabin Passage $60 to 8100. Second Class, $33.
Steerage by all Steamers, $13.
For passage or further information anplv to
HENDERSON BROTHERS,*New York,
or T. 1*. tllcCOWAlV, 139
Congress St, Portland,

leave Portland for all

[T
etts

UNI ON M UT U 4 L recognizing its

XalSrai.

Peaks’,
WILLLittle and Great Diamondlandings
Islands, at 6.45,

[TS

E

p.

United Stale. Mail Steamship.
Sail from New York for
GLASGOW VIA I.ONDODDEKBY,
EVERY SATURDAY.
CABIN FARE, 860 to 8SO.
SECOND CLASS, 830.

a.

m., 1.16 p.

The 12.55 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with Hooeae Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and all rail, via
Springlleld, also with N. Y. 4k N. E. B. R-,
(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the South and
with Boston 4k Albany B. B. for tho West. M
Close connections made at Westbrook Jana
tion with through tram of Maine Central B. R., and
at Grand Trunk "ransfer, Portland, with through
rank R. R.
trains of ^ rand
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and ot
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J W. PETER*.
y26tf

J, B. COYLE, Jb., Manager.

10.30

a.

Gorham, Maccarappa, Cnmberlaad
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford** at
7.30 a. m., 12.55, 0.20 and (mixed) *0.30

TIME TABLE.

PRESENT ASSETS ARE $6,321-,
601 67, while its liabilities are only $5-,
! »4A,57tt3».

1

(mixed) 9.40

For

FOREST CITY

he company *s existence.

1

Wharf at 6.30,9.80 a. m., and

my4dtf

8.00 and

of Trains.

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Bpping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.55 p. u>.
For Manchester, Concord and points North. A
12.55.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Wtl,
erboro and Saco River, 7.30 a.
as.,
Re12.55 p. m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
turning leave Rochester at (mixed) 8.46 a. m..
11.10 a. m. and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland

May 4, 1886, the elegant

mays

THOUSAND DOLf
paid policyholders for each year o

U/w.

For

m.

HUNDRED
^IX LAHS,
o

amsnrm

m.

(Sundays excepted.)

TOTAL PAYMENT to
SHOWING
Policyholders of nearly
1
MILLIONS OF DOLrWENTY-ONE
LAR*, equal to

THURSDAY, May 21.

Sch Wm B

Arrangement

Leave Cushing’s Island, at 6.45,10 a. m., 2.45,
6.15 p. m.
Leave Peak’s Island, 7.00, 9.46 a. m., 3.00, 6.46

WASHING^BLEACHING

Manhiaannrf

__.On and after Monday, Dec. r» tb
K*!Bg-!!g|l»*4, Passenger Trains will leave
C^’ w^Porlland at 7.30 a. m., and
"'"““12.35 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p.m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p. m. and 6.40 p

For Cushing’s and Peak’s Island.

p.

ocas

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. fl.

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT GO.

»«

T

Fortlaiid andJVoreester Line.

Karslia, McDo-

BEST THING KNOWN

trip!
% ■ WD.

reduced rates.
PA I SUN TUCKBB, GenT Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Oen 1. Pass. & Ticket A«i.
Portland Oct. 16. 1884
ap25dtf

prove it perfectly healthful, and free
from every deleterious substance. Wm. McMuktrie, E.M., Ph.D.”

™

with
Sun-

Limited Tickets, first and second class, far
all points
in fhe
Provinces on sale af

Royal Baking Powder,

On and after Monday,
and staunch steamer

train is the night express
attached and runs every night

m.

Boston.

a

fact, that Royal Baking Powder is absolutely pure.
“
H. A. Mott, Ph.D.”

Dividends,-..... 4,208,602 74

PORTLAND.

Bros.

to

lie says: “It is

MTKAinilKM.

Death losses paid,

0.22 PM

Steamer State of Maine, Larcom, St
via Basiport for Boston.
Sch Jos Baker, from Norfolk-coal to

Chemist, reported

brand.

run through
Saturday only, returning sn

on

day and Thursday Morning for Mt. Desert Ferry,
and there connecting with trains for BaDgor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry same ferenoon for Portland via al) landings and ceunesting
with night Pullman and early morniug trains fer

McMurtrie, late chief chemist for the U. S. Government
Washington, says: “ The chemical tests to which I have submitted

the

had thirty-five years’ experience.

years for any

Railway Co.

”

oar

on Eastward
■* S''M'S? it

Prof.

at

RECORD IS

JT8

'ALA-KJJSTEl news'
WiBT OF

84.2

the former Government

train for Augusta will

COMMENCING MAT 1,1885.
CITY OF HICHMONB
STEAI8EB
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FH1DAY at
11.00 p. m. after arrival of night train from Beaton, foi Kocklaud, tastiae, Deer Isle, «edgwick, Month West Iflarbnr, Bar Kflnrber,
mil I bridge, Joncspoit and maehiaspnrt;
or parties for last three named points desiring te
do so can proceed by rail to mt. Desert Farry
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry

I have tested

Dr. H. A.

Lucy Jones,

Asms,

North

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias Steamboat Company.

78.17

A

}

98.2
97.5

Royal Baking Powder, and find it composed of
pure and wholesome ingredients. It is a cream of tartar powder of a
high degree of merit, and does not contain either alum or phosphates
or any injurious substances.
E. G. Love, Ph.D.”

OF MAINE,

FOR

| Hikh

102.6

(contains alum)

Oakland and

all intermediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 p. m.: the afternoon trains from
Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Hook land and Lewiston at 6.40 d. m.; the night PuLman Express
train at 1.60 a. m.

107.9
.....

at

days included but not through to Shownegnn sn
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.40 a. w.; the day trains from Banger, and

110.8

...

-----

“

sleeping

84.35

......

“C. E. Andrews & Co’s
“
HeckePs
u
Gillet’s ”

Sagua.

Reading. 14i/a

St Paul & Omaha.. 20
do preferred... .,.72
Union Pacific 6a.ll5Va
do L. G. 78.106Ya
do sin* fund 8s.119Ya
New

“

*The 11.16 p.

121.6

when fresh

Saturdays only

Farmington via Brunswick,

Monday morning.

117.0

lime)

on

a. m.

•The 5.16 p. m.
to Waterville

32.7

.......

Ai'iilA} CHE

7

Metropolitan Elevated.123%
Manhattan Elevated. 95%
New \ork Elevated...144
orthorn Pacific common....
16%
74
Oregon Nav.
Pittsburg &Ft Wayne.133%
Pittsburg. ..141%
Pacific Mail.
65%

Redhead’s”
“
Cleveland’s ” (contains
“
Sea Foam
“
Dr. Price’s”
11
Lewis’s ” Condensed

Winthrep,

7.00

122.5

....

”

6.1 o p. m., and

1.25 p. m.;

127.4

“

LIFE IHIilCF MM.

SX’iSAjaWiMLl*1®.

N Blake.

11%
5%
33%
95%
122%

:

”

“

1.30,

11.15 p. m.; Rockland, and Knox Ac LinIn B. B., 7.00 a.m., 1.30 p. m.; Ankara
and Lewiston at 8.15 a. in., 1.26, 6.06, p. m.:
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m., *11.16
p. m.; Farmington, Phillips, yionmontb,

Strength:

..

tbe

..

Royal

follows:

as

c»

Cubic Inches Gas
per each ounce of Powder

“

Organized in 1848.

ALMANAC. .MAY 22.
Suu rises....4.06 1,,.
|5 28 AM
waMr

Portland

Dr. Love’s

use.

Oct.

For
Bangor. FlUworih, Bar Harbnr,
Vancrboro, 8t. John, Uulitax, and Iho
Province*, M| Andrewa, Ml. Mtephen,
Aroostook County, 1.25 p. m., via Lowinton, and 1.30 and *11.15 p. m., via August*;
for If angor A Piscataquis B K.. *11.16 p.
in., for Mkowhegau, Belfast and Dexter,
l. 26, 1.30, *11.16 p. m.: Waterville, 7.00 a.
m.
1.25, 1.30t *11.16 p. m.; for Augnstn,
Hallowed. C»ardincr and
Hrsnswiclt«
! 7.00 a. m., 1.30, *6.16, *11.16 p. m.; Bath,7.00

com-

a. m.

(absolutely pure)
Rumford’s ” (phosphate) fresh
Rumford’s (phosphate) old
u
Hanford’s None Such,” fresh
“
Hanford’s None Such,” old

110J MUTUAL

...

he

economical for

most

will leave Franklin
2.30 and 6.30 p. m.

LoNDON.Mav 21.—Consols 99 3-16.
London, May 21.—U. S. 4s, 124%.
Liverpool, May 21-12.30 P M.-Cotton market
steady; uplands 6 15-lfid; Orleans at 6d; sales 7000
bales, speculation and export 1000 bales.
Liverpool, May 21—Winter wheat 7s fed§7 9d;
spring wheat at 7s 2d@7s 4d: Catiforniajaverage at
6s 7da7s 9d; club at 7s(g*7s %d; Corn at 4s lid.
Peas 6s. Provisions, etc.,—Pork at 59s; bacon 30s
9d for short clear and 29s Hd f«r long clear; lard,
prime Western 34s 3d; cheese 62 t

23
23
28
30
23
Vancouver.Quebec.Liverpool... aaav 30
Coban.... .New York.. Aspiu wall.. .May 30
Hammouia.New York..Hamburg
May 21
City of Richmond.. ew York..Liverpool.. .May 21
Waeslaud.New Y r*. .Antwerp... .May 23
Eider .New York Bre ;.ea.May 27
City of Benin.New York..Liverpool.. ..May 28
GeJlert
.New York..Hamburg. ..May 27
Westernland.Now York. .Antwerp... May 30
Hermann.New York. .Antwerp_May 30
Santiago.New York..Cieufuegos ..Jue 4

the

to

as

,

VO,
MONDAY,
1884, Passenger Trn'ns leave

for the Gov-

THE

...

New York. May 21.—Money on call continues
at 1@2 pei «ent: prime mercantile paper at 4® 5
Foreign Exchange is extremely dull at 4 86 % and
4 88 %. Governments are unchanged. State bonds
weak with a decline of 1 to 2 per cent.
Railroad
boud* active but heavy. The stock market throughout the afternoon was very dull aud strong, closing
strong at or near best prices of the day.
The transactions at tbe Stock Exchange aggregated 122,330 shares.
£u* ionowing are to-day’s closing quotations cf
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3a..
103 Vs
do
do
do
4%s, rog.......111%
do
do
do
4%s,ooup.112%
do
do
do
4s, reg
121%
do
do
do
122
4s, coup,.
P^idC 8Q. *95.129%

“

John, NB, 20th. sch Webster Bernard.

Uaropeau xflat kci».
(By Telegraph.)

FROM

Jlouey Mariii*

valuable

SPOKEN.
May 17, 1st 32 02, Ion 05 05, sch Nellie "Woodbury, from Boston for Bahamas.
May 18 lat 34 26. Ion 74 11, sch Susan P Thur.
low, Sm th, lrom Philadelphia for Cardenas.
May 17. forty miles S of Montauk, sch Willie
Luee, from Camden for Charleston.
May 18, in South Ohaunel, brig Sullivan, Guptill,
v
1
from Sagua tor Boston.

No 1 V,Trite at
02%; No 2 Red at 1 01%.
Wheat—Receipts 6600 bu: shipments 000 hush.
New Orleans, May21.—Cotton firm; Middling
uplands 10 7-16c.
Mobile, May 21.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands 10 5-16c.
Savannah, May 21.—Cotton steady;Middling uplands 10 Vi* c.
Charleston, May 21.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands 10y«c.
Memphis, May 21.—Cotton steady; Middling up*
lands 10%c.

Circassian
.Quebec— Liverpool.. .May
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.May
City Washington. ..New York.. Hav&VCruz May
Parisian .Quebec.Liverpool.... May
Toronto.Quebec.Liverpool... May

and Connecting Steamboat Lines,

of

were

Name of the
Baking Powders

uiartiuau, j>ew iorK.

sch

IIM GOTKAL RAILROAD

report gives the following:

POKEIGN POICrg.
At Eleuthera May 8, sch E M
Bacon, Atwood,
f r Boston, ldg.
Ar at
AP* 23» schs Tbos W Holder, McS,°Vaive3
an, Wilmington. NO, (and sailed May 9th for
Jfi
Philadelphia); A P Emerson, Emerson, do;* 9th,* J
P Wyman, Torrey, de.
C*d at Windsor, NS, 14th, schs Norman,
Smith,
New York; 15th, Stella M
Kenyon, Pendleton, for

barley 0,000
Detroit. May 21.—Wheat dull;

BOSTON STOCKS.

Wcw Vork fsiocii and

power, and

Love, Analytical Chemist

1

Eastern Railroad... 61%
-v
1.
8. *..
693/8
New York & New Eng
193/s
Belle Telephone...... 19
-iexuJAu central 7 b
67
Boston & Maine178 Vs
Klint of Pero Marquette common .......... 13 %
—...

determine what

Duncan, Rockland.
ELLS WORTH—Ar 17th, sch J M
Kennedy,Whit*
taker, Portland.

Old at Moncton, NB, lath,
nough, Portland.

Mills. West Sumner, Britton’r
Mills. Pern, DlxHeld, Mexico and Rnmford Fall
C. 1,. lilMOOLK, Snpt.
jan21dtf

experiments
baking powders. These tests were to
brands possessed the highest leavening

some

parative strength

for
Deer Isle; Mary
Hawes, do
for Rockport;
Helen A Chase, do for Kennebec;
Atalauta do for Rockland;
E M Sargent. Ipswich
for Jonesport; Mineola, Ellsworth for
Plymouth;
Caroline. Lynn for Millbride.
Also sld, schs Lucy Wentworth,
Boston
Hannah,
for Calais; W H Archer, do for
Ellsworth; Franklin and Gen Hall, do for Thomaston: Jas
Warren,
Calais for Quincy.

bush.

Omsk's* 08?

..

ernment, made

Jonesport; Lion, do for

Baltimore.
Cld at St

and 9.46
for Turner,Chase

the Government Chemists.

Dr. Edward G.

20th, sch Anna Frye, Foss, Elizabethport.
GLOUCESTER—Sailed, schsl Alfala, Boston

sch

n

On and after

Ar

received

see

Reports by

Rockland.

ST. Louis, May 21.—Flour easier. Wheat higher;
No 2 Red at 1 06%. Corn higher; No 2 Mixed at
47%c. Oats firm; No 2 Mixed at 38. Lard at 6 60
@6 66.
Receipts—Flour 3,000 bblf. wheak 34,000 bush,
oorn 37,000 bush, oats 11,000 buBli, barley 2 000
bush, rye 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 3,000 bbla, wheat 3,000 bu;
corn 37,000 bush, oats 9,000
bush, rye ,000 bush,

Hides

ou

The Best Baking Powder.

Orison, Hinckley, Bath.
SALEM -Sailed iuth, schs Wave from Addison
for New York; F Nelson,
Rawley. St John, NB, for
New York; Susan, Kennedy, Rockland for
do; Annie L Palmer, Holmes, Eastport tor New
York; W
Salisbury. Pendleton, Gardiner for do; Julia A
Berkley. French, Lincolnville for Pawtucket; Maggie Mulvey, Randlet, Frankfort for New YorkDiana, Kelley, Machias for boston; Oregon. Shaw *

NEWBURYPORT—Sld 19th,

ICanton at 7.36 a. m.. 1.30 n. m.
,or Portland 4.16 a m.
""Leave
a. m.
Stage connections wit.fa p. m. train

~

BOSTON—Ar 20tb, schs Mansur B Oakes. Ingalls,
Grand Manan, NB
Muriel S Haynes. Garnage,
Brunswick; C H Eaton, -inclair, Amboy; Mary
Bsewer, Kenney, New York; Wm Doming, Hodgkins. Hoboken; Express. Bowman, Damariscotta;
Exchange, Tibbetts, Woolwich.
Cld 20th, brig Harry Smith, Watts,
Bangor; sch
W A Crocker, Hutchings, St
George.
Ar21st. schs Helen. Crocker, Arroyo. PR; Ella
Elliott, Russell, Apalachicola.
Cld 21st, barque Golden
Sheaf, Lunt, Caiharien;
sch

coml64,000 bush,cats 142,000 bush.rye 12,000|au,
barley 12,000

Arrnnseturnt ia Effect StaLtNfe
ISM.
Connection* ria Grand Trunk Kail[' ***?^W?5Sway leare Tort land for Hncktteld and

-----

for Salem.

'Byae.

Tallow:

an

...

support them.

)00,000—larger
Company, and

@

Water White

Foreign fimporu.
MONCTON, NB. Schr Annie W—3100 railroad
ties to B & M R.
Schr Maud & Bessie—3000 do to same.

Connecticut Mutual.
value....Nothing. Paid up value..§1,958.00

L’asli

THE

Bay ,To. 2.10 00@31 60
bore '£
1.18 00@21 00
10 00@11 60
Mo. 2
Large 3.... 8 00@ 9 50
3 00@ 4 00
Medium
2 50@3 60
Small

...

DIFFERENCE IN RESULTS.

own

Oil.

Kerosene.
Jdaokerel^bbi.
Bay No. 1.18 00@20 00 Port. Ref.P’tr

1 2.36

Total. §2,434.26
Policyholder can now terminate if h6 so

Cash

...

12@16

No. 1.

si

NECTICUT MUTUAL COMPARED.

proof ibat the amount of policies terminated is larger in the (Jonneciicnt company,
and is net a feature of the business peculiar
to the Equitable, the following figures have
been complied from thb New York Official In.
surance Keports, showing the ratio of termin.
ations to policies issued since 1871 by the
As

IF*

@12% j Ondur a.

Domesuc iUarkeii).

daily by telegraph:

'•

good.

expected that the Tontiue

TERMINATIONS IN THE

bnt will

Premiums paid on an ordinary life
policy of
§5,000 (fifteen year Tontine term) issued at age
forty-one by the Equitable, all cash with no
notes to be deducted in case of death.
Cash Premium paid.§162.35
} 869

correct when they

muuw

f/tnilnn TAi'?.9 7Sn

9 ermont.... 10
» v Fact»y..l0

109.33
109.33

tt i.u to eradicate

wuuiu

10%5/llc

£*a.ixiis*>.

...

1874.
1876.
1876
1817..
1878
1879

This statement shows that the Officers of
the Equuabie Life Assurance Society were
aysvttiu

Oboico.18 ®20c Clover.

Good....15@16e I

St ro.10@12o Muscatel.2 75* 3 26

....

tj days

Terminations of teven(7) years
deaths,surrenders and lapses

...

abasing

EXPERIENCE

liie

TONTINE BYSTEM CORRECT TH E

THE

Spring

Connecticut President,
the system of Tontine
assurance, cannot help acknowledging the
realization of large profits under this plan.
while

even

can

THE WIDOW AND ORPHAN PROTECTED.

«riour.
uraib
Saporhne ana
High Mxd Corn 61@6
low grades. .3 25®3 60
X
and
No2 do. car lots. 69@8u
aS spring .6 00.®5 26 Corn, baa lots,
62®63
Parent Spring
Oats, car lots.
47 a48
Wheats.6 00®6 75 Oats, bag lots.... 48® 49
Meal
Michigan Win.61@62
ter sjraights4 76@6-00 CottonSeod.car lots 28 00
Do roller....6 60®5 76 » ottonSeed,hag lotsSO 00
St. Louis WinSaokedBr&n car lot,,
ter straight. 6 26@6 60
19 00®20 00
Di) roller.. .6 75(06 001 do roaglow20 00@21 00
Wiui-er Wheat
i Kids.oar lots.$20,6/23 oo
atonts...... 6 00®6 60. do bag lots 21@$24 00
f*ro<iiice.
Pr»y}»iau!>.
Cranberries—
For if—
Backs.
16 50® 1(5 00
Cape CodlS 00@17 00
Maine.. 12 00®13 00i Clear
16 00@16 50
Pc5. Boans
176® 1 851 Mose.3 3 60®3 4 oo
Meal urns.... 1 66®1 76 Mess Reef..31 60® 11 00
Gorman medl 40.® 1 60:
Ex Moss..11 60(6)12 00
bellow Eyes 1 90@2 00 j Plate.13 00® 13 60
Br *nioius£bx316®3 251
fix Plate. 14 00@i4 50
Irish Potatoes 60®60c Hams
I0%@31c
Eggs •p<tos.ta> 14®16e Hamtj.ooverod 13 ®l4c
Turkeys
20®23 Lard7 Vfe-jg 7%
Geese,
16@17| Tub, & IB
Chickens,
15®T0; Tierces.,
7Mi®; 7%
Fowl. ...15® 16c fail.
7»X®9
Matter.
$ee<2a.
Creamery.22®24 Red Top.2 25®2 37
Gilt Edge Vor....20®24ojTimothy.1 76®>1 85

Equitable,

a

Nothing

further advanced for beet sugars from
14s t d to 10b 6<L
The following are to-day’i closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc

market has

companies.38.67
Connecticut Mutual.'.".' ..'.*46151
These figures speak for themselves.
Ia tue face of the fact that the death claims
paid by the Connecticut Mutual are twice as
large in proportion to their premium receipts,
of the

lower to-

Extra 0.
The stock of raw sugar in the four ports Is 140,000
tous. against 169, uOO a year ago. The London

RATIO.
.23.23

policies

%i taole*sUe iHarltei.

PORTLAND, May 21

of the four largest companies in the
United States which do not issne Tcntine
policies (including the Connecticut Mutual;)
aud thirdly, of the Connecticut Mutual taken
alone.

under the Tontine
no wonder
that the

I>'v3ly

iPortkanc*

secondly,

him

by Tontine Policies.

FREIGHTS.

(Special to the Press.)
San Francisc©, May 21.—The markets are dull
witu no demand; nothing doing, rates are 36s for

Eastern do

60@62c;

Rnmford Palls and UnekUeld Railroad.

Buenos Ayres
brigs Annie R Storer, Harding, Ponce: J F Merry,
Bradley, Port Spain; David Bugbee, Stowers, Ponce
David Bugbee Stowers. Ponce.
Passed the Gate I9tb, schs A V Cole. Hoboken
for Boston;
Ada Barker, and Aeara, Weehawken
for Boston; Abm RiehardaoD, from Philadelphia for
New Haven.
Passed the Gate 20th, schs E H King, from New
York tor East port;
Hoboken for Rockland;
Mary,
B L Eaton. Weehawken
for Boston.
NEW LONDON Sailed 19th, echs Jas Barrett,
Trible. Ainboy for Hallowell; Marlon Draper. Prindle, do for do; T Benedict. Linscott do for do; Alo»ra, Norwood, New York for Halifax; Yankee
Maid. Torrey. do for Rockland.
STONINGTON-Sld 19th, sch William F Dureu,
Gove. New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20tb, sebs Angola, Pettengill
Sullivan; Fair Wind, Bowman, Ellsworth.
WAKEEN—Sld 20th sch Pavilion, Norwood, for
New \Tork.
DUTCH ISLAND LIARBOR-Sld 20th, echs Penobscot, Carter, Amboy for Boston
Light of the
East. Treworgy, Franklin for New York; Reporter.
Snow, Providence for do; Manltou, Arey, Vinalbaven for New York.
Ar 20th sch Light of the East, Treworgy, Franklin for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 20th, brig E T Campbell, Lord, Porto Rico for Boston; sch T Benedict,
Linscott. Aiudov for Hallowell.
EDGABTOWN—Sld 19th, sch Abbie H Hodgman,
Frye, Weehawken for Boston.
Also sld, sch M K Rawley, Rawley, Savannah for
Boston; Jas A Parsons, Pendleton, Amboy for do;
Anna Frye, Foss, Elizabethport for Saiem; Freddie
L Porter, Clark, New York fox Portsmouth.
Also sld schs E Arcularius. Marston. Wilmington
for Plymouth; Catawamteak, Kennedy. Rondout
for Portland. Mary Brewer, Kenney, New York for
Boston; L D Wentworth, Phillipp9, Elizabethport

Chicogc fejiTfMi0ck Tlarkci.
(By Telegraph*)
Chicago. May 21.—Cattle—Receipts 8,800 head;
shipments 230 > head 5S10c lower; steers Jat 4 65
@5 65 butchers’ common to good 2 45@4 6u; cowa
a 76(54 60. stockers and and feeders 3 60@4 90;
grass Texans 4 Oo@4 60.
*t .gs—Receipts 24,0G0 head; shipments 8600 hd;
iXglOo lower; rough and mixed at 3 90,a 4 16 packing and shipping at 4 16® 4 30; light at 4 0 @4 80.
skips vt 3 40@3 9 J
Sheep—receipts 1800 head; shipments 1600 head
steady; shorn 2 50@4 00; wooled 3 75(&4 76; Western sheep 3 00@ i 50.

FINANCIAL, AND COMMERCIAL

than the greatest care cf the medical examiner. As a demonstration of this fact, a
statement is given below of the ratio of death
claims paid to total premiums received, during
the ten yoars from 1875 to 1884 inclusive—first
of the Tontine policies of the Equitable;

they

bitterly attacked by one who had not
the foresight to adopt it, but committed himself against it.
Why a Great Public (Hood is Accomplished

He usually

large Iron thipg and 30s for wood.

plan is

s

good logician.

a

of the matter.

root

natural selection as regards the rat© of
mortality in favor of those who aro assured on
the Tontine plan far more subtle in its nature

as

Potatoes—Northern Rose at

BAIEROjIDS.

Nuu.urr

don, Bridgport.
Cld 20th, barque Lorena, Stowers,

60®)62c; Houlton at —@65c $> bush at the roads;
Proliflcs 63@05c.

Congress Yeast Powder is the only
Cream Tartar baking powder that sells on its
merits. It requires no advertising, because
when once used it always pleases.

a

Equitable’s Tontine policies

13Vfao.

and

The

which is merely sought protection in case of
death. Not only is this needed protection obtained under a Tontine policy, but the holder
also looks forward to
reaping a benefit from
it himself during his own life; hence there is

After paying seventeen years the policyholder asks the Connecticut company f ir the
snrreuder-value of the policy. They reply that

originally

The dentist is

gets at the

dent means who exercise a wise forethought as
regards the fnture, and who are therefore, as
a natural consequence, a better class of lives
than thosewho take tho ordinary form, under

selected in greater proportion than othora,
is because they aro popular with the public,
and this is probably the very reason why the
ate

remedy.—In Consumption

combined

wasting diseases its effect is very astonishing.

the holders of these policies than among those
insured on the ordinary plan. This is explained by tho fact that those who take Tontine policies are generally persons of indepen-

..

This Society offers to the public the various
forms of policy iu general nse, including En-

or

fllMELUJlBODS.

Thompson,

ton.

gutter- Choice Northern creamery, new *9(®Z3c;
Now York and Vermont new dairy at 18.a20c;
fancy at Vic; extra Western fresh made creamery
at 21@23c; fancy 24@26c; common at 18@2* c;
Western la<ile packed at I0@12o;do tair to good 9 a
11c; imitation creamery, choice, at 12@'4o. All
old butter at 10§l2c. Jobbing prices range higher
than these a notations.
Cheese—Choice Northern lO@10Mic; new 8@10o;
lower grades according to quality: West 9c.
Eggs Eastern at 14@14V20. New York and Vermont 14@14Vfec; Western 13@13M*: South at lo@

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
Oil with Hypophosphites.—Is more nutritious and strengthening than any other single

One of the chief reasons why the Tontine
policies of the Equitable yield large profits to
those who complete their Tontine periods, is
the smaller death rate experienced among

Four

$10@$11P

up in the choir?”

TONTINE

Ar 20th, ship Leading Wind, Hinckley,Singapore,
113 d»ys; brig Mary E Dana, Mitchell, St Vincent,
Ada L White, White, from Cardenas:
echs Thos
C Kennedy, Sprout Laguna 18 kaye; W R Chester,
Monte Christi; Grace Bradley, VIolntvre
Cardenas; Willie Martin, Holbrook Portland; Susan, Kennedy, and Corvo, Averill, Rockl nd; Mark
Pendleton, Pendleton, Boston; Ira D Sturgis, Hodg-

fair to

Little Peter has been frequently to chnrch,
but ho paid his brut visit t > a theatre the
other afternoon. He sat in the parquet, and
as his e.es rested on the galleries above him
he whispered:
Mamma, won’t they let us go

per cent.

TONTINE INSURANCE AGAIN.

Hay—Choice prime hay quoted $20@2l 00}j> ton:
good $18®$19 00; choice Eastern fine 16 00
@$18 00; poor do at $13@«14; Eastern swale 10@
$11. Rye straw, choice, $22 00@$23 00; oat straw

better; I feel strong as ever and I've never
felt a pain in my baok sinoo tbe second dose.”

those who have paid in only a few premiums
their life assurance policies, and then
realize the en ire sum assured for, at a profit
to them, perhaps, of three or four thousand
to

on

(orthwest, West and southwest
epS

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
WJ* KPOAK, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Superintendent,

Personal.

THE PRESS.

The many friends of Mr. C. H. O’Briou are
giai to see him out again.

FRIDAT MORNING, MAT 22.

Eiliot King, Esq., will deliver the oration
Memorial Day, at Buxton.
Sunday, the 10th Inst., Rev. E. A. Hoyt, pastor of the Cuiver-aliat church in Skowhegan,
tendered his resigDatiou to the society.

VICINITY^

CITY AKP

HEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Mr. J. Stephenson, manager of tho Grand
Trunk read, and Mrs. Stephenson are stopping
at'the Pre ble House.
The First Methodist church of Concord, N.
H., baa advanced the salary of its pastor $100

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Machigonne Cigars—M.

A. Jewell & Co.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
W. H. Hervey & Co.—House Furnishers.
New Goods—Owen, Moore & Co.
Grand Dry Goods Sale—Rines Brothers.
To Let- House.
Situation Wanted-Nurse.

Lost-Dog.

The International Telegraph Co.
To Let—Cottage.
Northwestern Mutual Life Ins, Co.

Wanted—Salesman.
John Smith, Jr., Boston.
For Rent—House.
For Sale—Steam Yacht.
■

— ■

—

“WHICH WAY.”
That ever; article used lor the same purpose
1b of equal value uo one admits. As in all
natural productions, so in the manufactured;
all have their degree of merit, and Soap is as
oonspienous in its variety as anything else.
But in this, as the demand for the pure and reliable increases, so does the value of the productions of Curtis Davis & Co., especially
their “Welcome” and “Unequalled Extra”

brands, being practically recommended by
other manufacturers, who imitate them in
Bat, while this comevery conceivable way.
pliment may be appreciated, what can be said
in favor of such competition, or the character
No one
of such goods and their makers?
should be deceived, as the original has the
name cf Curtis Davis in fall, either on the
bar or wrapper, and it is their purpose to let
their repntation stand on this class of goods.
mar21-lam6m
at 10.30 a. m. and 2.30 p. in. closes the
great sale of superior Oil Paintings at E. O.
Bailey & Co.’s sales room 18,Exchange street.
Many fine works will bo sold without reserve
or limit. Remember the collection is of a
high order and worthy the attention of buyers

Today

of fine pictures.
Superior Conn.
BEFORE JUDGE

Thursday.-State

keeping

dicted for

vs.

and

Verdict guilty.

BONNEY.

Martin

Flaherty.

In-

maintaining a nuisance.

Seiders, County Attorney.

D. A. Meaher for plaintiff.
State vs. John Howley, appellant. Appeal from
municipal court upou a complaint for search and
eeixiire at No. 9 York street. Verdict, guilty.
Libby, Assistant County Attorney.
Frank and Larrabee for defendant.
Thomas Mullen paid $100 and costs on a nuisance
Indictment.
Charles H. Choate was fined $10 for contempt of
oeurt for non-attendance as a witness after being
duly summoned. Fine paid.

Municipal
mr.HY»mp.

Court.

-Tim/iw nnrrr.T*

Thursday.—John Herbert, Andrew Lang. Intoxicatiou. Each 30 days in county jail.
Thomas W. Herbert. Intoxication; second offense.
Sixty days in county jail.
Ann Maxwell. Vagabond and idle person. Thirty
days In the city bouse of correction.
Zenas Skillings. Cruelty to animals. Fined $20
and oost.

Henry H. Burleigh. Larceny. Bound

over

the Grand Jury in the snm of $600.
Wm. A. Tierney.
Search and seizure.
$100 and costs. Appealed.
Patrick Hanrahan. Search and eelzure.
$100 and oost. Appealed.

to

Fined

Fined

Tho pastor, Rev. J. M. Williams, was formerly
pastor of Pine street chnrch in Portland.
Canon Sille, of the St. Luke's Cathedrali
will visit England next month.
He will
sail in the Aurania, of the Canard line. Jane
27th.
Ex-Gov. Loug of Massachusetts, will deliver
the memorial oration at the Soldiers’ National
Home, Tcgae, on Jane 17th, which is obserjed
Memorial Day at tbo Home.
J. J. Baron, Beaton; Gov. Robin, Gorham;
L. H. Heobe, Net' York; J. T. Richards, Gardiner; J. J. Bartholomew, Philadelphia; R.
Denne, Seneca Fails, N. Y.; F. Taylor Chicago; were at the Falmouth Hotel yesterday.
Mr. Charles M. Buffalo, of the firm of C.
M. Baffum & Co., hardware dealers on Essex
street, Salem, who died at his residence in that
as

city Wednesday, for years was a well known
and popnlar salesman, travelling in Maine.
Rev. F. D. Kelsey, formerly of New Gloucester, is now pastor of the Congregational
church in Helena, Montana.
This chnrch
established about a year ago, and since
that time they have erected one of the finest
buildings in the city, which was dedicated the
was

first of this month.
Mr. William S. Kyie, of the firm of John W.
Perkins & Co. of this city, was married Wed-

nesday,

Miss Morton, daughter of Nathaniel
Morton of Plymouth, Mass. A number of the
Portland friends of both bride and groom were
present. A reception to the bride's home followed the service, after which Mr. and Mrs.
Kyle left for a journey south. Mr. and Mrs.
Kyie officiated respectively as best man and
brideBmaid, at Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Morrill’s
wedding in this city a few weeks ago.
Lorenzo Cole, a workman on the Portland
& Rochester railroad, who died suddenly Id
this city, wss taken to Waterboro on a special
train and buried with Masonic honors. A
large nninber of Masons were present from
to

Postland, Hollis, Waterboro, Alfred and Sanford. Rev. Henry Wentworth of Limington,
preached the fnneral sermon. The Masonic
services were conducted by the lodge at Alfred in an impressive and appropriate manner.
Mr. flnln tpAVBfl

A

wife mid

turn

nhildrnn.

The

Free Baptiet church and society of
Springvale have unanimously extended a call
to Bev. E. D. Frost, who recently closed a
very successful four years’ pastorate with the
Free Baptist church in Faruumsville, Mass.
Bev. Mr. Frost has supplied the church at
Springvale the past two Sabbaths, and having
accepted the call enters upon the pastorate
there next Sabbath, the 24th inst. During the
years of his studies at the Bates Theological
School in Lewiston, ho supplied in several
Maine churches, and the many friends gained
dnriog those years will heartily welcome his
return to Maine.

Ywrk County S. J. Court.

(Reported for the Prase.)
Alfred, Thursday, May 21.
Addison Brawn vs. the city ef Biddeford. An
action to recover for personal injuries alieeed to
have been received by the plaintiff Decembei 1,
1838, in the city of Biddeford, by reason of a defect in the sidewalk.
After the case was opened
this morning, the jury left for Biddeford iu charge
of Sheriff Leering to view the place where the injury was said to have occurred. This case was tried
at the January term at Saco, when the jury disagreed. Ad damnum, $1000.
Jesse Gould.
W. F. Lnnt.
Hamilton a Haley.
Walker & Walker.
John H. Hammond

Herman E. Harvey et al.
given by the defendants for
the board, support and maintenance of a daughter
ef tbe plaintiff.
Defence, accord and satisfaction
and duress. On trial. An damnum, $1100.

An action

on

a

vs.

bond

Donovan A Boss.

Copeland A Edgerly.
Brief Jottings,
Blighter, and quite warm during yesterday
morning; quite cool as nsaal after tbe southwest wind sprang up in the afternoon. The
mercnry indicated 54° at sunrise, 6S® at noon,
61® at 3 p. m., 58° at sunBet; wind sonth, southwest.
The Vincent Chantanqua Circle will meet at
Dr. Way’e, corner of Cumberland and Pearl

streets, tonight.
Three boys broke into the cellar of a Fore
street store Wednesday night, and got full on
cider. They were locked np.
Work has been commenced in tearing down
the old wooden bniidings on the lot to be occupied by B. O. Conant'e new bloak.
The new telephone line between this city and
Boston has been completed as far as Portsmouth.

t'rnrllf

to

Animals.

Agent Sawyer has done some good work in
tbe past few days.
Zsnas Skillings lives in
Scarboro’ and has kept an old worn out horse,
which came under the notice of Ageut Sawyer,
who had Skillings brought before
Judge
Gould yesterday morning. Skillings was fined
$20 and costs for cruelty to animals, and the
poor old horse was killed last evening.
Yesterday Clarence B. Hall received a reprimand for keeping his horse in an improper
condition, too much work and too little feed,
but nothing further was done, bn the man’s
promise to do better in tbe future.
Franklin N. Huunowell was yesterday ar_
rested on complaint, for driving a lame horse
in

ash cart. The driver was locked np and
will receive a share of Judge Gould’s attention this morning.
an

Accident

on

the

Portland He

Ogdcnsbiirg,

Tne Portland & Ogdensburg passenger train
going east on tbe White Mountain division of
the Boston & Lowell railroad, ran off the
track about one mile east of Bethlehem Junction yesterday afternoon.
The engine and
tender plunged down a 20-foot embankment
into the Ammauoosnc river, and became a toThe forward end of the baggage
tal wreck.
down the embankment, and rests on
the tender. The engineer and fireman went
into the river with the engine,but crawled out,
car went

suffering only from

few bruises.
No others
were injured.
The causa of the accident is
unknown. The Portland & Ogdensburg train
west was carried by, and was about two hours
late.

Officers Greeley and Newcomb seized three
Jugs of liquors last night in a bnildiLg, said
to be owned by Mary Sullivan, at the corner of
Centre and Pleasant streets.

a

Favoring tbe !*S Pension Lair.
A meeting of the executive committees of
tbe G. A. B. posts of Massachusetts who are
in favor of the $8 pension
bill was held
Wednesday eveniug in the Parker House,
Boston. There were present 90 delegates, and

Work has been commenced at both Portland
and Brnnswick stringing the new copper telephone wire, the workmen operating in this
direction.
Mr. Cushing, proprietor of Cashing’s Island,
has invited the Aged Brotherhood to hold their
annual picnio in July at the old Skillings’

Colonsl E. B. Loring was chosen chairman,
and James E. Reed, secretary.
Addresses
were made by Comrades Farnum of Post 50,
Weihl of 23, Hammond of 33, Powers of 15,
Brown of 82, Mitchell of 92, Pike of 159,
Barker of 34, Winch of 108, and Dougherty of
7. It is proposed to hold a monster mass meet-

House, Cushing’s Island.
Loveitt’s new fish market at No. 528 Congress street, opposite tbe head of CaBco street,
presented a fine appearance last night, with its
splendid collection of fish, including many
rare varieties.
The steamer S. E. Spring was brought to
this city Wednesday afternoon by the steam

ing

at

Portland, and the remarks of the

rades were as to the best methods of
plishing the end sought foE

com

accom-

tug, where she will be engaged daring the

Tbe Soldiers and Sailors monument.

of the National Encampment, after
which she will return to Saco and make her
regular summer trips to the Fool as usual.
Waldo Pettengill, Esq
has been qnietly

Twenty-six petitions to the City Council
praying that the site of the Old Town Hall in
Market Square be given as a location for tbe

week

Falls in the interests of Messrs. Chisholm &
Brown of this city.
The property is now in*
such shape as to warrant laying out of definite

the soldiers and sailors have been
iu circulation the past few days among the business men and are being extensively signed,
the least circulated of them yesterday bearing
170 signatures. It i9 understood that since the

plans for improvements, and an engineer commenced making surveys this week preparatory
to making plans for canals.
The G. A. B. committee on Memorial Day

manifestatiou of so strong a desire to see tbe
statue placed in Market Square, many who
opposed that site, have changed their views
and withdrawn their opposition.

monument to

purchasing the real estate about Bnmford

request any person haying knowledge of the

Survey of maine.
Professor QuimPy of Hanover, N. H., who
has been employed by the national government in doing geodetic work in the State of
New Hampshire, was in the city yesterday. It
is understood that Governor Bobie will make a
request to Professor J. E. Hilgard, superintendent of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, to have the same work extended
into Maine in accordance with an act of Congress passed therefor.

•ecretary.

Every one, especially the children, should
see the charming little people from Fairy land
they preeent Cinderella with the little
glass slipper, at the First Universalist vestry
this evening. The Japanese soDg by two litas

evening.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Want-

Club Uniforms.
The new uniform suit will consist of Norfolk
jacket and knee pants, made from a brown
Scotch homespun; bronzeL. A. W. buttons,
stockings and cap to match. The cloth is manufactured expressly for the L. A. W., warrau.
Portland Wheel

ted not to fade, and of the very toughest tex
tare. The P. W. 0. will send a strong delegation to the Bangor tournament next July, and
cannot fail to make a fine appearance.

ed, Situations Wanted, For Sale, To Let,
Board and Rooms, and Lost and Found, not
exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Press one week for twenty-five cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation of the Press makes it the

N«w Pirc Engine Purchased.
The Committee on Fire Department,with the
Chief Engineer returned Wednesday night at 11
o’clock from their trip.
They have purchased
a second
class Amoskeag steamer, to be delivered in three weeks. It will be the same
size as the Casco, No. 5, and will be placed in
Cumberland 3’s house. No. 3 will go into Falmouth, No. 4’8 house until the Falmouth is put

best medium for these advertisements.
Board of Health.
The board of health yesterday made another
visitation of places redolent with disagreeable
odors and found that there is likely to be
plenty of work for them during the summer.
A tenement house on the corner of Lincol
and Chestnut streets received a visit and was

iu complete repair aDd furnished with a new
No. 3—present
when Cumberland
boiler,
steamer—will be put iu thorough repair and
used as a spare steamer.

found to be in a most unsatisfactory condition.
The board next proceeded to Cove
street where the residents are afflicted with
dirty surface water from the streets above.

Aitrne live Offer.
W. H. Hervey & Co., No. 5 Union street,
Boston, make an attractive offer to our citizens In the advertising columns of the Pbess.
They will furnish free transportation of the
customer to Portland, and send the goods he
An

On Fox and Hammond streets houses were
found with drains opening direct into the city
reservoir.
On Federal street the old reservoir
of the Grand Trunk was found in a terrible
condition. An old well was found here di-

may purchase, free of freight charges, provided the purohaser buys §50 worth of furniture.

rectly beneath the roadway. Behind the old
brewery on Fore street is an open cistern,
filled with slime-covered water, around which
children were

playing

To anyone buying $100 worth, only $10 down
is required, and the rest on one year's time.

in the mud and dirt.

Invitation to President Cleveland.
At a meeting, held yesterday afternoon, of
the special committee of the City Government
to invite President Cleveland to visit Portland
daring the National Encampment, it wa3 decided to send a letter stating that the city

The space between the Dolan block and the
Commercial House was also visited.
The oily marshal was instructed to see that
the places visited be put in proper sanitary
oondition forthwith. The cisterns and well
will be filled up and the houses made healthy.

regretted the President’s decision, not to visit
Portland on the occasion named, and hoped
that ho might reconsider it, and accept the
hospitalities of the city.

The Washburn Union.
The Washburn Union closes its series of
entertainments for the season this evening in
vestry of the Church of the Messiah. The
young folks serve a supper at 6.30, and will
furnish

an

Myatic l.oilgc.

interesting programme at 8 o'clock.

Society.
The seventy-fifth anniversary of the Bible
Society of- Maine will be held in Wiliiston
Rev. Mr.
church next Sunday evening.
Hallock will deliver the discourse.

made.

Howland occupies a prominent position in
the rogue’s gallery under the name of William
Bauclngh, alias Boqunet Billy. His osoupation is d-scribed as that of forger, confidence
mau aud thief.
He is jnst from the Toronto
jail where he has been serving a ten years
sentence for shop lifting. Ho is slight in build,
with sandy hair and whiskers of English cut.
He is about 32 years old and weighs apparently
130 pounds.
HiB picture, secured by Mr.
True,was shown him yesterday and he remarked “Yes, that’s mine, and a good one too.”
The other fellow is of heavier bnild with
black hair aud beard, and apparently 40 years
old. His antecedents are unknown, but he is
When
evidently an old hand at the business.
arrested on the boat, he threw away a pocket
book, which is now in the possession of Detective True and contains checks for playing the
confidence game.
Robbed.
Wednesday night Fred Emmons of Saccarappa, a mau about 60 years old, came iuto the
police station. He had a black eye and bore
other marks of hard usage. He said he met
two fellows with whom he visited saloons in
the
vicinity of the Eastern depot, and
finally he had entered an empty freight car
for the pnrpose of drinking from a bottle of
The men knocked
liquor be had with him.
him down and one held him by the throat and
choked him, while the other weut through
his pockets, securing $24. The men proved to
be Michael McGinty and Walter McGrath.
Knocked BSown aud

They were arrested by Officers Maaaure, Skillings aud Harris and will come before the
court this morning.
McGinty is well known
to

the authorities

as

an

old offender.

Bible

|

Mystic Lodge of Good Templars celebrated
its twentieth anniversary last night with vocal
and instrumental music by prominent local
talent; an A. B. C. class by Mr. Garland and
pupils, aDd readings by Mrs. Norris of Massachusetts. It was a very pleasant entertainment much enjoyed by all present.

ADVERTISEMENT*.

BOARD—In a pleasant country
►o home; healthful location, magnificent scenery,
delightful walks and drives; shade trees, piazzas,
ham mocks, rest. Willow Brook Farm, BOX 205,
21-1
Oxford, Me.

Summer Board.
at Maple Lane Farm;
pleasant
drives, boating and beautiful mountain scenE. »\ GROVER,West Bethel, Me. myl3d3w*

GOODchoer
ery.

A COTTON SAliKB

WANT®.

BOARD.

0. IT AN TED—Pant maker at
T V
GEO. P. COUNTSII & CO.

249 Middle St.
21-1
_

-To exchange; a small farm of 10
acres with a good set of buildings. 2 Vi tubes
from Portland, for a good milk farm witbiu 0 miles
of the cltv: will pay the difference cash.
N. 8.
20-1
OAHD1NEU, No. 40 Exchange St.

WANTED

gills for hotels and
vate families in the city, please cull
WANTED—Help;
Green
of Portland.
50

corner

KIM IS

house

Sebago

and a good workshop, and about
Gas,
10.000 feet of land, inquire at 100 North Street.
Also 2Vz story dwelling very conveniently arranged
ha;-* 13 finished rooms with Sebago water. The above
house is on the corner of Lafayette and Cumberland
street, This is a good lot with a nice garden spot in
front. For further particulars inquire of C. F.
KUNDLKT i, 100 North St.
21-1

WANTED—Anyone having

an

improved Sing-

er family sewing machine. with all attachments and in perfect order, to sell cheap, may hear
a
customer.
of
Address, stating price and how long
19-1
used, MACHINE, Press Office.

TE D- Situations as csoks iu a summer
hotel or restaurant by man and wlfo; were
coohs at the Ocean House, Cape Elizabeth, tbreo
years. Address THOMAS CARROLL, lVa Union
19-1

WAN

MAEF

01
a

an

Hervey

Co.,

T IT E

GREAT NEW ENGLAND

House
the

Furnishers,

following

Citizens

inducements to

FOR

NEXT
Any

the

MA EE—An elegant standing top, cut under carryall, but little used, Portland make,
at a bargain; uo room for the same; also a second
hand top box buggy, for sa © by D. E. McCaNN,
21-1
Carriage Smith. No. 37 Preble St.

FOB

MAEE—Large work horse. C. W.
No. G Washing 10*1 St.
M A EE

FOR
stable;

a so

One and one-half story house and
store on the same lot; situated in

Rni&htville; on© of the b^st locations in the village.
Apply to W. R. ANl'HOlNE,48Vfc Exchange street.
A EE—A building situated on Commer.
near foot of State St., now used as res
will be sold cheap if applied for at once.
A. D. MORSE, 23 Plum St., City.
2u-l

Apply

10

OB MA E K—Sloop yacht ‘’Mary,’* length 27
feet, 9 inches, well found, and in good order,
will be sold at a bargain.
Apply to CHARLES
PinN AM MERRILL, Go Spring St.
20-1

171

MALE A first class brick house No 10
Leering St., mod rn style, warmed by steam,
hot an-l cold water throughout terms oa^y.
Enquire of R. DEERING, 390 Commercial St., Port-

111

DAYS!

OR

land,

Me.

19-2

MA EE—Two counters, black walnut top,
12 drawers each. Also two cases 18 feet long,
ono has 14*, the other 18 drawers; can he seen at
PERRY’S SHOE STORE, 233 York St.
19-1

FOR
purchasing $25.00 worth of goods

person

FARE PAID TO BOSTON
And Goods Delivered Free in

HALE-A new box buggy used bnt a few
aDd stylish. JOHN W. DYER,
U uion W harf.
19-1

1,10R
times, light

1

Vs

MALE—Houses at Woodfords Corner
and Centre Deering, parties wishing to locate in either of the above localities can secure good
trades in houses, with good sized lot, gardens, &c.
Call on N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange Sr.
18-1

FOR

Portland,

purchasers of $50.00 worth of goods will have

their fares

YORK
20-1

f>OR

taurant;

from their Mammoth Stock of General Household
Goods will have their

All

easy.
212

FOR
cial,

THE

30

terms

_20-1

Portland

of

large interest,

to pay very

so as

Address, G. L., ibis office.

L'OR M % I E-- At Steep Falls, 3 horses for sale
X^
B. M. JKNcheap; safe for ladies to drive.
201
NESS, AUep Falls, Me. Telepbore No. G.

No. 5 Union Street, Boston,
offer

value, all occupied by good paying tenants, will bo

paid to

TTlOB MA EE.-Canaries, the best lot of the
SUUJUBUCBOIVOU.

M.

PORTLAND BIRD

UUU

SU1U

ttb

seaCUBb.

STOKE.18-1

HAEE.-Safe at a great bargain by MOR*
GAN, BUTLER & CO.18-1

as

CAN NOW BE EXAMINED AT

F. 0. Bailey & Co.’s Salesroom
•*

18 EXCHANGE STREET,
To be Mold

following programme has been arranged by the
Master, S. B. Gunnison:
Meeting opened in due form by the Master.

Address of Welcome.Mrs. Hunnewell
Song of Welcome.Choir
Responses to Address..Members of Pomona Grange

Address—Agricultural Education.Lecturer

Conferring

Fifth

Degree.

Music...Choir
Discussion—How can the Pomona Grange best
advance the interest of the subordinate

Granges.

Good of the Order,
Grange Closed.

Montgomery Guards.
The grand drill and ball to be give by the
Montgomery Guards at City Hall, Monday
evening next, will be one of the finest entertainments of the admirable ones given by this
popular military organization. Chaudler will
furnish the music and give a band concert
from 8 to 9 o’clock.
Aquatic.
It is understood that there will be three
races in the harbor Memorial Day.
Each of
the races will be for three miles distance, and
there will be four-oar, double scull and single
scull contests.
MI/SIC AND DRAMA.
CAEBJE SWAIN.

Tonight Carrie Swain

will

Portland
Theatre in her new piece “The Little Joker.” The
Worcester Spy says: “She is full of life and vivacity, laughs, sings and dances excollently, and
seems fully deserving of wide and profitable
popu
larity. The ball was crowded, and there was but
one opinion expressed with reference to the
play,
and that was that it was immense.
Carrie Swain
was equal to a whole company, and sent all
away
with shortened faces.
Her support was excellent.”
LIZZIE

MAT

appear

at

furnished; security giveu if required.

dress W.

\\?
m

,JJox 1094, P. O., City._

Ad-

19-1

ANTED—Board in privafe family bv young
lady; West end. Address M. C., Press office
19 1

_•
No 603

Congress Street, ProtWANTED—At
estant girl to do chamber work aud sewing

__19-1_
boarders, liou<o situated
good walks aud drive*,
very healthy, good boating, good chance tor families to obtain board, rates reasonable. For further
particulars address HIGHLAND SPUING HOUSE.
18-1

W

A NT F D.—Summer
in a pleasant town,

D.—Everybody
WANTSTheatre
Exchange

to go

tq the People’s
Street, and witnes*
the performance of Mtm ie S> human’s Megaiberian Female Minstrels and the Groat Speeia't* Co., at
10, 20, 25 and 35 cents admission. Open every
oa

18 1

evening._
young
WANTED—A
tion to give Piano

change

board.

for

lady would like
or

Address

iiee.

situa-

n

Organ lessons in
TEACHElt, Press

ex-

Of18-1

good capable girl, American
WANTED—A
preferred, to do ho housework for
family
a

Wages $2

of two.
Office.

a

week.

Address G.

!>., Press
17-1

I ED.-A
WAN
tomed

capab’e, reliable man,

accus-

aud driving of horses and garden work, to go to the seashore for the Summer,
references required. Addrets stating age and wnges, S. G., P. O Box 1335.16-1
to care

buy uOc worth of
clothing or gentlemen’s furnishing goods, at
Ira F. Clark’s, 482 Congress St., opposite Preble
House, and have a gue^s on one of the solid silver
watches to be given away weekly.
9 2

WANTED—1000
■

persons

to

persons uaving

e. ■*.—au

counts with the late tirru of (J.
W-tmiv

CO.,

unsettled

length

of time that has o’apsed since it was in the
full tide of prosperity, but as distinguished from
he present Portland Theatre—that it seems unnecessary to recall her old-time popularity when
the announcement of her benefit crowded the
house. Since then Miss Ulmer has become a popular star and next Monday
night she will produce
her play *f “Dad’s Girl” at Portland Theatre, and
*41)” on Tuesday night.
The sale of seats will

begin today.

STOCKBRIDGE’S COMPLIMENTARY.
There should be a rush for the tickets to

Wednesday, Thursday

At 10.30 A. M. and 2.80 P. M. eueli day
sincerely commend this gathering of art as
possessing unusual sterling worth and high arquality rarely included in one exhibition or

We
one

tistic

catalogue.

the labor
In the main the assemblage
and Judgment of four collectors from the New York
Art Gal ery, N. Y. Many tine Water Colors grace
the collection. The works are superbly framed.

represents

I'. O. BAlLd A CO., Auctioneers.

NOTES.
Marion Terry, Ellen’s sister, it is
ascertained,
lost every shilling of her savings by the recent failure of the defaulting stock
broker, Goldschmidt.
“The Young Tramp” is the title of Willis’ new
drama, bought by Mrs. Langtry.
“The Shuttlecock,” the last work of Henry
Byron, produced Saturday at Toole’s, London,
achieved a partial success.
Tie Paris season now closing has not been prosperous. The deficit at the Opera will amount to
$30,000. At the Comique there has been a profit of
just $40. The Odeon has made a deficit said to be
veiy great. “Denise” was the only success at the
Frauyais The papers are filled with groans over
the precarious condition of the Opera.
In the first
six months of their directorship the new directors,
Ritt and Gallihard, have lost over $30,000. Things
look so black that it is stated that if Rever’s
“3igurd” prove not a success the managers will re-

sign.

Bernard Listemann, leading violinist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra since its organization,
has received a flattering compliment
showing that
his labors during Mr. Henschel’s direction are vivMr. Hensehel ha* just pubidly remembered.
lished in Berlin the “Ballade for Violin” played by
Mr. Listemann at one of the
symphony concerts. It
is det icated as follows To his dear friend Bernhard Listemann, his indefatigable co-worker in the
years *81-’84, in thankful remembrance. Georg

Henschel. Berlin, April, ’85.

Mr. Hyde of the Equitable Life Assurance
Society, in a communication published in today’s Press furnishes valuable information on
the subject of Tontine Life Insurance.
This
plan has been made the target for a number of
attacks recently, and a plain statement of
facts, such as that now presented by the Equitable’s President is timely as a matter of public
iatelligence. Those who are familiar with the
subject hardly need be told of the strength
and position of the Equitable Society.
But
iui

utucio

iDD3

vton

jutuuuou,

air,

ayue

A WORD TO WORKINGMEN !

Groceries, Store Fixtures,&c«, by Auction
SATURDAY, viay 23d. at 2.30 p. m.,
ON shall
sell the John Bodiu stock of groceries,
we

&c., No. 7ft Middle street consisting of a general
stock of Teas, Tobaccos, C-JTeu, Spices, Canned
Goo s, Extracts, and suen gt ods as are usually kept
in a first-class store; also all Store Fixtures, Scales,
Stoves. Show Casts. &c., Ac. By v.rder of 11. K. Sar*
gent, Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of Court.
V. U. HAILKV A 4 0., Auctioneers.
d3t
ray21
~

F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,
Auctioneers and Comm ssion Merchants,
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
E. O. BULKY,

man or woman in every County
intheTJ. S. $1.25 samples free. $75 per
Paul
month, salary or commission. Send stamp.

WANTED.-—A

Tabel, Chicago,

111.

2-4

entirely new work, simWANTED—Ladies
ple and easy; no photograph painting or
glass; ladies and young girls can easily and agreeably earn large income by working on our samples at
for

or

Six different patterns of Black Walnut Chamber Set. ten pieces
each, with combination coinode and lungsca^e mirror, for $45.00.
50 other patterns of B. W. Chamber Sets at correspondingly low
prices. All chamber sets are full size and contain I© pieces each, viz:
Bedstead, Bureau, Commode, Table, 4 chairs, 1 Kocker and Towel
Rack.
Mahoganized and painted Chamber Sets at extremely low figures.
Solid Ash Sets for $-46.00 and upwards.
7 Piece Parlor Saits, made in oar own warerooins, are Solid Black
Walnut frames, from $3§.50 and upwards.
We wish to call particular attention to our New Embossed Plush
Parlor Set in any color or combination of colors, as parlies
may desire. This set consists of u Double Back Sofa, Gents’ Large Easy
Chair, Platform Spring Kocker, large Reception Chair, Corner Chair,
and two very large Sluing Chairs for $50.00
Also an endless variety of all binds of Parlor Fnrnitnrc as low as
can be sold and give satisfaction to the
purchaser.
Iu Carpets Stoves, Oil Cloth, Crockery, Refrigerators,
Baby Carriages, and Hotel or Boarding House Supplies, we carry a full and complete stock, and can furnish any house for public or private nse from
cellar to garret.
We are also the sole agents in New England for the celebrated
Archer or Rochester «a» her Chair.
Send for catalogue and price tist of general house furnishing goods.
All orders or en<iu:ries promptly aiteuded to.

W. H. HEKVEY A CO, NO. 5 UNION STREET.
OPPOSITE FRIEND STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
mj22

dlf

GRAND DRY GOODS SALE!
Last week were so d at auction in case lots all the Domestic Dry Goods
manufactured at seme of the best mills in Maine aud New Ingland.
We bought, with others, large lots aud now offer them with other good
at retail, beginning to-day, May 22, at unheard of low prices, as follows:
3000 yards Shirting Prints at
3 12 cents
5000 “
3 1-2 “
Large Figured Dark Merri'iiac Prints
“
20000“
Fine.'t 8 cent new Merrimac Prints
5
“
6000 “
Color 10 cent Figured Dress Cambric
5
Light
“
2000 “
Dress and Apron Ginghams
5
“
3 Dales Unbleached 36 inch Sheeting
.4
“
“
6 “
5
20“
Good 8 cent Unbleached 36 inch Sheeting
5 1-2 “
“
“
“
“
5 cases
10
Dieaehed
61-2 “
“
“
«
3 «
14 “
45 inch
.10
There was never as good goods as these sold so low.
Pant Cloth, Ticking, Cheviot Shirting, etc., are also to he sold equally low

TOILET SOAPS.
Colgate’s,

Pear’s and other

Soaps

ing.

at

This is a sale of Toilet Soaps at lower prices than
is much under the regular prices.

HAEE—House on Grant street, Woodfords Corner, Deering; French roof house of
nine (9) rooms; marble mantles; heated by furnace;
good stable; good garden; seventeen pear trees In

ITiOK

A. lilRSIDE &
NacccMNorn

morn-

we ever

FOt«

Maine.

9-4

nice

A

Pino

FOR

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
SALE.—A light manufacturing business,

LET-Two rooms, furnished
TOpleasant
and Bunny, with gas.
BRACKETT

or

unfurnished;

Call

at 120
21-1

ST._

room
ou

live

name,

ARE
These Shoes

THE
are

on

BEST.
Portland at the

sale in
store of

es-

located in

IRVING J.

161

TO

Janitor._

LET-The largest and best second floor for
in Portland, tine elevator with motive
power, making the room about equal to first floor,
over Woodman, True & Co., now occupied by Lord.
3asfcell &0o. Possession given July 1. Inquire of
GEO. W. WOODMAN.
2-tf

a fine business opAddress for partic-

BROWN,

Dealer in Fine

BE IsKT—Unfurnished rooms at the St
Julian Hotel, No. 196 Middle Ft ; godd res
tauraut connected with house.
Apply to R. W
13-7
UNDERWOOD,

it,

to

men.

one or

W.,

TO business

Boston, cheap rent; a specialty needed in every
household, trade worked up wiih a demand in the
market, orders ahead, pre?ent owners have other
attend

Shoes

ROOMS TO LKT.

room

HAEE—The well known B ABLER HOUSE
situated in the thriving village ot Yarmouth,
Me., is offered for sale on easy terms. This house
lias been kept by the present proprietor for 19
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
8-4
Inquire on the premises.

cannot
or two

& SON

ap20dtf

a

Boots and Shoes.
(SIGN OF

421

aprll

THE

GOLD

Congress
0

BOOT.)

Street.

eodt

FINE

GEO. DUNliAR.

Boston, Mass.

FIRM lA GORHAJl FUR SALE.

50 Years’ experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

Albion P. Irish farm at West Gorham, conone hundred acres of grass aud wood
laud, with house, baru aud out buildings, will be
sold at a bargain fur cash. Enquire of
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Gorbam, or
No. 184ys Middle Street, Portland,
12
d&w2w20
may

THEsisting of

_

For Sale.
coal business of the late J. H. Baker,
THEoffice, scale,
sheds, screens, wagons, tools, &c.,
retail

together with the *»o<»d will of tte business; been
established on Richardson’s Wharf more than
twenty five years, doing a good business, customers
l ay prom*ptly; best staud in the city, aud the only
one that can be had. A rare opportunity for auy one
wl hing to go into the
business, wharf can be leased,
possession given June 1st For particulars inquire
of JOHN W. DYER, No. 1% Union Wharf,
dtf
may 13
Give you orders
tome time ahead.

TO LET.

BIS EET—To

rf!0

a

family without chll-

small

A dreu, house No. 17 Chestnut St.; reference required; rent §250 per year. Apply between five
No. 21 CHESTNUT ST.

SHAW, 48% Exchange

21-1

South

St., near

rooms.

BENJA211

St.

rilO It E LET-For the summer, two-story house
A and liable in Cape
Elizabeth, on the coast, within one mile of the Ocean House: good bathing privilege. Apply to W. It. ANTHOINE, 48% Exchange
20-1

High Street, eight
rear

for

BENJAMIN SIIAW, 48% Exchange St.
LET-Nev

20-1

story house 9 rooms, on
Spring St., Woodfords; §16 per month. W.

TO

WALDRON,

I

garden.

2

180 Middle Si.

Inquire at

n, n

20-1

n_k_i __a

130 Franklin

Street.

early, as

we

are

always eugaged

CHARLES CUSII8 h CO,
493 L'on&re^ SI

i»a25

*ltf

ASSIGNMENT H0TIGE
An assignment for the benefit—
our creditors hut—of onr
customers, olti and new, having:
been made by the Mayot and Al>
dermen, of
not of

NO. 528 flONOKPSS ST..

n._- a.

Opp.

Possession

given about the 15th of June.

19-1

l|10 HE LEI—On Diamond Island, for one or
1. more seasons, the famished cottage owned by
Mr. J. P. Baxter; has large grounds connected with
it. In close proximity to steamboat landing, on the
westerly side of the island. BENJ. SHAW, 48%
Exchange Street.
1S-1
I.E'l'.—Store Nos. 220, 228, 230,232 Com
TOmercial
Union Wharf, possession
St.,
comer

for

the head of Casco Street,

Fish market, we are now
to furnish all kinds of

our

ready

FISH
in its season, in the freshest order
nnd at moderate prices.

given June 8th. Apply to W. H. SHURTLEFF &
CO., 2% Union Wharf.
9.2

TO LET-Having

entirely

stocked

our

stable

with new and elegant carriages, we are now
prepared to furnish first class teams at reasonable

s

A. CARSIDE & SON
manufacture
a
full
line Ladles’ Misses’ and
Children’s Fine Hand, Machine and Goodyear’s
Welt Shoes in all the prevailing styles.
Mr. A. Garside being an originator of styles will
continue to cater to the public taste for something

T H E

Block.

cars.

ening for one
ulars.
may20d3t

guarantee.

a

same

on

cenirallv

& SON

new.

FOUND.

or

years,

their successors, each

A. GARSIDE

Lost.

on

FORtablished several

exclusively by

Hunting Case Gold Watch. The finder
will be suitably awarded by leaving the
LADY’S
A. GARSIDE
at the office of BLAKE, JONES & 00., No. 1 Galt

rooms

near

made

pair bearing the name of

A.&

HAEE—Cottage and garden lot 50x100
LET—A fnrnished front chamber at 121
FOR
feet, eleven
newly papered and TO BRACKETT ST. Bath
adjoining, 19-1
Woodpainted, situated at Woodford’s Corner,
ford's St, two minutes walk to the steam
horse
LET—A very desirable
to
two
the salt water. Inquire
cars;
the premises
in
TOgentlemen,
line of street
private family,
of MRS. ALLEN*
9-3
Address with real
Press Office.

business and

are now

EE.—

Millinery
village of
than one
centrally located,
mile to Cumberland Mills, six miles from Portland,
rent low, will be sold at a bargain. Inquire of E. S.
9-2
MERRILL, 4«7 Congress St., Portland.
HA

WOODMANSEE & CARSIDE,

myl3-tf

Wanted.

Fancy Goods and
Stock with fixtures, in the thriving
FOR
store
less

ti«_vt

an

Cook Wanted.
at No. 99 High St., cor. Spring.

Saccarappa;

H.

my22

required

reply. Address PIONEER MANUFACTURING
24-3
CO., Box 5098 Boston, Mass.

LOST AND

celebrated shoes manufactured by the

for

CAPABLE SERVANT GIRL; one who will go
into the country during the summer months.
Apply at No. 149 CUMBERLAND ST.
myl3dtf

FOR

Hines Brothers.

canvassing,

stamp

HAEE—House in ibe pleasant, healthy
village of Gorham, Me.; first class modern two
twelve rooms finished, large staresidence,
story
ble connected, buildings are on high ground, corner
lot on two streets, small orchard, choice fruit, and
surrounded by tine shade trees; short walk to Portland and Rochester Depot, churches, State Normal
and High Schools, and only ten miles from Portland; a very desirable residence in nice order, ready
for immediate occupancy; for any further particulars. please address HOUSE, P. 6. Box 52, Gorham,

RENT—House No. 42
rooms; has vacant land in

75 cents
“
59
“
79

objection,

no

APPLY

street.

made and

country can earn $12 to $20 per week, work sent
by mail and furnished all the year round, distance
no

SON,

Woodmansee &Garside.
Tike justly
late firm of

something entirely new,

WANTED.—Ladies,
perfectly simple and easy, no photograph
painting, no glass, ladies and young girls in city or
no

to

15-8

bearing; delightfully situated, on high land, overlooking Portland aud vicinity. Inquire of L. J.
11-2
PERKINS, 489 Congress street.

MIN

.10 cents
“
25
“
23
“
39

$1.25 Night Dresses
....
4 Button Kid Gloves at
Monsqnetaire Long Wrist $1.25 Kids

EASTMAN &

GOODWIN, Proprietors, City
Hotel Stable, formerly Robinson’s, 35 and 37 Green
rates.

St.__

John Loveitt & Co.
my21

d3t

29-4

TROY, CHICAGO, CLEVELAND,
G, G. HALLETT. 236 Water St., New Yori
Send

for

Descriptive Catalogue,
—FOB

A.

BALK BT—

MULNIX,

Portland, Maine.

may20

eod6m

To Let.

In this city, May 21, by Rev. M. Crosley, Everard
C. Brewer of Providence, K. I., and Miss Olive T. G.
Sawverof Portland.
In this city, May 20, by Rev. Mr. Blanchard, Atwood J. Holden and Miss M. Eiecta Jillson, both of
Portland.
In Fryeburg, May 20, by Dr. Mason, John J.
Pike. Esq., of Fryeburg, and Mrs. Francina B.
Wiley of Lovell.

WOULD YOU

SEW GOODS.
TO LET.

New style in “Star” Sliirt Waists.
Bo* s’ Jersey Blouses.
Children’s Jerseys, all colors.
New Upholstery
New Bags.
New Belts.

OEATHe.

SI

Fringes.

KENINKMM CHANCES!.

at No. 1 Crosswell street.
In Bath, May 13, Bradford Sprague, aged 73
years 1 month.
In Bain, May 16, Edna E.
Oliver, aged 18 years 8
months,—daughter of the late Llewllyn Oliver.

Si A l,K -Or exchange, a steam
yacht 47
feet long, 12 feet beam, 3 feet draught, new
steel boiler, engine first class, good
cabin,
engine
room and pilot house, is in first class
order; price
very low Bpeed; 11 knots; requires small amount of
fuel. JACKSON & HALE, 187 Washington St
XC-1

FOR

All Tired Out.

Boston._

mj22

SAIiE

ommended to us. After she had taken three bottles she was completely cured and built up.
It is
with great pleasure hat I recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Ben. M.Mibuielees, Supt. Cincinnati & Louisville Mail line Co., Cincinnati.
“For tne past two y»arsI have been alHieted with

headache and ityspepsia. I was induced to
try Hood’s Sarsaparila, and found great relief.
Mrs. E. F. ANNABLE,Kew Haven, Ct.

severe

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $L; 6 for $5. Made only by
C. I. HOOD & Co., Apothecaries, Lowell, Maes.

100 Doses Due Dollar.

and

__19-1
NALB—*600; custom tailoring business,
on Tremont

..

NORTHWESTERN

Mutual Life Insurance Go.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

$22,528,970

Assets,
Liabilities,
Surplus,

17,631,114

4,897,8 »0

AOENTH WANTED. Address

or

apply

to

GEO. A. MILLS, Geu’I Agent,
19 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,
Portland, Hie.

may22

TO LET—House
rent 6

on
rooms on

er

gress St.

Douglass St.,
fl-tt.

G. W. BURNHAM.

eodlw
8

rooms, low-

inquire 1041 Con22-1

situation by a competent nurse.
22-1
Enquire at 74 FEDERAL ST.

WANTED—A

black

skye-terrier; had
collar,
mark. Please return to 77 CARLETON
LOST—Dog,
on a

no

uprm

—

trade *150 weekly;
good lor *1000 yearly profits;
first class fixtures, including marble slabs,
&o., for
meat and provisions; fine town, opp. post office on
Main street; low rent; good prices; fine
team; owner goes out of the business, cause of sale.
JOHN
SMITH, Jb., 187 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

has such

Cured iind Built Up.
“My daughter lad been ailing some time with
general debility, aai Hood’s Sarsaparilla was rec-

Kish

Oyster Market, and
FOR
Route, with 400 regular customers; very best-

I he mild

weather, following our long and severe
a depressing effect upon the
body
that one feels all tired out, almost
completely
the
prostrated,
appetite is lost, and there is no ambition to do anything. The whole
tendency of the
is
downward.
system
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is just
the medicine needed. It purifies the blood, sharpens the appetite, overcomes the tired feeling, and
invigorates every function of the body.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla in four weeks made me a
new man.
My head ceased to ache, and my whole
system is built up anew, enjoyiDg perfect health.”
1. Barrington, 13d Bank St., N. Y. City.
“We all like Hocxl’s Sarsaparilla, it is so
strengthening.” Lizzie Balfour, Auburn, P. Q.
“I think Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the best medicine
for general debility there is, and for the good it has
done me I cheerfuly recommend it.’*
J. Sullivan, 39 Brown S;., Rochester, N. Y.

BUY THE BEST

ORES in the Thompson block, Noa. 117, 119
121 and 123 Middle street, a few doors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Brackett street Portland. Me.
1anl4dtf

Something new and attractive
Is being opened every day.

In this city, May 20, Grace May, only child of
Hattie Goodwin, aged 3 years 1 month 11 days.
[Funeral service this Friday afternoon at 3 o’elk,

janl

EE—A good 2% story house, 8 rooms,
on Lincoln St., No. 78, enquire of
11-2
MERRILL, 74 Lincoln St.

*

WENT—House No. 42
Free St.; good locatiou; nine
Ij^OR

Special Sale, beginning this

4 Cakes of good Toilet Soap for only
6 larger Cakes of good Toilet Soap for only
3 Cakes good 15 cent Toilet Soap for
“
2 “
25 a d 50 cent Colgate Soaps for

$1 to $3 a day; no cuuvassing.
& CO., Boston, Mass., box 5117.

situated
FOR
ALBERT J.

aud six p. m.. at

I1EARRIAGE9.

Hood’s

H

J. FOWLER

from

R H AEE—A second-hand Phaeton, hut little used, almost as good as new: RUFUS CUSH11-2
MAN, 88 Winter street.

C. W. ALLEN
dtf

marl 4

ac-

no

IS©

Special attention is called to the fact that all our goods are manufactured by the MECHANICS OF NEW ENGLAND, not “OUT WEST,”
as most of onr competitors advertise theirs are.
We believe in patronizing our own MECHANICS, who WE THINK AND KNOW are fully as Competent to make GOOD WORK as the much talked of SHILLED MECHANICS of THE WEST. Therefore our motto is “TO LIVE
and give onr NEW ENGLAND MECHANICS a CHANCE to LIVE
ALSO,” or, in other words, “Leave Onr Money with those Mechanics
from Whom we Get It.”

communication will prove instructive.

winter,

d6t

myl8

H. IRISH &

near

particulars by inquiry
ST.13-4

Friday

and

please call and settle tho same before the
first day of June next or they will be lelt with an
G. H. IRISH, J, W.
attorney for collection.
SMITH.
8-3

no

244 COMMERCIAL

or

MAY 40, 31 AND 44,

acres

....

Stockbridge’s ..complimentary entertainment, to be given
at City Hall Tuesday evening next.
It is rarely
such a splendid bill is offered.

Auction without rrierre
limit on

to

a

ULMER.

Lizzie May Ulmer was so long connected with
the old theatre in Fluent Block—not old in the

at

or

erence*

FOR
HA EE.—Several good trades in Farms
home; work sent by mail any distance and provided
within 12 miles of Portland, within
FOR
few
And parties purchasing $100.00 worth we will in miles
all the year round;
previous expeof Railroad Depot, churches and school, small
canvassing
rience necessary; large demands for the work. For
within 5 miles of Portland, good buildings,
addition to paying Fares Both Ways and the free Slace of land, several 2 tenement house, city. N. particulars,
address CARLTON & CO., 76 State St.,
Boston, Mass., Box 5162.16-8
No. 40 Exchange St.10-1
delivery in Portland take $10.00 down and give One S. GARDINER,
and gentlemen In city
HAEE—Brick house and garden lot, 06x
Year’s time to pay the balance.
WANTED—Ladies
country, to receive light, easy work at home
167 feet,
EjiOR
High St., 18 rooms, arranged all
the
distance
year round;
objection; salary
for two families: further
at

BOSTON AND RETURN.

VERY SUPERIOR PAINTINGS

Wharf._

—First class real estate, wood
storeyoung man, position
brick building" in this city, in good order, in
IjlOB
WANTED—By
other position of trust; highest refman,
excellent prospect of rise in
good location, With
soid

COLLECTION OF

A

20-1

FOR NALE-A IV2 story
HO contains
10 finished rooms, piped for
and
stable

&

SALE 2

pri-

109
M. E. MUUPBY.

FOR SALE.

W. H.

A.M.O

at

St.,

Exhibition

Art

or

Pomona Grange.
Meeting
The next meeting of Pomona Grange, for
Cumberland county, will ba held with Oak
Hill Grange. Scarboro, Friday, June 5th. The
of

Geodetic

graves of any Boldier or sailor of the war of the
rebellion not previously known to the committee, or of those who lately died, to report
the location of the same to' W. H. Green,
chairman of the committee or D. W. Scribner,

tle members of the school will also be one of
the beet features of the very attractive entertainment. Fair open only this afternoon and

Martin.
F. 0. Conant, tho bnsband of Mrs. Conant,
Geo. M. Sargent, clerk at the City Hotel aud
the fireman at th8 hotel, James H. McKenzie
were palled forthe prosecution.
Mr. Conant
de cribed locking his room and the discovery
of the theft on Tuesday morning.
McKenzie
testified to seeing Miller in the corridor about
fifteen feet from the door of Mr. Couanl’s room
while Mr. aud Mrs. Conant were at breakfast,
and also to entering the room and fixing the
fire.
Sargent said that the man Miller had registered at the house on the 18th.
He also descriced the discovery of the theft.
McKenzie,
testified
to
Miller
recalled,
watching
during
the day and described the arrest.
Mr. Rand introdneed no testimony, claiming
that the prosecution had failed to make a ease
aud raising poiu's which necessitated the making out the warrants oyer again.
Judge Gould tbeo found probable cause and
held the men in $1,000 each.
On default of
bail they were committed to jail.
Detective Ira True worked up the case iu
connection with the city authorities and it is
largely due lo bi3 efforts that the arrests were

Music...Choir
Dinner.
Order of Business

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

NEW

The City Hotel RobberyYesterday the men arrested on suspicion of |
being the parties who committed the robbery j
from Mr Couant at the City Hotel were I
brought before Judge Gould and bound ovor
for trial at the September term. E. M. Rand,
Esq,, appeared for the respondents. The war.
rant was issued for Joseph McDonald, alias W.
E. McD.maid, alias N. H. Howland, and John
Edwards alias John E. Miller, alias John E.

STREET, city.

22-1

The Inlernntionnl Telegraph Co.
Annual Meeting of the International
fJlHE
Co. will be liolden at
I

graph

Tele-

the office of Brown
& Josselyo, 211 Commercial street, Portland, Mo.,
on Tuesday, June 2d, at 3 o'clock p m., for the
choice of Directors and any other business that may
properly come before the meeting.
A. D.

Portland, Me., May 22,1886.

BROWN, Clerk.

my22dl

w*

SALE
Steam Yaoht, length 36 feet,
beam a feet, draught 4 feet; excellent machiin
perfect condition; nicely upholstered cabin,
nery,
tender and all necessary lifeseats from 16 to 20;
saying apparatus; will be sold ata bargain. Address
C. A. MOOD If. Biddeford, Me.
22 1

FOB

KENT—House with nine rooms, on Cape
Cottage road, about Vi mile from sea shoie;
flue location for ceau view and good flsbing: Cape
Cottage Hotel about Vi mile beyond. BENJAMIN
22 1
SHaW, 48Vi Exchange street.

FOB

fit© l,ET—One of the best Coltages at Ever1 green Landing. Peaks’ Island, will be let until July 1st, if applied for soon,
Iuquire at 220
Federal street.
22-1
I E ©—A good clothing
dress with reference, F. O.

WAN

land.

salesman.
AdBOX 083, Port22-1

FOR
best location in

sireet, near Park street churchBoston; splendid fixtures; two nice
front rooms; well stocked; good prices and customers; nevei lost a dollar, ono of the best chances in

Massachusetts tor the busiuess;
owner leaves the
city, cause of sale. JOHN SMITH, Jb., 187 Washington street. Boston.
22-1

s 4 EE-Lodging house on the best
part of
Shawmut Aveuue; sold because of the death of
the proprietor; a great chance to get a good house
for a small amount of money; I nave investigated
this business aud know that it is solid; onj lady or
gent with a few hundred dollat s can get a splendid
home, all expenses paid and fifty dollars a month
clear profit. SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk St.,
Boston, Mass.
20-1

FOR

FOR

S A I, E-~Confectionerv
store
and
ice
ol Boston’s greatest thor-

cream saoon ou one

oughfares, ill the vicinity of live theatres; crowds
of p ople pas»ing day and evening, soda fountain

willpiyailexpeu.es. No other such stand cun be
lial in the city; price only *800, no bonus; a rare
chance to make money. G L. POND & CO.. 178

Witshiugioi St., Boston.

16-1

Use.

CHAS. E O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL
Domestic Coals
prices.

a

Specialty,

at

.

Lowest Market

goo^s

L’OBaU.E Ftnov
store on great thori.
ongbture in Boston large Stock of frosli goods
variety ot all kinds usually kept in such
stoics, large conveniently arranged store with nice
fixtures, everything tasty and neat as wax flue windows for displaying goods, price
*1300, grand
chancu for some one to get a pleasant and good
paying business. G. L. POND fit CO., 178 Waah-

16-1

•

PIANO ?
Call at the Old Stand and
largest stock of

Covers.
Some

rare bargains still reinniu.
Tuning and repairing to order.

Samuel Thurston
,is,

St.?

—

Brown’s Wharf, Portland Me.
Orders received by Telephone, No. 044.

myl3dCm

AT THIS!

a T Gorham Village I am offering for sale one of
lA the finest situations for a Suwrn. r and other
House oi 10
boarding house that can be found.

rooms with Hue halls and verandas, excellent water, stable for 6 horses, fine garden with excellent
fruit trees. Can whow farms aud bni dings at great
bargains. G. D. WEEKS, Real Estate Ageut and
Auctioneer.
Gorham, May 15. 1885.
may lido w*

enlarged my stable at KM f'lnrU «t.f
to call the attention of
gentlemen in
to my superior accommodations for
Boarding Horses. My Carriage House being detached from the stable, renders it impossible for any
I wish
HAVING
vicinity

that

scent or steam from the stable to reach tho Cam
es, a fact worth the consideration of those having
nice carriages.

ap3eod3m

the

3 Free St. Block, PORTjLANB.

322 Commercial
"LOOK

see

Piauos, Organs, Stools and

jania

Board imr, Livery and Hack Stable.

in grout

iauton St., Boston.

Ready for Instant

“Rich as gold leaf and wondrously cheap.” -Herald
USED WHEREVER GOLD ADDS BEAUTY.
It is very easily applied with a brush, and may bo
used by the most inexperienced amateur
RUBY’S GILDING is valuable for Gilding Household Ornaments, Furniture, Frames, Photographs,
Cornices, Baskets. Fans. Decorative Painting, &c.
A Cann i's llair Rru»h in rnch Box
There are many worthless imitations of this Gilding and tho only protection is to ask distinctly for
RUBY’S GLIDING and refuse all substitutes.
Sold by all Dealers in Art Materials.
NEW YORK CHEMICAL CO., 3 East 4th St., N. Y.
eod2m
may8

JOHN H. LEE.

a

ALL

persons desiring locations for booths and
permits to locate tents for feeding or any other purpose, at
Camp Ground on Eastern Promenade,
Muiijoy Hill, during the Encampment, June 22 to
27 will apply upon the
grounds between the boors
o* 2 and 4 p. m.
Friday aurt Saturday. May 22 and
23. After the da es named ab'-ve,
applications mustbe at Headquarters of Executive Committee, 400
Congress street.
J*o booths nr tents shall be erected in or about the camp
gtouud or its vicinity, without permission.
UEO. L. BEAL,
my2lM4t
Chairman oi Camp Com.

€.

II.

LA.VI SON,

MIDDLE ST.
HH VCU SA I ItlCYtXl S.
201

Agent for the Columbia, Standard, Expert Vkfl
tor. Ideal and Challenge, also all iho best English
makes Hodge, Yale, Sanapareil and the American
and Hudge-Safety, (the latter machine being the
lightest and easiest running of its class), suitable for
the timid and elderly. Second hand machines taken in exchange for new.
ap3d*w3m

